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Making the case for the capital
Responding to the Chancellor’s 

Spending Review in Novem-
ber LCCI chief executive Rich-

ard Burge commented: “Enhancing 
testing and tracing systems is vital 
to the health and economic health 
of the nation.  I hope the funds an-
nounced in the Spending Review 
lead to a workable system that allows 
the safe unlocking of the economy 
until vaccines are ready for roll-out.  
The right system will also become 
part of our sustained national infra-
structure for the next pandemic.

“Given the detrimental employ-
ment impact of Covid-19 it is right 
to see focus on creating a new pro-
gramme to help people who’ve be-
come unemployed to get back into 
the workplace.

Competitive
“With the most job losses of any 
region due to Covid-19, this is par-
ticularly important to London.  Im-

proving the apprenticeship system 
can also play an important role for 
the many young people who will 
find the labour market even more 
competitive.

“The commitment shown to com-
pleting Crossrail is welcome, and it’s 
vital that the government also con-
tinue to support Transport for Lon-
don until passenger levels are able to 
safely return.  The end of Crossrail 2 

development is perhaps not surpris-
ing, but none the less consideration 
will need to be given to alternative 
solutions to the growth and move-
ment the line aimed to support.”

Global position
Burge also welcomed the review’s 

acknowledgement that levelling up 
the rest of the UK did not mean lev-
elling down London.  “But in prac-
tice this means continuing to invest 
in London, as the goose that lays the 
golden egg. The nation’s economy 
relies upon London’s global posi-

tion.  As such we will continue mak-
ing the case for the capital to receive 
infrastructure, green recovery and 
digital connectivity funds, and will 
also continue to make the case for 
targeted support for central London 
recovery.”

LCCI’s chief executive also point-
ed out that “with little over a month 
to go, it was both surprising and 
concerning that the Chancellor 
made no mention of the potential 
impacts of EU Exit.  It’s vital that the 
government are alert to the poten-
tial need to support impacted busi-
nesses”.Providing stability  

and continuity

The Lord Mayor of the City of 
London William Russell was 
LCCI chief executive Richard 
Burge’s guest in a recent Capital 
Conversation webinar.

A former Merrill Lynch investment 
banker, the Lord Mayor is the first 
to serve two terms since 1885, his 
extension the result of Covid-19 
and designed to “provide stability 
and continuity of civic leadership 
through the current crisis and the 
eventual recovery phase”.

Intensive
The Lord Mayor’s visit programme 
has been maintained during the 
pandemic, albeit virtually, and 
he had recently ‘returned’ from 
India after three days of adjusting 
his time zone and conducting an 
intensive series of meetings with 
counterparts.

Global city
The role of SMEs in the City 
was a point of discussion – 
over 90 per cent of firms in the 
Square Mile are in that category 
– and it was the Lord Mayor’s 
view that they had a bigger role 
to play.

Other topics covered include 
green finance – the Lord Mayor 
had recently hosted a Green 
Horizon summit to partly fill 
the gap left by the postponed 
COP26 – and the nature of 
commercial diplomacy and the 
important part that global cities 
had to play in this area.

Recordings of all LCCI webinars 
can be accessed at  
www.londonchambers.co.uk/
events-covid-19-webinar-series

It’s vital that the 
government also 
continue to support 
Transport for 
London until 
passenger levels are 
able to safely return

http://www.londonchambers.co.uk/events-covid-19-webinar-series
http://www.londonchambers.co.uk/events-covid-19-webinar-series
www.labyrinthit.com
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Scant support for congestion 
charge expansion in the capital
Only one in ten business 
leaders in the capital support 
widening London’s congestion 
charge zone according to a 
recent Savanta ComRes poll 
for LCCI

Over 500 business leaders of 
varying business size, sec-
tors and boroughs were 

asked which changes to road pricing 
in the capital, if any, they thought 
London should adopt, or whether 
the current system should be main-
tained:
• A third said a congestion tax rate 

that varies according to time of 
day, with a cap

• 31 per cent said a ‘smart’ system 
that changes the congestion tax 
rate for every vehicle entering the 
zone according to factors like dis-
tance and current traffic levels

• 16 per cent said the current sys-
tem of congestion charge and 
ULEZ should be maintained

• 14 per cent said extending the 
congestion charge to taxis

• 13 per cent said widening the 
congestion charge zone.

Troubling
LCCI and local chambers of com-
merce across the capital have since 
called on London’s MPs to come 
together to help find a non-parti-
san and viable solution to Transport 
for London (TfL) funding, both 
in the short and long term.   They 

have warned that the nature of the 
ongoing discussions surrounding 
future government support for TfL 
are deeply troubling for the capital’s 
business community, and that wid-
ening the congestion charge zone 
to a significantly greater area will 
hamper the capital’s economic re-
covery drastically.   They also warn 
that any fare hikes on the network 
must be carefully considered, given 
the potential they have to further 
deter journeys on the TfL network, 
particularly into London’s centre.

Non-partisan solutions
Richard Burge, LCCI chief exec-

utive said: “London’s chambers of 
commerce and our respective busi-
ness communities are concerned 
about some of the reported condi-
tions of the proposed funding deal 
for Transport for London, which is 
why we’ve written to London MPs to 
call for non-partisan solutions that 
don’t hamper London’s economic 
recovery.   Widening the congestion 
charge zone at this point in time 
runs the risk of doing so, and our 
research shows that only one in ten 
London business leaders support 
that measure.

“It’s clear that immediate govern-
ment funding is required to keep the 
network running, but as the capital 
begins to recover, whilst also trying 
to reduce carbon emissions, our 
research shows degrees of business 
appetite to look at the likes of smart 
road charging, or congestion charg-
ing that varies by time of day.”

“Widening the 
congestion charge 
zone to a 
significantly greater 
area will hamper the 
capital’s economic 
recovery drastically.”

Mr Shamlal Puri, Group Managing Director, Adlink International (1989) Media Group
16 Upper Woburn Place, London WC1H 0AF  Tel: +44 330 606 1438  Email: media@adlinkinternational.com

www.adlinkinternational.com | www.adlinkinternational.co.uk
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Thames Freeport bid welcomed 
as transformational
The Port of London Authority 

(PLA) and Thames Estuary 
Growth Board have wel-

comed the official opening of the 
Freeports competitive bidding pro-
cess by the government, saying that 
a successful Thames Freeport bid 
would be transformational for com-
munity opportunity and economic 
development.

DP World and Forth Ports are 
finalising proposals for a Thames 
Freeport, with London Gateway, the 
Port of Tilbury and Ford’s Dagen-
ham engine plant at its heart.

Technical innovation
The Thames Freeport bid is set to help 
meet priority targets, including: op-
portunities for levelling up deprived 
communities’ chances, with a focus 
on skills and training fit for a grow-

ing 21st century workforce; driving 
new largescale investment; and tech-
nical innovation around low carbon 
technology. Sectors encompassed in 
the bid will include advanced manu-
facturing, automotive and aerospace.
The PLA oversees operations on the 
Thames out to the North Sea, one of 
the UK’s major cargo handling hubs.

Compelling 
proposition

PLA chief executive, Robin Mortim-
er commented: “The Thames Free-
port proposal will build on existing 
skills and expertise of international-
ly leading advanced manufacturing 
and logistics operations along the 
river. It will act as an innovation and 
clean growth hub across a range of 
sectors. With substantial develop-
ment land available and global con-
nections through port operations, 
the Thames Freeport is set to be a 
compelling proposition.”

For the Thames Estuary Growth 

Board, a successful Freeport bid is 
part of their action plan, ‘The Green 
Blue’, which sets out a vision to 
boost the local economy and unlock 
the regeneration potential of the 
Estuary. They have set out six crite-
ria that were key to a successful bid 
across factors including: economic 
investment, innovation, environ-
ment, regeneration and community.

Strengths of the 
estuary

“I am delighted with the pace, intent 
and scope of the Thames Freeport 
bid,” said Kate Willard CBE, chair of 

Thames Estuary Growth Board and 
Estuary Envoy. “This draws together 
and builds on the strengths of the 
estuary. The areas where the Growth 
Board is already innovating, for ex-
ample around hydrogen, will see the 
clean, green innovation embedded 
at its heart, something which will 
make a difference to communities 
in terms of both quality of life and 
employment opportunity.”

A successful Freeport bid will 
support the government’s levelling 
up agenda. Current unemployment 
rates in the Thurrock area, which is 
home to both the Port of Tilbury and 
London Gateway, are above the na-
tional average at 7%, and significant-
ly higher in some areas of the unitary 
authority.

www.pla.co.uk

Financial services  
‘on right path’
Reacting to the Chancellor Rishi 
Sunak’s (inset) announcement 
last month on the future of the 
UK’s financial services, LCCI 
chief executive Richard Burge 
said: “The Chancellor has set out 
a number of positive, 
bold steps.  The devil 
will be in the detail, but 
at first glance, these 
measures set us on 
the right path as the 
UK enters a critical 
moment for its position 
in the global market. 

“The announcement on climate-
related disclosures is particularly 
welcome.  Businesses should 
not underestimate the work 
needed to make sure disclosures 
are validated and verifiable.

Investor demand
“The Sovereign Green Bond is 
an opportunity worth seizing for 
moving investor demand in the 
right direction.

“Implementing a 
green taxonomy is 
another welcome 
move.  But in view 
of Britain’s key role 
in driving the green 
taxonomy approach 
in Europe, we need 
to carefully consider 

whether it is right to reinvent 
the wheel.  London businesses 
will also be looking for clarity 
on equivalence with the EU’s 
emerging framework.”

Photo of Chancellor Rishi Sunak by Chris McAndrew (CC BY 3.0)

Health and wellbeing plans.
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www.bupa.co.uk/employee-health-assessments
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City Hall is going east
Mayor of London Sadiq Khan 
confirmed in November that 
the Greater London Authority 
(GLA) will leave its current City 
Hall home in 2021 and move 
its headquarters to The Crystal 
building in the Royal Docks

The move will save the GLA 
Group £61m  over five years 
and £126m over ten years. 

The Mayor says the move is nec-
essary because the government is 

not adequately funding local and 
regional government in London, 
including the costs of the Covid-19 
pandemic. 

 
Savings

With the GLA Group facing  a 
£500m  financial black hole this 

year and next, and tax income ex-
pected to be lower for several years 
to come, the savings will be used 
by the Mayor to protect front-line 
public services including the police, 
the London Fire Brigade, and key 
transport services  and to invest in 
London’s economic recovery.  

The current City Hall at More 
London, near London Bridge, is an 
expensive building. Next year, rent 
to private landlords Kuwaiti-owned 
St Martins is set to go up to £9.6m 
a year.   The Mayor also has to pay 
an additional £3m a year in busi-
ness rates and service and mil-
lions on utility bills, running costs 
and maintenance. The current lease 
allows for a break in December 
2021.

Long-term certainty
Even taking into account a coun-
ter-offer from the landlord that 
would reduce the cost of staying 
at City Hall, the financial case for 
moving to The Crystal – a building 
that is already owned by the GLA 
– was considered impossible to ig-
nore. 

After allowing for the costs of 
the move and works at The Crystal, 
including new security measures, 
the relocation will save £61m over 
five years – £6m more than initial-
ly forecasted when the Mayor an-
nounced the proposals in June.  The 
Crystal is owned by the GLA, so 
the savings will continue thereaf-
ter, with the long-term certainty 
that comes from owning your own 
home.

Losses
Overall, the GLA Group faces a 
budget shortfall of up to £493 mil-
lion over the next two years due 
to an unprecedented loss, because 
of Covid-19, of business rates and 
council tax income, with losses 
expected to continue in future 
years.   

The Mayor believes that the move 
to The Crystal will act as a cata-
lyst for the regeneration of Royal 
Docks which is set to lead to 25,000 
new homes and the creation of 
60,000 new jobs within the next 20 
years, supported by the arrival of the 
Elizabeth line. 

Who will be where?
The Mayor will be based at The Crystal, which will be renamed as 
City Hall. The proposal includes the option for Assembly Members 
to remain located in central London, but even if this is taken up, the 
business of the Assembly will be conducted at The Crystal. 

A number of teams will also be anchored at The Crystal while the 
GLA will also occupy a second floor at the London Fire Brigade’s HQ 
at Union Street in Southwark.

As part of the relocation, GLA staff will be able to work from home 
regularly, building on the success of home working during the 
pandemic.

Photo by M
att

 Buck (CC BY-SA 2.0)

Tel:  +44 (0) 1923 251 444 | +44 (0) 1923 431 715 
Email: info@ccukgroup.com 
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Extended furlough  
is ‘right move’
Reacting to Chancellor 
Rishi Sunak’s November 
announcement to extend the 
furlough scheme until March 
2021, LCCI chief executive 
Richard Burge said: “This is the 
right move by the Chancellor.  
The extension of furlough at 80 
per cent level is welcome news 
at a tough, and changeable, time 
for business.

Uncertain
With Covid-19 and potential 
economic impacts from leaving 
the EU, this support for both 
businesses and those self-
employed provides a degree of 
increased certainty on which to 
plan through uncertain winter 
months.”

UK businesses are fighting for 
survival during the COVID-19 
outbreak and trying to trade 
under difficult conditions.

If you’re worried your business 
is going to the wall, intellectual 
property (IP) probably isn’t front 
of your mind, right?  Where is the 
money coming from to invest 
in such luxuries when staff are 
being furloughed and orders have 
been postponed? 

Protecting your products, ideas 
and brands is not a luxury, not 
even in these sanity-challenging 
times and it’s still as important 
in managing the strategic risk to 
your company.  

What are the risks?
1. You risk damaging your 
business recovery 
SMEs that have filed at least one 
intellectual property (IP) right are 
21% more likely to experience 
a growth period afterwards and 
are 10% more likely to become a 
high-growth company than those 
without rights applications. In 
fact, SMEs with an IP portfolio in 
place actually boost their chances 
of high growth by a third. There is 
no reason to believe that this will 
not also apply in the current crisis.

2. You risk not being able to 
achieve your business goals
If you don’t invest in IP when it’s 
needed you risk others stealing it 
or registering IP rights in similar 
areas that will prevent you from 
using yours once the crisis has 
passed. 

3. You risk missing out on 
increased company value
Having IP assets locked down 
can be a key requirement for 
investors.  IP can also add to the 
overall value of a business should 
you be looking to sell or merge in 
future. 

What do you need to do in 
times of business crisis?

1. Have a risk management 
plan
It’s vitally important that you 
have identified, assessed and 
mitigated the risks across all 
your business functions. You 
cannot take steps to protect 
your business, including your IP 
assets, unless you have this in 
place and know what you are 
going to do.
 
2. Include IP in your risk 
management plan
As part of this risk management 
plan you need to identify your 
IP assets and assess whether 
they’re business critical.  Being 
business critical means that the 
IP assets are essential to the 
delivery of your business goals, 
both during and after the crisis. 

3. Don’t risk losing your IP
If an IP asset is regarded as 
business critical you need to 
protect it. If you already have 
IP rights in place you need to 
ensure you keep them alive. 
You risk the viability of your 
business by not protecting 
business-critical IP; it’s that 
simple.

4. Identify financial support 
Find out if there is funding 
available that may be used to 
pay for protection of IP rights. 
If you use an IP firm, see if you 
can negotiate a payment plan 
with them. 

If you don’t have an IP firm in 
place, Wynne-Jones IP would 
be happy to offer advice and 
guidance on all aspects of 
protecting your business-critical 
IP assets during this difficult 
time and beyond. Contact us 
if you want a friendly ear and 
practical advice. 

SPONSORED COLUMN

Victor Caddy, Director 
Trade mark and design attorney  
Wynne-Jones IP

Managing your business-
critical IP during the 
COVID-19 crisis

London - T: +44 (0)20 3146 7888 
www.wynne-jones.com

Installations on a grand 
scale are more usually the 
domain of the Tate Modern 
– think Rachel Whiteread’s 
Embankment or Ai Weiwei’s 
Sunflower Seeds – but this 
winter it is Tate Britain, a mile 
along the Thames, which is 
capturing the imagination

Chila Kumari Singh Burman 
has transformed the front of 
the temple-like gallery into a 

celebration of neon light and swirl-
ing colour – stunning to observe by 
both day and night.

Vinyl, bling and neon
The installation - remembering a 
brave new world - combines Hin-
du mythology, Bollywood imagery, 
colonial history and personal mem-
ories. It was inspired by the artist’s 
childhood visits to the Blackpool 
illuminations and her family’s ice-
cream van and covers the building’s 
façade with vinyl, bling and neon. 
Burman changes the figure of Bri-
tannia, a symbol of British imperi-
alism, into Kali, the Hindu goddess 
of liberation and power. The many 
illuminated deities, shapes and 

words are joined by Lakshmibai, the 
Rani (queen) of Jhansi. Lakshmibai 
was a fierce female warrior in India’s 
resistance to British colonial rule in 
the 19th century.

Cultural context
Burman is celebrated for her inter-
disciplinary practice which spans 
printmaking, drawing, painting, in-
stallation and film. Drawing on fem-
inist perspectives and her Punjabi 
heritage, Burman’s work explores 
the heterogeneous nature of South 
Asian identity within a British con-
text while challenging stereotypical 
notions of Asian women.

The commission opened to coin-
cide Diwali, the Festival of Light. It is 
a celebration of new beginnings, the 
triumph of good over evil, light over 
darkness. remembering a brave new 
world takes inspiration from the lu-
minous struggles and victories of the 
past to offer hope for a brighter future.

The installation will be up at Tate 
Britain from November 14 until the 
end of January. The gallery was due 
to re-open following the November 
lockdown on 2 December
www.tate.org.uk

Brave new world

www.wynne-jones.com
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Triple Point Technology Inc 
(TPT) entered into contract 
with PTT Public Co Ltd (PTT) 
to provide a software system, 
undertaken in two staged 
phases with payment milestones 
with payment made on 
achievement

TPT completed the first two 
stages of the initial phase 149 days 
late, PTT refused to make further 
payments to TPT for not meeting 
the milestones.  TPT refused to 
carry out further work without 
payment, PTT alleged that TPT 
had wrongfully suspended its 
work and eventually terminated 
the contract.

TPT sued for unpaid invoices, 
PTT counter-claimed damages 
including liquidated damages for 
delay under the Contract.

The Decision
The Court of Appeal considered 
the liquidated damages (LDs) 
clause in the contract:

“If CONTRACTOR fails to deliver 
work within the time specified and 
the delay has not been introduced 
by PTT, CONTRACTOR shall be 
liable to pay the penalty at the rate 
of 0.1% (zero point one percent) of 
undelivered work per day of delay 
from the due date for delivery 
up to the date PTT accepts such 
work, provided, however, that 
if undelivered work has to be 
used in combination with or as 
an essential component for the 
work already accepted by PTT, the 
penalty shall be calculated in full 
on the cost of the combination.”

Sir Rupert Jackson considered 
that when the contractor fails 
to complete and a second 
contractor steps in, there are three 
approaches with respect to LDs:
1. The liquidated damages clause 

does not apply;
2. The clause only applies up until 

the termination of the contract; 
or

3. The clause continues to apply 
until the second contractor 
achieves completion.
The Court found that there is 

no “invariable rule that liquidated 

damages must be used as a 
formula for compensating the 
employer for part of its loss” but 
depend on the wording of the 
LD clause in the Contract. Giving 
consideration of the LD clause 
before them, the Court stated that 
the phrase “up to the date PTT 
accepts such work” meant up to 
the date PTT accepts completed 
work from TPT. In that the works 
were not completed but by others 
the LD clause did not apply.

As a consequence, PTT was 
only entitled to recover LDs in 
respect of the 149-day delay 
of first two stages of the initial 
phase, not to recover any delays of 
work not completed following the 
termination.  

However, stated the Court, this 
does not mean that the employer 
is not without remedy for the 
failure to complete and entitled 
to recover damages on ordinary 
principles.

Comment
Upon termination of the 

contract the contractor will have 
no control over the actions of the 
employer and in particular, how 
long it will take the employer to 
appoint an alternative contractor 
and how long thereafter it will 
take that contractor to complete 
the works. It was considered that 
it would be unfair if the damages 
payable by the contractor were 
determined on the actions of the 
employer post the termination.

Although in this case the LD 
clause did not apply to unfinished 
works remember that much 
depends on the wording and 
construction of the actual clause.  
Appropriate wording within the 
Contract may provide that the LD 
clause will continue to apply to 
unfinished work or even following 
termination.

Richard Silver is the Senior Partner 
at Silver Shemmings Ash, he is multi 
qualified as a Barrister, Solicitor & 
Chartered Quantity Surveyor with 
over 30 years of experience in the 
Construction Industry

SPONSORED COLUMN

richardsilver@silverllp.com  
Tel: 0207 167 6602
Mob: 07900 166 749  
www.silverllp.com

Liquidated Damages - Triple Point 
Technology Inc v PTT Public 
Co Ltd [2019] EWCA Civ 230
by Richard Silver, Senior Partner, Silver Shemmings Ash
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Time for 
Germany?
Business opportunities in 
Germany and the State of 
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) 
featured in a recent LCCI 
webinar and highlighted the 
free and confidential assistance 
available to UK companies 
looking to set up there

Andrew Harfoot (pictured), 
UK representative of the 
NRW global business agency, 

explained why it was par-
ticularly relevant for firms 
concerned about the final 
outcome of Brexit, where 
the risks of possible tariffs, 
delays and red tape could 
impact many UK busi-
nesses.  One solution he 
proposed was to consider 
establishing a legal entity in an EU 
country such as Germany (usually a 
GmbH) providing direct access to the 
European Single Market.

 
Distribution

UK firms, said Harfoot, are also 
looking into premises in Germany, 
so that European customers can 
be serviced nearer to their homes. 
Many UK retailers, particularly 

those currently importing products 
from the Far East, are considering 
direct deliveries to new distribution 
facilities in NRW, where 160 million 
people live within a 500 kms radius 
of the state capital Düsseldorf.   For 
example, Amazon has seven large 
fulfilment facilities in NRW.

 NRW is in the west of Germany, 
adjacent to The Netherlands and 
Belgium.  It comprises the cities of 
Düsseldorf, Cologne, Aachen, Essen 

and Dortmund.   NRW is 
Germany’s industrial and 
technology heartland with 
many UK firms already 
based there including AO, 
BP, Computacenter, Dy-
son, GKN, JCB, Johnson 
Matthey, Lush and Voda-
fone.

 Travelling on business to Germa-
ny is straightforward but companies 
should always follow the current 
advice of both the UK and German 
governments. However, many legal 
matters that used to require face-to-
face meetings can of course now be 
achieved via video conference or the 
use of a proxy.

 
 www.nrwglobalbusiness.com
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For further information on our services both UK and International, please contact: Gerry Hall, Managing Director

T H E  H A L L M A R K  O F  S E C U R I T Y

INTERNATIONAL PROCUREMENT SERVICES (OVERSEAS) LTD, 118 PICCADILLY, LONDON W1J 7NW   

E: sales@intpro.com       T: +44 (0)20 7258 3771       F: +44 (0)20 7569 6767       www.intpro.com

Is something 
bugging you 
about your 
company’s 
security?

Do you feel your business’ security has 

been compromised, or is it just something 

you want to prevent from happening... 

International Procurement Services (IPS) recognizes the importance 

of keeping your discussions and intellectual property as secure as 

possible. In today’s world, wherever there are large sums of money, 

and proprietary information, there will always be someone interested 

in gaining access to it, by fair means or foul! It takes just one well 

placed electronic listening device (or bug) to jeopardise your critical or 

confidential information, perhaps to a competitor or leaked to the press.

Gerry Hall, of IPS says, “10 years ago, eavesdropping was a specialist 

and expensive business, however with the advent of GSM technology 

and miniaturization of electronics, listening devices have become

 small and inexpensive requiring specialised equipment 

and search teams to detect”

Based in Central London and established in 1989, IPS’s core 

business is the provision of Technical Surveillance Counter

 Measures (TSCM) equipment to government and 

corporate clients together with sweep services. 

Call +44 20 7258 3771 (24/7)

IPS

www.intpro.com
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The future of business travel 
With changing 
behaviours 
from travellers 
such as 
mask-wearing 

and sanitary practices, the 
Covid-19 pandemic has 
reshaped the travel sector like 
no other. Sarah Wilson looks at 
how business travel will look 
in 2021

More emphasis on 
travel consultants 

As people resume traveling after the 
pandemic, travellers will need to 
plan their itinerary as well as nav-
igating through the new changes 
in the way people travel. The new 
travel landscape brought about by 
Covid-19 means that people will 
want expert advice about where to 
travel safely and conveniently. Top 
travel consultants will be highly 
sought after by travellers to help 
them plan their trips in the safest 
and most stress-free way possible. 
Expect information as well as travel 
guidance in different locations to be 

set differently. As information loads 
become bigger and travel restric-
tions become more complex, agents 
and tour operators will be expected 
to take care of all transportation ar-
rangements with more attention to 
details regarding health regulations 
and customer safety.

Testing is key 

The business travel and aviation 
sector has changed dramatically 
over the last few months and with 
travel rules and restrictions ever 
changing because of the pandemic. 
At present many countries are re-

quiring passengers to undertake a 
Covid-19 PCR Test and obtain ‘Fit 
to Fly’ certificates before flying to 
assess whether they actively have 
Covid-19. Testing will be critical in 
ensuring that corporate travel can 
resume.

Communication will 
become more crucial 

Remaining connected and keeping 
communication open are two impor-
tant factors when it comes to trave-
ling in the post-Covid-19 world. This 
is because travellers should stay up-
to-date with information regarding 
travel restrictions and safety meas-
ures as well as the latest travel instruc-
tions. Travel agents as well as travel 
information guides will be essential 
as travel news is constantly changing. 

Wellbeing is the new 
priority

Before Covid-19 employee wellbe-
ing looked different for businesses. 
You might have previously been fo-
cused on helping employees feel at 
ease when on a business trip abroad 
or making sure they received 
enough sleep when travelling. Now, 
on top of these wellbeing concerns, 
new ones have arisen. From stress 
and anxiety-inducing contamina-
tion worries to maintaining and 

implementing social distancing 
measures, businesses need to con-
tinue their responsibility for their 
employees as they travel around 
the world representing an organisa-
tion. The wellbeing of your employ-
ees should take priority, always.

Popular destinations 
will likely change

As different countries deal with the 
pandemic situation differently, the 
number of cases as well as other fac-
tors that can greatly determine how 
safe a country is perceived will have 
a major influence on the travellers’ 
choices. With safety as the top pri-
ority for most travellers, destina-
tions that are considered safe will 
attract a great number of tourists in 
2021 and beyond. 

When business travel does return, 
it will be better managed than ever 
before. Out of all the upheaval and 
chaos brought on by the pandemic, 
a more interconnected and intel-
ligent industry will rise. So, while 
things may be bleak at the moment, 
this is not the end of the world, but 
rather the early beginnings of a trav-
el management renaissance.

Sarah Wilson is chief executive of 
Ace Travel
www.acetravel.co.uk

FMC LOGISTICS
Experts in quick & cost effective 
global logistics solution

FMC Logistics (UK) Ltd supplies bespoke logistic services. 
Core activities are inter-modal and logistics services, 

including Air and Sea freight forwarding.

CONTACT US
Phone 01708 253880  Email enquiries@fmclog.co.uk
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            Do you want to access a selection of business co-operation offers 
made by European companies wishing to work with UK firms? Every 
month Enterprise Europe Network publishes a Business Opportunities 
in Europe Bulletin, which contains the latest co-operation offers from 
companies across the EU and beyond. To find out more about this 
issue’s listed overseas business opportunities or to subscribe to the 
bulletin contact Enterprise Europe Network London at enterprise.
europe@londonchamber.co.uk or 020 7248 1992.

Israel
This company specialises in indoor air filtration and disinfection 

and has developed a smart platform that monitors the air quality in 
real time, adapting itself to the user and targets and disinfecting 99.9% 
of viruses, bacteria and mould. It removes gases and captures 99.9% 
of airborne particles as small as 0.3 microns, including allergens. The 
company is looking for partners under distribution services agreements.
REF: BOIL20200625001

Italy 
An agritech company established to satisfy sustainable farming 

and develop low cost releasers of water and nutrients is looking for 
partners to whom to entrust research and development or physical-
chemical improvements of its applications, with the aim of developing 
new formulations and commercial products. Research and high-tech and 
green SMEs are sought for technology and commercial agreement with 
technical assistance.
REF: TRIT20201021001

South Korea
A manufacturer of optical communication components has 

developed an optical interrogator that is applied in power plants for a 
safe and preventive maintenance. The company is looking for partners 
that provide civil engineering, safety consulting and monitoring services 
under distribution services and commercial agency agreement. 
REF: BOKR20200909001

Moldova
A farm that specialises in high-quality organic rosehip products 

with high-concentration of vitamin C seeks distributors under a 
distribution services agreement. The activity of the farm is the cultivation 
of organic rosehip species and their processing.
REF: BOMD20201001001

France
An innovative young SME offers new generation of mobile 

power station runing with batteries powered by photovoltaic panels and 
hydrogen fuel cell. This station can be set up in less than a day in isolated 
areas for uses such as daily recharge small vehicles or replace generators 
sets during exhibiting events. Partners willing to be equipped are sought 
for commercial agreements with technical assistance.
REF: TOFR20200831001

Spain
An SME in the sustainability field has designed a series of vertical 

garden systems. The company is looking for a sustainable and waterproof 
board alternative to the standard PVC panels they are nowadays 
applying in their systems. The company is searching for an international 
construction materials manufacturer or distributor able to provide an 
alternative board under a supplier agreement.
REF: BRES20201022001

Turkey
A glass processing company seeks distribution services 

agreements to find new clients in European and Middle East markets. 
Company is specialized in parapet and facade cladding glasses, safety 
glass, tempered glass, laminated glass, bullet-proof glass, decorative 
glass, opal glass, wire glass, double glazings, furnishing glasses, glass 
table, surface and glass treatment.
REF: BOTR20201030001

Overseas business opportunities

COVID-19 is changing the 
world: let Morley help you 
discover YOUR new normal 
through learning. Whether 
you’re looking to progress or 
change your career, hone your 
digital skills or invest in your 
wellbeing, our courses will help 
you Upskill, Reskill and Enjoy 
learning this Autumn.

www.morleycollege.ac.uk/
upskill-reskill-enjoy

PART OF

MORLEY COLLEGE LONDON

CHELSEA 
CENTRE

LCCI members are eligible for discounts on courses at Morley.  

www.morleycollege.ac.uk/upskill-reskill-enjoy
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There’s no doubt artificial 
intelligence (AI) is a 
transformative technology.

The AI revolution will be faster 
than the Industrial Revolution 
in England, which took over 100 
years. Over the coming years, no 
firm will survive on AI alone. 

But it’s questionable if firms 
will survive, in the longer term, 
without using the technology. And 
society will question its norms. 
New rules will be needed and new 
institutions will arise, old ones will 
adapt, some will die. 

It will be a complex transition. The 
benefits are close at hand to those 
who are prepared. 

AI is ultimately going to transform 
every business, in every industry.  

For companies which play a pivotal 
part in society, the opportunities 
for benefiting customers, 
suppliers, communities and 
shareholders by adopting AI are 
staggering.

Get it wrong and your reputation 
could be damaged, possibly 
beyond repair.

Placing reputation at the 
heart of your AI strategy
Every company needs an AI 
strategy, challenged on and led 
by the leading, chartered public 
relations specialists in the AI space 
to ensure reputation and trust is 
maintained and enhanced.

AI has weaved itself into our 
lives in a way that it doesn’t even 
seem out of the box anymore. 
From email filtration and chatbot 
function to Google’s predictive 
search, customised product 
recommendations to supporting 
internal processes to be more 
effective, AI is all around you. But, 
there’s still confusion that surfaces 
around AI.

Businesses that fail to 
communicate their AI 
implementation strategy 
effectively and ethically could 
find themselves open to censure 
from shareholders, investors, 
employees and the public.

In the hurry to harness the 
benefits of AI, however, there lies 
a risk to reputation. 

In the absence of effective, 
ethical strategic communications 
on AI, good intentions can easily 
be misunderstood, creating a 
damaging brand, organisational 
or business reputation gap or, 
worse, crisis and social friction.

Even with a strategy firmly in 
place, there’s still the threat of a 
‘reputation gap’, a misalignment 
between what companies do and 
how their actions are perceived.

Brand and organisational 
messaging needs to be hyper-
agile to cope with the dizzying 
pace, and the leading, ethical 
communications will be, more 
than ever before, a key skill that 
senior executives require to lead 
the AI charge.

To ensure these practices are 
well understood, firms must align 
communications with purpose, 
having Chartered public relations 
practitioners as part of all AI 
build and deployment teams. 
This ensures the tough ethical 
questions are answered and bias 
is mitigated against, ensuring 
reputations remain in-tact, are 
enhanced, crisis avoided.

AI presents challenge for 
long-established companies 
with legacy systems that need 
to become more agile in their 
reputation management. But 
younger companies that have 
grown quickly and haven’t 
developed and implemented a 
communications strategy should 
also take heed.

www.cipr.co.uk/ai

SPONSORED COLUMN

Decoding reputation 
in the enhanced era of 
artificial intelligence

By Kerry Sheehan, 
Chart.PR, FCIPR Chair 
of the Global Artificial 
Intelligence in Public 
Relations Global Panel

EU Exit Q&A

At time of writing, nego-
tiations for a post-Brex-
it trade deal are entering 

their final week. Talks were moved 
online after a member of the EU 
side tested positive for Covid-19. 
Both sides have issued ultimatums 
if no agreement is reached by 30 
November. According to Ursula 
von der Leyen, the President of the 
EU Commission, there has been 
“more movement” on key issues af-
ter many difficult weeks where no 
progress was made. However, there 
has been no agreement yet on the 
three make-or-break areas.
• The so-called ‘level playing 

field’. The EU wants the UK to 
stick closely to EU rules on em-
ployee rights, environmental 
regulations and State Aid (fi-
nancial help from government 
to business). For the UK, the 
whole purpose of Brexit is to be 
able to break free from common 
EU rules and become a self-gov-
erning nation once again.  

• Fisheries. The EU is pushing for 
maximum access to fishing rights 
in UK waters. The UK negotiators 
argue that the UK is now an in-
dependent coastal state and will 
prioritise its own fishing fleet in 
UK territorial waters.

• Governance of any future 
agreement. Part of this concerns 
the overall structure of a future 
deal. However, it is also about 
how any new agreements would 
be enforced and the role of the 
European Court of Justice in UK 
affairs.

Negotiators are currently ex-
ploring the feasibility of ‘review 
clauses’ to break the deadlock in 
the trade talks. They argue that 
parts of the deal could be revisited 
several years after they come into 
force by using interim plans for 
contentious issues such as fish.

There is a general understand-
ing that ratifying a trade deal to 
take effect on 1 January 2021 will 
become ‘technically challenging’ if 
it is not agreed by the end of No-
vember. If there is no agreement 
on the above issues within the 
next few days, the UK will exit the 
transition period at midnight on 
31 December 2020 with no formal 
deal. It will then trade with the EU 
as a third country on World Trade 
Organisation rules.

Brexit: Progress made in 
tough areas, says EU chief
n www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
politics-55014901

Brexit LIVE: Don’t threaten 
us! Desperate Barnier lashes 
out ‘This is set IN STONE’
n www.express.co.uk/news/
politics/1363357/brexit-news-
trade-deal-michel-barnier-lord-
frost-boris-johnson-fisheries

EU and UK negotiators turn to 
review clauses in bid to unlock 
deal
n www.ft.com/content/6c348653-
1a5d-442a-9829-d77d4517ff80

Brexit deal close to being 
finalised, EU ambassadors told
n www.theguardian.com/
politics/2020/nov/20/brexit-
deal-close-to-being-finalised-eu-
ambassadors-told

Who needs to 
ratify a post-Brexit 
trade deal?
If a trade deal is struck that allows 
tariff-free trade between the UK 
and the EU, it will have to be rati-
fied before it can take effect. The EU 
needs a provision (or ‘legal basis’) 
in the treaty to undertake any act 
and this includes the ratification of 
international agreements. This legal 
act, taken together with the text set 
out the final agreement, will deter-
mine who needs to vote. There are 
two possibilities:
1. The EU – the Council of the Euro-

pean Union (the grouping of the 
remaining 27 EU governments) 
and the European Parliament

2. The above, plus the legislatures 
of the 27 EU Member States. The 
ten regional parliaments could 
also be given a vote. Naturally, 
this will take much longer.
In the case of Belgium, any one of 

its five regional parliaments could 
vote to reject the deal at least in 
theory. Back in 2016, the Walloon 

Level playing field, 
ratification, and the US

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-55014901
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-55014901
https://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/1363357/brexit-news-trade-deal-michel-barnier-lord-frost-boris-johnson-fisheries
https://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/1363357/brexit-news-trade-deal-michel-barnier-lord-frost-boris-johnson-fisheries
https://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/1363357/brexit-news-trade-deal-michel-barnier-lord-frost-boris-johnson-fisheries
https://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/1363357/brexit-news-trade-deal-michel-barnier-lord-frost-boris-johnson-fisheries
https://www.ft.com/content/6c348653-1a5d-442a-9829-d77d4517ff80
https://www.ft.com/content/6c348653-1a5d-442a-9829-d77d4517ff80
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/nov/20/brexit-deal-close-to-being-finalised-eu-ambassadors-told
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/nov/20/brexit-deal-close-to-being-finalised-eu-ambassadors-told
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/nov/20/brexit-deal-close-to-being-finalised-eu-ambassadors-told
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/nov/20/brexit-deal-close-to-being-finalised-eu-ambassadors-told
www.cipr.co.uk/ai
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Lubbock Fine
Paternoster House
65 St Paul’s Churchyard
London EC4M 8AB
t +44(0)20 7490 7766
www.lubbockfine.co.uk

From 1 January 2021, as the 
Brexit transition period comes 
to an end, the EU VAT rules 
concerning the supply and 
movement of goods will not 
apply in Great Britain (GB), i.e 
England, Wales and Scotland. 
However, they will still apply in 
Northern Ireland (NI), despite 
NI remaining part of the UK’s 
VAT system.

What does this mean?

This puts the UK government 
in a challenging position and 
HMRC have released guidance 
on how they envisage the new 
trading environment operating 
for VAT purposes, as there is to 
be no border between NI and 
Ireland (the latter remaining an EU 
Member State).

HMRC have confirmed the 
following:

1. NI will remain part of the UK’s 
VAT system and there will be 
no requirement for a new VAT 
registration for sales of goods 
in NI.

2. VAT will continue to be 
accounted for on all sales 
across the UK through a single 
UK VAT return i.e. goods sold 
between GB and NI. UK VAT 
will be charged by the supplier 
and recovered by the customer 
subject to normal rules, unless 
ones of the normal exceptions 
apply.

So, what is changing?

• When moving your own goods 
from GB to NI, the business will 
need to account for VAT. This 
will however be self-accounted 
for in the UK VAT return and 
recovered to extent the goods 
are used to make taxable 
supplies. This is similar to how 
acquisition tax on the intra EU 
purchase of goods operates.

• Businesses will not be required 
to self-account for VAT when 
goods are moving in the 
opposite direction to the above 
i.e. moving own goods from NI 
to GB.

• Typically supplies of goods 
between members of a VAT 
group are disregarded for VAT, 
however where VAT group 
members move goods from GB 
to NI, VAT will now be due in the 
same way as when a business 
moves its own goods, as set 
out above.

• If supplies of goods are made 
between members of a VAT 
group and those goods are 
located in NI at the time that 
they are supplied, these will 
only be disregarded if both 
members are established, or 
have a fixed establishment in 
NI.

How can we help?

If you are looking for further 
assistance please get in touch 
with Lubbock Fine’s VAT Director, 
Jas Dhillon (jaspaldhillon@
lubbockfine.co.uk).

SPONSORED COLUMN

By: Jas Dhillon 
VAT Director at Lubbock Fine

New VAT trading 
guidance between 
Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland

Parliament blocked the CETA trade 
deal between the EU and Canada. 
The CETA deal needed ratification 
by the national parliaments of all 
EU member states plus ten region-
al parliaments. Despite this, CETA 
was eventually concluded.

Officials are already examining 
how a deal might be ratified this 
year without having to translate 
it into every official EU language. 
In this scenario, the text will need 
to be scrutinised for errors which 
could have unforeseen legal conse-
quences. This process is known as 
‘scrubbing’.

The week beginning Monday 14 
December is the European Parlia-
ment’s last plenary session of 2020. 
The ratification vote on a trade deal 
is planned for this week to give the 
relevant committees sufficient time 
to study the text before taking a 
vote. Some Members of the Europe-
an Parliament have voiced concern 
about what they see as inadequate 
time to scrutinise a deal.

Brexit timeline: How the 
talks have unfolded and what 
happens next
n www.ft.com/content/723de327-
09cb-4f0b-8b79-6ac8a4051aac

UK–EU future relationship: 
EU ratification and provisional 
application
n www.instituteforgovernment.org.
uk/explainers/future-relationship-
eu-ratification

Von der Leyen could ‘rush 
through’ Brexit deal without 
ratification from EU member 
states
n www.express.co.uk/news/
politics/1362810/brexit-news-
uk-eu-trade-deal-talks-latest-
agreement-ratification-process-sky-
news-vn

Has the UK 
recently agreed any 
trade deals with 
other countries?
On 18 November, the UK and Cana-
da agreed a ‘rollover’ deal to contin-
ue trading on the same terms as the 
current EU agreement after the UK’s 
transition period ends in December. 
The two countries agreed to start ne-
gotiations in 2021 on a tailor-made 
deal that could include matters such 
as digital trade and the environment. 
UK trade in goods and services with 
Canada is currently worth £20 bil-
lion. 

UK secures vital rollover trade 
deal with Canada and agrees 
to start negotiating more 
advanced deal next year
n www.gov.uk/government/news/
uk-secures-vital-rollover-trade-deal-
with-canada-and-agrees-to-start-
negotiating-more-advanced-deal-
next-year

Brexit: UK and Canada agree 
deal to keep trading under EU 
terms
n www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
55031443

Brexit: UK and Canada agree 
‘rollover’ deal to continue 
trading on existing EU terms
n www.independent.co.uk/news/
uk/politics/brexit-uk-canada-deal-
transition-end-b1759627.html

A free trade agreement has al-
ready been struck with Japan. The 
UK launched negotiations for a free 
trade deal with Australia on 17 June 
2020. Following the November elec-
tion of Democrat Jo Biden as Presi-
dent-elect in the United States, the 
future of a UK-US trade deal is still 
uncertain. Prior to the US Presiden-
tial elections, Biden had ruled out 
any future trade deal with the UK if 
it did not respect the Good Friday 
Agreement in Northern Ireland.

Biden speaks out on US-UK 
trade deal, saying Good Friday 
Agreement can’t ‘become a 
casualty of Brexit’
n www.independent.co.uk/news/
uk/politics/joe-biden-brexit-
good-friday-agreement-trade-
deal-b457753.html

What a Joe Biden presidency 
means for a UK-US trade deal
n www.itv.com/news/2020-10-
31/what-would-a-joe-biden-
presidency-mean-for-a-uk-us-post-
brexit-trade-deal
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https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/brexit-uk-canada-deal-transition-end-b1759627.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/joe-biden-brexit-good-friday-agreement-trade-deal-b457753.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/joe-biden-brexit-good-friday-agreement-trade-deal-b457753.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/joe-biden-brexit-good-friday-agreement-trade-deal-b457753.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/joe-biden-brexit-good-friday-agreement-trade-deal-b457753.html
https://www.itv.com/news/2020-10-31/what-would-a-joe-biden-presidency-mean-for-a-uk-us-post-brexit-trade-deal
https://www.itv.com/news/2020-10-31/what-would-a-joe-biden-presidency-mean-for-a-uk-us-post-brexit-trade-deal
https://www.itv.com/news/2020-10-31/what-would-a-joe-biden-presidency-mean-for-a-uk-us-post-brexit-trade-deal
https://www.itv.com/news/2020-10-31/what-would-a-joe-biden-presidency-mean-for-a-uk-us-post-brexit-trade-deal
www.lubbockfine.co.uk
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At the time of writing, the 
outcome of the UK-EU trade 
talks was still undecided. This 
briefing on Certificates of 
Origin (CO) and ATA Carnets 
therefore considers both ‘deal’ 
and ‘no deal’ scenarios.

Certificates of Origin 
In a no deal scenario a UK CO 

(non-preferential) has been de-
signed in accordance with the rele-
vant international convention and 
has been approved by government 
lawyers. This will replace the cur-
rent non-preferential CO and will 
be issued for shipments after 1 Jan-
uary 2021.Holders of stocks of the 
old form are being notified on pro-
cedures to exchange for a new one. 
From 1 January only the new form 
can be issued and used.

Non-preferential CO are general-
ly called for as part of the payment 
mechanism e.g. via a documentary 
letter of credit or for trade defence 
reasons, or because the import-
er is anticipating re-exporting the 
goods.

If there is a UK-EU trade deal and 
it includes preferential tariff rates 
for certain goods provided origin 
rules are met, there will be a need 
to demonstrate that the rules have 
been complied with. This could be 
in the form of a preferential CO or 
via a registered exporter scheme or 
similar – the website below will have 
details when this is known; and LCCI 
document customers will be notified.
 www.londonchamber.co.uk/
cofo

EUR and A.TR
A revised version of Movement Cer-
tificate EUR (in effect a preferential 
CO) which is issued to evidence ori-
gin in EU free trade agreements will 
be the appropriate document in a no 
deal scenario only where the agree-

ments have been rolled over and, in 
some cases, will be dependent on a 
UK-EU deal having been concluded. 

HMRC are due to send out sup-
plies of the new form in early De-
cember. Which countries it may be 

used for – and whether cumulation 
can be used – is a changing picture – 
so exporters are advised to regularly 
check this website.
www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-
trade-agreements-with-non-
eu-countries

If there is no roll over or re-nego-
tiated agreement, then the EUR 
document would not be appropriate 
though the buyer might call for a 
non-preferential CO.

The A.TR relates to trade with 
Turkey. This agreement has not 
been rolled over – though a new 
one may be negotiated in the fu-
ture – and so will not be appropri-
ate whether there is a UK-EU trade 
deal or not. However the Turkish 
buyer may call for a non-preferen-
tial CO.
www.londonchamber.co.uk/
export-documents/eur1-
movement-certificate

Arab League
Note that non-preferential CO for 
exports to Arab League countries 
will be unaffected and there is no 
need for the format of the docu-
ment to change in the Brexit con-
text whether there is a deal or not. 
However, some Arab League states 
are party to certain EU free trade 
agreements e.g. Algeria, Egypt, 
Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, and 
Tunisia.
www.londonchamber.co.uk/
export-documents/eur1-
movement-certificate

Customs declarations – important notice
The requirement for individual 
customs declarations for imports 
from the EU has been deferred 
for six months i.e. until 1 July 
2021 though traders will need 
to keep specific records to then 
complete a summary declaration. 
Duty and VAT as appropriate will 
also need to be accounted for.

Exporters and 
importers

LCCI has joined with 
ChamberCustoms to provide a 
Customs Declaration service to 
help exporters and importers 

to comply with this new 
requirement for trading with 
the EU, and indeed with the 
rest of the world where such 
declarations will continue to be 
needed.

Our unit of Customs Declaration 
specialists – Customs agents – 
headed by Suvjeet Sibia is now 
in place and ready to help the 
import and export community 
prepare for this this significant 
change – the number of 
declarations needed in a typical 
year will rise from 50 million 

to over 250 million so many 
companies are bound to be 
affected.

Data
When companies register for 
the service they will be asked for 
certain data e.g.
• EORI status and number 

(economic operator 
registration and identification)

• Current involvement in 
import/export

• Goods dealt in; nature and 
number of consignments; 
markets served

• Whether a deferment account 
is currently held

• Ports used – though note 
that this service covers every 
UK port for both import and 
export

• Expected numerical need for 
Customs Declarations. 

Visit www.londonchamber.co.uk/
export-documents/customs-
declarations or contact ssibia@
londonchamber.co.uk for further 
information

Export documents and EU exit – 
update for CO and ATA Carnet users

EU Exit Hub at LCCI
Information and advice on staff employment, business travel, 
exporting, importing, international trade paperwork, costs, logistics, 
data protection, e-commerce, accounting and auditing, public 
procurement, intellectual property and taxation. Plus webinars to 
join to help companies navigate EU exit.

www.londonchamber.co.uk/eu-exit-hub

http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/cofo/
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/cofo/
http://www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-trade-agreements-with-non-eu-countries
http://www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-trade-agreements-with-non-eu-countries
http://www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-trade-agreements-with-non-eu-countries
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/eur1-movement-certificate
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/eur1-movement-certificate
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/eur1-movement-certificate
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/eur1-movement-certificate
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/eur1-movement-certificate
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/eur1-movement-certificate
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/customs-declarations
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/customs-declarations
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/customs-declarations
mailto:ssibia@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:ssibia@londonchamber.co.uk
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ATA Carnets
In a no trade deal situation  it is 
agreed that ATA Carnets – the pass-
port for goods being temporarily 
moved cross border for the purpose 
of being shown at trade fairs or ex-
hibitions, or for professional equip-
ment and samples –  will be able to 
be used for appropriate temporary 
shipments to the EU 27. The UK 
has signed the relevant internation-
al conventions both as the UK and 
en bloc through the EU. LCCI have 
made the necessary changes to the 
document for this scenario and will 
make the revised Carnets available 
in advance of the end of transition.

Even in a trade deal scenario it 
is almost certain that ATA Carnets 
will be an appropriate document for 
temporary imports and exports be-
tween the UK and the EU 27.
www.londonchamber.co.uk/
export-documents/ata-carnet

Other useful links 
Brexit notification for ATA Carnet 
customers
n www.londonchamber.co.uk/LCCI/
media/media/Carnet-Notice-to-
Traders-October.pdf

Information on how to move goods 
through Port of Dover and Euro-
tunnel with an ATA Carnet if the 
UK leaves the EU without a deal
n www.gov.uk/guidance/moving-
goods-through-the-port-of-dover-
and-eurotunnel-with-an-ata-carnet

Information on how to move goods 
with an ATA Carnet through the 

Port of Holyhead if the UK leaves 
the EU without a deal
n www.gov.uk/guidance/moving-
goods-through-the-port-of-holyhead-
with-an-ata-carnet

Guidance on exporting goods to 
EU after Brexit
n www.gov.uk/prepare-export-from-
uk-after-brexit

Government trade transition advice
n www.gov.uk/transition

For further information on export 
documents issued by LCCI contact 
Davor McKinley
dmckinley@londonchamber.co.uk

Extract & transform data 
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http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/ata-carnet
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/export-documents/ata-carnet
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/LCCI/media/media/Carnet-Notice-to-Traders-October.pdf
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/LCCI/media/media/Carnet-Notice-to-Traders-October.pdf
http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/LCCI/media/media/Carnet-Notice-to-Traders-October.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/moving-goods-through-the-port-of-dover-and-eurotunnel-with-an-ata-carnet
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/moving-goods-through-the-port-of-dover-and-eurotunnel-with-an-ata-carnet
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/moving-goods-through-the-port-of-dover-and-eurotunnel-with-an-ata-carnet
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/moving-goods-through-the-port-of-holyhead-with-an-ata-carnet
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/moving-goods-through-the-port-of-holyhead-with-an-ata-carnet
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/moving-goods-through-the-port-of-holyhead-with-an-ata-carnet
https://www.gov.uk/prepare-export-from-uk-after-brexit
https://www.gov.uk/prepare-export-from-uk-after-brexit
http://www.gov.uk/transition
mailto:dmckinley@londonchamber.co.uk
www.vasanda.com
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Rodney Appiah, chairman & co-
founder, Cornerstone Partners

n Cornerstone Partners is a leading 
UK angel network focused on invest-
ing in black and diverse founders. 
Rodney Appiah has worked in venture 
capital for nearly a decade, leading 
over 15 investments and delivering 
successful exits including the sale of 
Unruly Media to News Corp (£114m).

Andy Ayim MBE, board advisor 
and entrepreneur, The Angel 
Investing School.

n Andy Ayim MBE is the creator 
of The Angel Investing School that 
trains professionals on how to in-
vest in the next generation of diverse 
startups. 

Yvonne Bajela, founding member 
and principal, Impact X Capital

n Impact X Capital is an early-stage 
investment firm supporting under-
represented entrepreneurs across 
Europe. Yvonne Bajela is an experi-
enced VC investor, leader and board 
member having previously been the 
youngest senior investment manager 
at Mitsui & Co. where she managed 
over $200m in investments.

Kojo Marfo, founder and 
director, My Runway Group

n My Runway Group started seven 
years ago to connect and expose the 

BAME youth community to creative 
industries. Kojo Marfo has worked 
with over 10,000 young people world-
wide highlighting youth excellence and 
community issues using creative initia-
tives including theatre productions, di-
aspora engagement programmes and 
employability campaigns.

Segun Akinwoleola, founder,  
The Gym Kitchen

n Segin Akinwoleola has over ten years’ 
experience in commercial and brand-
ing roles at multinational FMCG com-
panies. This and his passion around 
diversity propelled him to launch his 
own brand,  The Gym Kitchen, a range 
of healthy food products available. 

Emmanuel Ofosu-Appiah, UK PR 
manager, Mercer 

n Media relations and corporate 
communications expert at Mercer,  
Emmanuel Ofosu-Appiah is also a 
board trustee at South Quay Col-
lege and an advocate for diversity in 
communications.

Isaac Kikabi, senior trade analyst, 
Lloyds Banking Group

n Isaac Kikabi has seven years retail 
and commercial bank experience 
and extensive knowledge of financial 
markets and liquidity management.  
He sits on a Lloyds steering commit-
tee which promotes financial inclu-
sion and access to finance for BAME 
businesses and entrepreneurs.

Ayo Jenyo, managing director, 
The Cooperative Property Group
n Ayo Jenyo is a property entrepre-
neur with a keen interest in impacting 

In the wake of the Black 
Lives Matter movement 
LCCI has collaborated with 
Lord Hastings of Scarisbrick 
to launch a new LCCI 
Black Business Association 
(BBA). The ambition is to 
make a step change in the 
prosperity of black owned 
businesses and black 
employees through an 
impactful forum working 
together to break down 
barriers, address inequalities, 
enable connections and 
empower black businesses 
through access to vital tools. 

Common purpose
Founding BBA Chairman 
Lord Hastings commented: 

The London Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry is 
London’s premier network 

for business collaboration 
securing confidence from 
investors and innovators 
to keep the energy of this 
great city producing jobs and 
supporting livelihoods. That’s 
why now, it’s time for a City 
that benefits from black lives 
and once historically sadly 
too, black deaths, to build 
bonds of common purpose 
bringing in the wealth of 
talented black entrepreneurs 
and employers and workers 
to focus our vision on a city 
where all can thrive, with 
justice and equity and where 
work can be dignified for 
all. So I’m honoured to work 
with LCCI in establishing 
the Chamber Black Business 
Association and to call in all 
who have felt left aside, to 
build better together.

Who’s who on the Black Business 
Association committee

Lord Dr Hastings of Scarisbrick 
CBE
Chair, LCCI Black Business 
Association 
n Lord Michael Hastings CBE is 
Chancellor of Regents University 
London and Professor of Lead-
ership at the Huntsman Business 
School in the USA; a former Com-

missioner for Racial Equality and 
after a career starting as a teacher 
and working directly for the UK 
Government on post-riot urban 
development in the 1980s, he 
moved to commercial television 
as a presenter/ reporter and then 
the BBC as Head of Public Affairs 
for 12 years and latterly KPMG 
as Global Head of Citizenship for 
13 years whilst also sitting on the 
Vodafone Foundation Board for 
11 years and the BT Responsible 
Business Board for nine years. Lord 
Hastings is an Independent Peer in 
the House of Lords, VP of UNICEF 
UK, an Ambassador for TEAR 
FUND, a Trustee of the Africa Phi-
lanthropy Forum and President of 
ZANE (Zim Aid) and Patron of 
Cornerstone Investment Partners

Shereen Daniels, founder and 
managing director, HR Rewired
Vice Chair, LCCI Black Business 
Association 
n Shereen Daniels’ corporate 
career spans over 17 years. She 
gained her HR leadership experi-
ence working with organisations 
such as Caffe Nero, Greene King, 
Hobbs and Carphone Warehouse. 
She is an advocate for anti-racism 
in business and is one of the UKs 
Top 20 LinkedIn Voices for 2020. 

https://slack-redir.net/link?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.angelinvestingschool.com
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.angelinvestingschool.com
http://www.andyayim.com/
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.angelinvestingschool.com
https://www.mercer.com/
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investing, specifically in the UK social 
housing sector, working collaborative-
ly with local authorities, housing asso-
ciations and institutional investors to 
provide housing the some of the most 
vulnerable individuals in society.

Bola Abisogun OBE, founder and 
chief executiv, Urbanis

n Bola Abisogun has delivered in 
excess of £8 billion in real estate pro-
jects across a range of sectors. He is 
a Fellow of the RICS and committed 
to nurturing aspiring chartered sur-
veyors.

Loraine Martins MBE FRSA, 
director of diversity and 
inclusion, Network Rail

n Loraine Martins leads a centre of 
expertise which supports Network 
Rail’s ambition to be a more open, 
diverse and inclusive business. Net-
work Rail maintains and develops 
Britain’s rail infrastructure, with 
some 42,000 employees.  

Riki Bleau, founder, Since ‘93 
Records, Sony UK  

n Riki Bleau is a driving force with-
in British music. Since ‘93 label in-
cludes a catalogue of releases from 
artists like Aitch, Fredo and Loski 
and is testament to the key role Bleau 
has played in shaping the current 
golden age of black music in Britain. 

Demi Ariyo, founder, Lendoe
n Lendoe is a social lender and has 
disbursed close to £1million in loans 
to small and micro businesses with-
in the UK’s most urban cities.  Demi 
Ariyo is on a mission to solve the 
access to finance problem thousands 

of small business owners from un-
derserved communities face. 

Kike Oniwinde, founder and 
chief executive, BYP Network

n Described as ‘LinkedIn for Black 
Professionals’, BYP Network enables 
future leaders to network, form con-
nections and access job opportuni-
ties. Oniwinde is listed on Forbes 30 
under 30, Maserati 100 innovators, 
Top 100 UK BAME Leaders in Tech 
and is a World Economic Forum 
Global Shaper.

Phyllis Agbo, chartered surveyor, 
CBRE

n Working with clients such as 
Berkeley Group, British Land, Cap-
co and Wates, providing tailored 
advice for maximising the resi-
dential elements of developments 
and mixed use masterplans across 
London.  Phyllis is passionate about 
increasing diversity and representa-
tion within the Real Estate sector in-
cluding supporting social mobility.

Lorraine Wright, director, UBS

n A multifaceted business woman 
with a decade of corporate and en-
trepreneurial experience, Lorraine 
Wright is a university of Oxford 
Exec MBA graduate. Alongside her 
day job, she is committed to impact-
ing and transforming lives through 
her multiple businesses across UK 
and Ghana.

For information on joining the 
Black Business Association 
contact Menelik Shillingford
mshillingford@londonchamber.
co.uk

An important challenge for 
employers is how to protect 
the business from former 
employees. While working for 
the firm, employees may acquire 
knowledge of confidential 
information of a strategic or 
technical nature. They may also 
develop close relationships with 
clients and key colleagues.

Can these valuable assets be 
protected at all? The starting point 
for a UK court is that restrictions 
after the end of employment are 
an unlawful a restraint of trade. 

Legitimate Interest and 
Reasonable
In fact it is possible to protect 
the business from ex-employees, 
provided it is a legitimate interest 
which is protected (things like 
client connection, confidential 
information and a stable trained 
workforce). It also has to be 
reasonable in time and extent.

Protection during 
employment
Something we always remind 
employers is that protection 
starts during the employment. 
You can make sure you have a 
well-drawn up confidentiality 
clause. The clause defining 
duties of employees should also 
be carefully considered. Also, you 
should have in place a “garden 
leave clause”; this will mean 
that the employee can be kept 
away from clients and access to 
sensitive data during their notice 
period.

Protection after 
Employment
Post employment restrictions 
are also permissible. These 
often referred to as “restrictive 
covenants”.

Typically these include non-
competition clauses, restrictions 
on dealing with or soliciting  
clients or other vital contacts and 
non-poaching of key employees.

A non-competition clause is a 
blunt instrument which may be 
considered to be unreasonable 
in some cases. The business 
should ask itself what is the 
minimum necessary to protect 
the business? 

Non-dealing and non-solicitation 
covenants are more likely to be 
enforceable but should be framed 
in a limited way. For example, if 
the clause covers all clients rather 
than just those the employee had 
contact with it may be too broad. 

Clauses of 6-12 months may 
be enforceable if reasonably 
necessary but longer than this and 
there is little chance.

Prevention not Cure
Litigation in this area is expensive. 
Get it wrong a company will be 
throwing good money away. Get 
it right and vital interests will be 
safe. We strongly recommend 
a review of your business’s 
protection in this area.

www.thomasmansfield.com

SPONSORED COLUMN

For advice on these difficult issues please contact  
Jonathan Mansfield at Thomas Mansfield Solicitors  
jonathan.mansfield@thomasmansfield.com or 07947598148.

Business Protection 
from Current  
and Former 
Employees
by Jonathan Mansfield

www.thomasmansfield.com
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Young people must play a 
role in political leadership  
and decision-making

Young people around the 
world are waking up to a 
growing list of new and 

harsh realities. Trapped in the shad-
ow of a relentless pandemic, many 
are being robbed of the usual op-
portunities of youth and denied 
even the chance to socialise with 
friends and family. Some are watch-
ing on helplessly as their dreams of 
entrepreneurship, employment and 
academic success edge further out 
of reach with every new headline. 
Others meanwhile are waking up 
to the horrors of conflict, afraid for 
their very lives.

The statistics are deeply concern-
ing. An International Labour Or-
ganisation report shows the global 
youth population rose from one bil-
lion to 1.3 billion between 1999 and 
2019. The same period saw young 
people engaged in the labour force 
drop by 71 million. Other reports 
highlight the damaging and dispro-
portionate impact of the pandemic 
on many aspects of young people’s 
lives. Their frustration and concern 
about their future is evident in the 
growing number of youth-led pro-
tests. 

 
Priority

At their 2018 meeting, Common-
wealth heads of government re-
iterated their commitment to in-
cluding young people in decision 
making at all levels. As the world 
focuses on taming a raging pan-
demic, we must rally support from 
government and non-government 
institutions and groups to contin-

ue to make this pursuit a priority. 
Here is why. 

In the Commonwealth, young 
people represent the bulk of our 
population. They are bright, innova-
tive, tech-smart and have a unique 
perspective on our opportunities 
and challenges. We do a grave dis-
service to all in our communities 
when we fail to harness this excep-
tional talent and vitality

Every year our Commonwealth 
Youth Awards unveil impressive 
feats and innovations, concep-
tualised and executed by excep-
tional young people. In our most 
recent cohort, a young Ugandan 
showed us how to deal with the 

global threat of plastic pollution. 
He found a way to turn plastic into 
eco-friendly energy. In the Pacific, 
a young woman showed us how to 
transform waste into furniture and 
empower girls and women in the 
process. Meanwhile, a young Pa-
kistani found a way to bring clean 
water to poor communities.    

 
Potential

Given the huge potential and ingen-
ious proclivity of our young people 
we simply cannot afford to exclude 
them from our decision-making. 
Or to equate their youthfulness with 
inexperience and ignorance. This 
dangerous and damaging discrimi-
nation will hold all of us back from 
achieving our full potential. 

I believe it is just as important 
to ensure young people are part of 
decision-making as it is to fight for 
parity in the representation of mi-

norities and genders in leadership.  
Our youth are primed, ready 

and hungry for the opportunity to 
lead. This is explicit in their theme 
for the upcoming Commonwealth 
Youth Forum, to be held at the 2021 
Commonwealth Heads of Govern-
ment Meeting (CHOGM). ‘Taking 
Charge of Our Future’ urges us to 
take action to ensure young people 
are truly represented in leadership 
and decision-making. 

 Most urgent is a stocktake. In this 
regard, we hope our Global Youth 
Development Index will inspire 
more data-collection initiatives to 
measure young people’s prospects 
and inform policy around educa-

tion, employment, health and politi-
cal participation. 

 
Progress

Next, we need concerted action to 
tear down barriers. Nothing should 
stand in the way of a young per-
son’s access to quality education 
and training. Despite commendable 
progress, in sub-Saharan Africa and 
South Asia, literacy levels are at 64 
per cent and 71 per cent respective-
ly. We are also in a situation where 
remoteness or socio-economic back-
ground are still too large a factor in 
education outcomes. 

 Furthermore, we need education 
and training specifically geared to 
preparing young people for lead-
ership roles. This is why one of the 
planned outcomes of next year’s 
CHOGM is the launch of a Com-
monwealth Non-Formal Education 
Alliance for Quality Youth Lead-

ership. We are inviting institutions 
and groups who work with young 
people to engage and support this 
alliance. 

 
Engagement

However, for these initiatives to 
translate into real change we need 
political parties to clearly articulate 
their commitment to increasing the 
number of youth candidates and the 
level of real youth engagement, with 
a strategic and measureable set of 
actions and outcomes. 

Finally, it will be impossible to 
take even one step on the journey 
towards youth empowerment with-
out the mentors, coaches, advo-
cates and counsellors who dedicate 
their lives to young people’s devel-
opment. 

So, in Youth Work Week, we cel-
ebrated the achievements of our 
youth workers, recognising that 
they are critical to our youth devel-
opment goals. Globally, we need to 
scale-up ongoing efforts to fill gaps 
in their support mechanisms and 
professionalise youth work through 
training and degree certification. 

It is a strange, difficult and un-
certain time for us all, but we can-
not silence or ignore the voice and 
contributions of a population which 
represents  our future and is, in 
many ways, disproportionately im-
pacted by today’s global challenges.

The Rt Hon Baroness Patricia 
Scotland QC, born in Dominica, 
is Secretary-General of the 
Commonwealth of Nations.

Youth Work Week took place 
at the beginning of November. 
Activities included briefings for 
high commissioners, youth workers 
and youth work associations 
to discuss challenges and 
developments in the sector; and 
the collection and dissemination of 
case studies of best practice in the 
field, featuring innovative solutions 
developed by youth workers, 
transnational collectives, young 
people and governments.
www.thecommonwealth.org

by Patricia Scotland
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24 Hours in a Security 
Operations Centre 
(SOC)

“G’day mate, I see you’ve had a busy one”. A message appears; 
our Australian SOC is open and preparing to take over from us 
in our ‘follow the sun’ routine. Whilst running proactive scans 
my mind starts to drift to my dinner plans; mmm, yes… I 
think a quarter duck would hit the spot. Suddenly I’m snapped 
out of it by a call from AcmeCorp…   

We’ve been hacked! I’ve had an email from the hacker; 
they say that they have everything and want £350,000 or 
they’ll release our data! They’ve shown me details with 

our internal department lists that aren’t known elsewhere. 

I jump straight into reviewing their logs using our cutting 
edge Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) 
tool; we have some of the best technology in the world to 
monitor their systems, but there is nothing to show they have 
been hacked. How could hackers steal everything and leave 
no trace of anything untoward? We gather the cybersecurity 
incident response team, quickly establishing that nobody had 
complained about a lack of service; that was until AcmeCorp’s 
Head of HR spoke up. 

Ever since this incident, we haven’t been able to use the 
Employee Voucher Cloud Service. It’s not connecting, 
and the website is down. 

AcmeCorp hasn’t been hacked; but the cloud service has! The 
hacker has lied - they only showed us data from that breach. 
We investigate what data is held by this service, but it’s nothing 
more than we’ve already seen, thankfully the service was just 
being tested. I soon discovered that HR had purchased this 
service without telling anyone else. There had been no review 
of the provider’s security and they hadn’t investigated how the 
data they uploaded was handled. 

This incident could have been much worse if they had 
uploaded more data with that provider. AcmeCorp has 
asked us to review their policies, so we will align them with 
ISO27001, ensuring there are sufficient safeguards for supplier 
management. We’ll also lead more training, so everyone 
understands how serious this could have been and only uses 
approved services in future. 

If you are worried about your security whilst using cloud 
services or would like to learn how Waterstons helps protect its 
customers from attacks visit: www.waterstons.com/security 

Kieran Fowler 
Senior Information Security Consultant

cyber@waterstons.com 

0345 094 094 5 

waterstons.com

Overhauling the 
planning process 

In August the government 
launched a public consultation 
for its Planning for the Future 
White Paper which ran until 
the end of October. The 
document proposes a wide-
ranging package of reforms 
to modernise the planning 
system in England, accelerate 
the speed of decision making 
and stimulate housebuilding. 
This article looks at the main 
proposals in the consultation 
document and summarises the 
LCCI and other responses to it.

Streamline the planning 
process in England
The current planning process will 
be overhauled and replaced with a 
rules-based system. The government 
wants to simplify the Local Plans – 
the planning documents that every 
Local Planning Authority (LPA) is 
required to produce and keep up-
dated. Three land categories are 
proposed. The first is Growth Areas 
where substantial development can 
take place and where developers will 
be given automatic outline (in prin-
ciple) approval for their proposals. 
The second is Renewal Areas which 
are suitable for some development, 
such as “gentle densification”. The 
third is Protected Areas where de-
velopment will be restricted, for ex-
ample, in the Green Belt.

A single statutory “sustainable 
development” test will be intro-
duced. This will replace the exist-
ing tests of “soundness” and update 
planning assessment requirements 
(including on the environment and 
viability). The Duty to Co-operate 
(a legal test that requires co-oper-
ation between local planning au-
thorities and other public bodies 

to ensure that Local Plan strategic 
policies are as effective as they can 
be) will be abolished.

LPAs will be expected to take 
faster, more certain decisions within 
firm deadlines. LPAs and the Plan-
ning Inspectorate will have to work 
to a statutory timetable of no more 
than 30 months to determine local 
housing plans – down from the cur-
rent seven years. It is proposed to 
strengthen planning enforcement 
powers and sanctions.  

A digital-first planning 
policy
LPAs will be given support from 
technical companies and the UK 
PropTech sector to help them to en-
gage effectively with everybody in-
volved in planning decision making.

A new approach to 
design and sustainability
Another purpose of Planning for the 
Future is to simplify the process for 
developers who want to “build beau-
tifully” through the introduction of 
fast-track consents for high-quality 
design. It is proposed to introduce 
a quicker, simpler framework to 
assess the environmental impact of 
new developments. Green spaces 
will be protected for future gener-
ations by putting more building on 
brownfield land. It is proposed that 
all new streets will be tree-lined. 
Historic buildings and areas will be 
preserved while ensuring that the 
system of planning consent is speed-
ed up and modernised.

Improve infrastructure 
delivery
The Community Infrastructure 
Levy and the current system of plan-
ning obligations will be reformed as 

White Paper August 2020

https://www.waterstons.com/core-services/cyber-resilience?utm_source=LCCI%20Magazine&utm_medium=London%20Business%20Matters%20Magazine%20December%202020&utm_campaign=LCCI%20London%20Business%20Matters%20Magazine%20December%202020%20SOC%20article
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a single nationally set, value-based 
flat rate charge known as the ‘Infra-
structure Levy’. This new levy would 
be extended to encapsulate changes 
of use through permitted develop-
ment rights.

Make more land 
available for homes and 
development 
The White Paper supports renewal 
of England’s town and city centres 
through a new, nationally set hous-
ing requirement that LPAs would 
be made to deliver through their 
Local Plans. The intention is to cre-
ate a housing market that can build 
300,000 homes annually. Each area 
will have a Local Plan in place – cur-
rently only 50 per cent of areas have 
a plan to build more housing. It had 
been proposed to use algorithms to 
determine where to build thousands 
of the new homes.

What is LCCI’s response 
to Planning for the 
Future?
The Chamber’s Property and Con-
struction Committee delivered their 
response to the Government’s con-
sultation on Planning for the Future 
in October. Their submission in-
cluded the following points:

• Concerns about the future avail-
ability of employment land – in-
creasingly, prime employment 
land is being allocated for housing 
use. Businesses must be able to find 
affordable land and property so 
they can expand and become com-
petitive in the long-term. There-
fore, employment land must be 
given significant weight alongside 
housing in all spatial planning ini-
tiatives. This is crucial if the capital 
is to remain an appealing place in 
which to set up in business.

• High streets as significant places 
of work are also vital for London’s 
economy. There must be enough 
protection for employment land 
and premises to attract compa-
nies and encourage both eco-
nomic and jobs growth.

• An acknowledgement that Lon-
don’s LPAs all compile their de-
velopment plans with a knowl-

edge of their local needs. While 
a more centralised and top-down 
approach will simplify the plan-
ning process for developers, 
government must also give due 
weight to the needs of local areas 
within London.

• LPAs must also be empowered 
and given the resources to service 
the planning system more effec-
tively. Existing staff should be 
given training in planning skills 
and design, while planning com-
mittee members must regularly 
improve their understanding of 
their roles. Staff numbers also 
need to be strengthened.

What has been the 
reaction to Planning for 
the Future so far?
It is fair to say that the proposals 
have received a mixed response to 
date. Some of the reforms have been 

welcomed especially by housebuild-
ers, for example, the commitment 
to build 300,000 new homes a year. 
Some suggested that good quality, 
well-insulated homes could help the 
country to meet climate targets. Yet 
others have attacked what they see 
as “planner bashing rhetoric” and 
described the proposed reforms as 
“shameful”. The Mayor of London, 
Sadiq Khan, said the changes would 
be “a disaster for London” and “a 
nakedly ideological assault on local 
democracy”. 

In addition, a number of Con-
servative MPs have rebelled against 
the proposed use of algorithms. 
Former Prime Minister Theresa 
May said the algorithm “flies in 
the face” of the government’s level-
ling-up agenda and wouldn’t result 
in a single new home being built. 
Others fear that the algorithm will 
concrete over the South of England 
while ignoring the housing needs of 
the North. It is likely that the formu-
la used to produce the targets across 
England will be ‘rebalanced’ so that 
housebuilding can be concentrated 
in urban areas.

www.dwdllp.com/planning-for-
the-future-white-paper-august-
2020-a-summary

The White Paper supports renewal of 
England’s town and city centres through a 
new, nationally set housing requirement that 
LPAs would be made to deliver through their 
Local Plans.

http://www.dwdllp.com/planning-for-the-future-white-paper-august-2020-a-summary
http://www.dwdllp.com/planning-for-the-future-white-paper-august-2020-a-summary
http://www.dwdllp.com/planning-for-the-future-white-paper-august-2020-a-summary
www.developingbusinessperformance.com
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What’s been on ...

Go Connect! At Breakfast Online Networking

Masterclass: Forecasting & financing your way to a brighter
future 

Sadie Channing, Senior Manager, Menzies LLP

Capital Conversation 
Victoria Hills, Chief Executive, Royal Town Planning Institute

EU Exit: Keep moving: navigating business travel challenges
and the UK’s new immigration system 

Raj Naik and Jennifer Fackelman, Fragomen LLP

Facilitated contract renegotiation - Business solutions for
business people 

Tim Hardy, LCAM Mediator and Arbitrator and Ben Giaretta, Partner, Fox 
Williams

EU Exit workshop with Unsworth: Part 2 
Charles Hogg, Commercial Director and Antons Gordejevs, Commercial 
Manager, Unsworth

LCCI export documents and customs declarations – key issues 
for 2021 

Peter Bishop, Deputy chief executive, Davor Mckinley, Head of Export 
Documentation, LCCI

Capital Conversation 
The Lord Mayor of the City of London, William Russell

Capital Conversation with The Central London Alliance
Ros Morgan, Chief Executive, Heart of London Business Alliance and 
Tony Matharu, Founder and Chairman, Integrity International Group and 
Blue Orchid Hotels

Go Connect! At Lunchtime Online Networking

Hospitality, Leisure & Tourism Online Briefing 
Fiona Eastwood, Chief Operating Office of Midway Attractions, Merlin 
Entertainments Sponsored by Crowe

Recordings of the webinars can be accessed at:  www.londonchamber.co.uk/events/covid-19-webinar-series

Webinars and events

... Coming up

DECEMBER
Tuesday 1 December at 8.30am – 10.00am 

Global London: Doing business in South East Asia  
(online networking/expert advice)

Tuesday 1 December at 11.45am – 12.30pm
London our Global City: a conversation with Richard Burge, Chief 
Executive, LCCI
with Alexander Renggli, Counsellor, Head of the Economic, Finance, 
Science & Innovation Department, Chairman of AERL, Embassy of 
Switzerland in the United Kingdom 

Tuesday 1 December at 4.00pm – 5.15pm
The Chamber Social: Online Networking and Mini Quiz  

Wednesday 2 December at 9.00am – 10.00am
Go Connect! At Breakfast Online Networking

Thursday 3 December at 10.15am – 11.00am
EU Exit and LCCI documentation for cross border trade with Peter 
Bishop, Deputy CEO, Davor Mckinley, Head of Export Documentation, 
LCCI

Thursday 3 December at 2.00pm – 2.45pm
Digital Marketing Tips for SMEs with John McMahon, CEO, MCM Net

Tuesday 8 December at 10.45am – 11.30am
Cyber Security with Waterstons Interactive Cyber Briefing for Business 
Leaders: Secure your business against the evolving threat

Wednesday 9 December at 12.30pm – 2.00pm 
Asian Business Association Winter Online Networking with Tony 
Matharu, Founder and Chairman, Integrity International Group and 
Global Hospitality Services

Thursday 10 December at 10.45am – 11.30am
How to use Spotify, YouTube, Instagram and Facebook to market your 
business with John McMahon, CEO, MCM Net

Thursday 10 December at 3.45pm – 4.45pm
Property & Construction Online Briefing with Shobi Khan, Chief 
Executive, Canary Wharf Group
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Tuesday 15 December at 10.45am – 11.30am
Navigating Trade & VAT Compliance Post-Brexit with Marc 
Sevitz, Commercial Operations Manager and Michal Segal, Product 
Development Manager, VAT IT

Wednesday 16 December at 10.45am – 11.30am 
Black Business Association – Celebrating Success in Business with Lord 
Hastings and Shereen Daniels, Managing Director, HR 

Wednesday 16 December at 12.30pm – 2.00pm 
Go Connect! At Lunchtime Online Networking

JANUARY 2021
Wednesday 13 January at 10.45am – 11.30am 

Capital 500 with Vicky Pryce, Chief Economic Advisor and Board 
Member, Cebr and James Rentoul, Director at Savanta ComRes

Wednesday 13 January at 12.30pm – 2.00pm 
Go Connect! At Lunchtime Online Networking

Thursday 14 January at 10.45am – 11.30am 
Effective Marketing: Build Purpose in Brand with Narcis Sauleda

Tuesday 19 January at 10.00am – 11.30am 
Business Owners Club Strengthening and Growing your business for the 
future 
Workshop part 1 with Martin Brown, CEO, Elephants Child Advisory Ltd, 
Robert Palmer - Palmer Wealth Management, St. James’s Place Wealth 
Management, Neil Rowland - Rowland Wealth Management Ltd, St. 
James’s Place Wealth Management

Tuesday 19 January at 10.45am – 11.30am 
London Chamber of Arbitration and Mediation Webinar 

Wednesday 20 January at 9.15am – 10.45am
Property & Construction Member Get Together Online Networking

Tuesday 26 January at 10.00am – 11.30am
Business Owners Club Strengthening and Growing your business for the 
future 
Workshop part 2 with Martin Brown, CEO, Elephants Child Advisory Ltd, 
Robert Palmer - Palmer Wealth Management, St. James’s Place Wealth 
Management, Neil Rowland - Rowland Wealth Management Ltd, St. 
James’s Place Wealth Management

Wednesday 27 January at 9.00am – 10.00am
Go Connect! At Breakfast Online Networking

FEBRUARY 2021
Tuesday 2 February at 10.00am – 11.30am

Business Owners Club Strengthening and Growing your business for the 
future 
Workshop part 3 with Martin Brown, CEO, Elephants Child Advisory Ltd, 
Robert Palmer - Palmer Wealth Management, St. James’s Place Wealth 
Management, Neil Rowland - Rowland Wealth Management Ltd, St. 
James’s Place Wealth Management

Tuesday 2 February at 3.15pm – 4.15pm
Property & Construction online briefing with Christopher Hayward, 
Sheriff-Elect of the City of London

Wednesday 3 February at 9.30am – 4.00pm
Hong Kong: One-to-One Business Clinics with Richard Thurbin, Head of 
Hong Kong Trade Council (HKTDC) UK Business Matching Department

Thursday 4 February at 10.45am – 11.30am
Thinking Differently: creative problem solving and the digital mindset 
with Helen Fawcett, Head of Business Consulting and Alex Waterston, 
Head of Data and Analytics, Waterstons

Tuesday 9 February at 10.00am – 11.30am 
Business Owners Club Strengthening and Growing your business for the 
future 
Workshop part 4 with Martin Brown, CEO, Elephants Child Advisory Ltd, 
Robert Palmer - Palmer Wealth Management, St. James’s Place Wealth 
Management, Neil Rowland - Rowland Wealth Management Ltd, St. 
James’s Place Wealth Management

Wednesday 10 February at 12.30pm – 2.00pm
Go Connect! At Lunchtime Online Networking

Thursday 18 February at 10.45am – 11.30am
London Chamber of Arbitration and Mediation Webinar 

Tuesday 23 February at 10.00am - 11.00am
Defence & Cyber Security workshop with Nettitude

Wednesday 24 February at 9.00am – 10.00am
Go Connect! At Breakfast Online Networking

To book places on the webinars and events visit: www.londonchamber.co.uk/events/covid-19-webinar-series
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New tier system explained
On Monday 23 November, the 

government announced that  
– subject to a Parliamentary 

vote – lockdown would be replaced 
with a new three tier level of restric-
tions for the whole of England as from 
Wednesday 2 December. Wales had 
recently emerged from a 17-day ‘cir-
cuit breaker’ lockdown while Scotland 
has its own five tier system and North-
ern Ireland is to enter a two-week 
lockdown until Friday 11 December. 

What is permitted under 
the new three tier system 
for England?
As previously, the country will be di-
vided into tiers of “medium” (Tier 1), 
“high” (Tier 2) and “very high” (Tier 
3) Covid-19 risk areas. All non-essen-
tial retail will resume in all three tiers. 
Gyms, hairdressers and personal care 
businesses such as beauty salons can 
also re-open throughout England, 
providing that they are Covid-19 
secure.   Outdoor sports, including 
golf and tennis, will be allowed to re-
sume in all tiers, as will amateur team 
sports like football. The more specific 
rules are outlined below.

Tier 1
• Up to six people from multiple 

households can meet indoors and 
outdoors i.e. ‘the rule of six’ applies 
everywhere

• Pubs and restaurants can operate 
with table service. They must shut 
at 11pm with last orders at 10am

• Hotels can be open
• Spectator sports can resume with 

a crowd of 50 per cent of capacity 
or 4,000 spectators (whichever is 
smaller)

• Fitness classes can take place as 
well as individual exercise in gyms

• Indoor entertainment venues such 
as bowling alleys and cinemas can 
re-open.

• Collective worship can resume
• Weddings and wedding receptions 

can take place with up to 15 guests
• Non-essential foreign travel is al-

lowed, subject to quarantine rules
• People are advised not to travel to 

and from tier 3 areas.

Tier 2
• Indoor socialising is banned out-

side of the same household or 
“bubble” 

• Up to six people from multiple 
households can meet outdoors, 
including a garden or public open 
space i.e. the ‘rule of six’ applies 
outdoors only

• Restaurants can operate with ta-
ble service and remain open until 
11pm

• Pubs and bars can open only if 
they serve “substantial meals” and 
can serve alcohol with meals. They 
must shut at 11pm with last orders 
an hour earlier. Pubs serving only 
drinks must close.

• Hotels can be open
• Spectator sports can resume with 

a crowd of 50 per cent of capacity 
or 2,000 spectators (whichever is 
smaller)

• Fitness classes can take place as 
well as individual exercise in gyms

• Indoor entertainment venues such 
as bowling alleys and cinemas can 
re-open

• Collective worship can resume
• Weddings and wedding receptions 

can take place with up to 15 guests
• Non-essential foreign travel is al-

lowed, subject to quarantine rules
• People are advised not to travel to 

and from tier 3 areas.

Tier 3
• Indoor socialising is banned out-

side of the same household or 
“bubble” 

• Up to six people from multiple 
households can meet outdoors but 
only in an open public space such 
as a park, forest or beach. They 
cannot meet in a private garden or 
pub garden.

• All hospitality venues must close 
– only takeaway and food delivery 
services are permitted to operate

• Hotels must close, other than for 
specific work purposes where peo-
ple cannot go home

• Spectator sports cannot resume
• Gyms are open for individual ex-

ercise only – fitness classes are not 
permitted

• Indoor entertainment venues such 
as bowling alleys and cinemas 
must remain shut

• Wedding ceremonies with up to 15 
people can take place but wedding 
receptions are banned

• Non-essential foreign travel is not 
allowed

• People are advised not to travel 
outside of (or into) tier 3 areas.

Local restriction tiers: what you 
need to know
n https://bit.ly/2JgTNQA

Boris Johnson sets out new 
three-tier system of Covid 
restrictions for England
n https://bit.ly/3mijmiQ

What are the new tier system 
rules after Covid lockdown 
ends?
n https://bit.ly/36bKB90

Which areas of England 
have been placed in 
which tier?
The government announced three 
days later which areas of England had 
been placed in which tier. It has been 
revealed that 99 per cent of the coun-
try is in Tier 2 or 3. Only the Isle of 
Wight, Cornwall and the Isles of Scil-
ly have been placed in Tier 1. In prac-
tice, 55 million people are banned 
from mixing with others from out-
side their own household or ‘bubble’ 
in any indoor setting (other than be-
tween 23 and 27 December). Over 23 
million people will be living in Tier 3 
areas which have the highest level of 
restrictions. These include large parts 
of the Midlands, the North East and 
North West, including Manchester, as 
well as Kent. The majority of England 
has been put in Tier 2, including both 
London and Liverpool.

Lockdown rules: What Covid 
tier is your area in and what are 
the restrictions?
n www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-54373904

When will tiers be announced? 
What time the Covid tier 
announcement is today, and 
what the restrictions are
n https://bit.ly/2KLizcp

Covid: More than 23 million 
people in England will be living 
under Tier 3 measures after 
lockdown lifts
n https://bit.ly/3o4KT7I

What has been the 
reaction to the new 
tiering system?
At time of writing, the above regu-

lations still need to be approved by 
Parliament. There has been a back-
lash from some Conservative MPs, so 
the Prime Minister could still face a 
potential revolt by his own side. Con-
servative backbencher for High Wy-
combe Steve Baker has branded the 
new tiering rules ‘authoritarian’. 

There had been massive oppo-
sition from London’s Conservative 
MPs to placing the capital in Tier 3, 
which they saw as hugely damaging 
to London’s businesses, especially 
hospitality and leisure. The govern-
ment hopes that putting London into 
Tier 2 will quell any further dissent. 
London Mayor Sadiq Khan had 
backed placing the capital in Tier 2 as 
he believed Tier 3 measures would be 
too extreme.

Prior to the tiering announcement, 
local authority leaders from across 
England had lobbied the government, 
with many opposing Tier 3 status. 

New Covid tier system branded 
‘authoritarian’ by influential 
Tory as backbench revolt looms
n https://bit.ly/3laDu4X

LIVE: Reaction as London is set 
to move into tier 2
n https://bit.ly/3nZw8TQ

COVID-19: Local leaders 
in last-minute pleas to 
government ahead of tiers 
announcement
n https://bit.ly/2VcmW1S

How long will the tiers be 
in place for?
These restrictions are due to be re-
viewed on Wednesday 16 December 
but it is likely that they will remain in 
place until 23 December when mem-
bers of up to three different house-
holds will be able to meet indoors for 
the Christmas period until 27 De-
cember in all four nations of the UK. 

UK-wide Christmas 
arrangements agreed by the 
UK Government and the 
Devolved Administrations
n https://bit.ly/3meG0J1

Covid-19: Christmas get-
together plan backed by UK 
nations
n https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
55036797

Covid-19 Q&A is written and 
researched by Alexa Michael, 
member research executive at LCCI

There had been 
massive opposition 
from London’s 
Conservative MPs to 
placing the capital in 
Tier 3, which they 
saw as hugely 
damaging to 
London’s businesses

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-54373904
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-55036797
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-55036797


Wiseup Networks is a new 
online mentoring platform 
looking to partner with 
forward-thinking businesses 
and support their people with 
bespoke mentoring solutions. 

There is a renewed need to 
support workforces in the 
current climate, so Wiseup  
Co-Founder, Joe Wood, met 
with mentor Jane Baker to 
discuss the career challenges 
people are facing. 

Jane Baker is an experienced 
leadership and career mentor. 
She was awarded National 
Mentor of the Year 2019 in 
London, Business Wales 
Mentor of the Year 2019 and 
shortlisted for Welsh Woman 
of the Year 2020. Jane is one 
of the many incredible mentors 
on the Wiseup platform. 

Joe: In all your years of mentoring, 
what are the key challenges 
people experience in their 
careers? 
Jane: I think the big one for me 
is that people often don’t feel in 
control of their career choices. 
Many people are influenced to take 
a specific career path at a young 
age. They join a company without 

being aligned to their passions, 
and their behavioral style may 
not be aligned to their strengths. 
These challenges cause them to 
lack confidence – not knowing 
who they are and where they fit in. 
Focused goal setting is key to get 
the best out of people and to align 
strengths and purpose.

Joe: Have those issues been 
exacerbated by the pandemic? 
Jane: During Covid, more people 
are stepping back and deciding 
what’s important to them; “is my 
health and lifestyle more important 
than money?” 

Constant negativity in the 
news has brought about anxiety 
and doubts. This extends to 
managers too; remote working is 
very different when it comes to 
understanding and managing team 
dynamics. 

Support is key for all employees; 
emotions can be hidden online, 
and managers are often expected 
to understand EQ without external 
help. This can unknowingly create 
a culture of fear to achieve tight 
objectives in a vastly different 
environment. Staff feel under 
pressure to do double the work to 
ensure their job is safe, even if their 
job isn’t in danger. 

Joe: Should businesses be looking 
to support their people more? How 
effective can mentoring be as a 
support mechanism? 
Jane: Companies are offering 
webinars and videos for staff, but 
the humanistic element can be 
missed. There’s nothing better than 
an honest 1-2-1 conversation to 
understand how the environment 
is affecting them. There’s a mass 
of uncertainty from the top-down 
to the more junior level. All of these 
people need to be given support; 

they’re the gel of the business. 
Mentors are an effective, 

impartial and confidential ear. 
Mentoring creates structure and 
defined steps to work towards; a 
little action every day will move 
people out of the fear zone and into 
motivation. People can become 
trapped in their negative thought 
process which can be damaging 
for the individual and the business. 
Having a mentor will help them 
move out of that. 

Joe: We’ve talked a lot about the 
emotional aspect, but is there 
also a practical side to supporting 
employees?
Jane: If people are given that little 
bit of support, it will start to motivate 
them; they will become more 
creative and share ideas that they 
may not have wanted to before. 

It gives companies an opportunity 
to seek out quality talent without 
recruiting. There is a lot of hidden 
talent in businesses who are not 
utilised – mentoring gives staff 
the confidence to be more visible 
and offer their unique skills.

Happy people are healthy 
people, leading to higher retention. 
If staff values are aligned with the 
company values, it will create a 
family culture and high productivity. 

Joe: What would be your one 
piece of advice for businesses? 
Jane:  Providing support in 
a changing environment for 
individuals across the whole 
organisation is key for aligning a 
happy, motivated and productive 
workforce. 

Wiseup can provide 
experienced mentors to 
support your joiner, mover 
and leaver processes. As well 
as for any individuals who 
would benefit from focused 
mentoring support. 

Contact info@wiseupnetworks.
com to explore implementing 
a mentoring culture in your 
business. 

wiseupnetworks.com  

Wiseup: Mentoring the New Workplace
SPONSORED FEATURE

“Mentoring gives staff 
the confidence to be 
more visible and offer 
their unique skills.”

Joe Wood, Co-Founder of 
Wiseup Networks

Jane Baker’s Wiseup Mentor 
profile

mailto:info@wiseupnetworks.com
mailto:info@wiseupnetworks.com
www.wiseupnetworks.com
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Who are you? 
I am the founder of Urbanissta. We 
work within teams to ensure devel-
opment projects are delivered on 
time and in budget.

What is your connection 
with the London Chamber of 
Commerce? 
I’m a keen but new member with a 
business that is based and operates 
from Kings Cross, so business ini-
tiatives and issues in London are of 
great interest to us. 

What was your first job in 
London? 
A new development in Camden – it 
was of course highly controversial. 

Which one business 
achievement over the last 12 
months are you most proud 
of, and why? 
Keeping the team fully engaged and 
motivated through the lockdown. 

“If there is one thing I hate 
about my job it’s ...
... administrative paperwork!”

If you were advising a 
young entrepreneur which 
businessperson would you 
suggest as a model? 
I think you have to be authentic 
yourself, and take the best values 
from a range of business people and 
models. Have an open and expand-
ing mind and stay true to what you 
believe in.

How is the current pandemic 
affecting your business? 
Our business is intrinsically linked 
to the positive performance of the 
construction and housing market, 
so whilst the market remains buoy-
ant, we remain active. Our team has 
adapted well to home working whilst 
meeting our clients’ commercial re-
quirements. The main change is that 

all our meetings are now digital so 
we are missing social interactions, 
and of course working lunches! 

What measures have you 
taken? 
Our business can adopt quite easi-
ly to Covid-19 secure measures so 
homeworking and digital interac-
tions have been quite easy to transfer 
to. We are just starting to undertake 
actual site visits and contemplating 
a safe return to the office. 

How is your business reacting 
to Brexit? 
Our services are provided with-
in England (being based on the 
planning system in England and 
Wales), so have fewer challenges 
to face than many businesses do 
but are still seeking to embrace the 
imminent change positively and 
dynamically. 

The impact of Brexit on the land 
and housing market will be critical 
to the success of our business strat-
egy. We will be monitoring the suc-
cess of the wider London economy 
closely. Changes to the environmen-
tal and sustainability agenda will be 
important to the means and manner 
by which we work. 

How do you think the 
transport system in London 
can be improved? 
I use the Bedford to Brighton 
Thameslink service for my daily 
commute, so before the pandemic I 
would have said capacity, but now I 

think there will be wider structural 
issues for the Department of Trans-
port and Mayor to tackle. Currently, 
I would say the key challenge for us 
all is being able to travel freely and 
safely.

Which piece of red tape 
causes most problems for 
your company and why? 
The highly political nature of the 
planning system. Whilst it is im-
portant to engage all interests in 
the planning process, it can at 
times become frustrated by dif-
fering political agendas, which do 
not always ensure that the homes 
and jobs needed are delivered in a 
timely manner. 

What is your favourite and 
least favourite thing about 
London? 
My favourite thing is its vibrancy 
and multicultural nature. My least 
favourite thing (was) probably 
the daily commute on a cramped 
train. 

If you were Mayor of London 
for the day which one thing 
would you change? 
I think the Mayor has a pretty big 
challenge at the moment in dealing 
with the impacts of the pandemic, 
so probably I would try and ensure 
that everyone can safely get back to 
making London the vibrant lively, 
diverse city that we love.

www.urbanissta.co.uk

Two minute interview

Jo Hanslip – founder of Urbanissta Limited

“Our business is 
intrinsically linked to 
the positive 
performance of the 
construction and 
housing market, so 
whilst the market 
remains buoyant,  
we remain active

Photo: PeterSkuce (CC BY-SA 4.0)
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Over the past few months, 
we’ve all had to rethink the way 
we work, live and travel.  And, 
whether you travelled with us 
as a key worker at the height of 
the UK’s restrictions or worked 
flexibly, thank you for doing 
your bit.

When I look back over this 
challenging time, I think 
about how well my colleagues 
responded to the changes.  
Southern, Great Northern 
and Thameslink teams have 
remained determined, 
committed and resilient – 
especially when it comes to 
helping customers navigate 
new timetables, safety 
measures and station layouts.  

At the time of writing, I am 
once again looking forward 
to the railway being able 
to reconnect many more 
communities, support the 
economy, and help people to 
see loved ones again. 

We are determined that 
everyone who would like to 
travel is supported to do so. 
We have implemented an 
enhanced cleaning regime 
with our partners, new smart 
and contactless ticketing and 
new ways for passengers to 
access information about 
busy services or live alerts of 
disruption and congestion. 
(https://www.thameslinkrailway.
com/coronavirus-information/
how-busy-is-my-train).  

I’m proud that there has been 
no reduction in support for 
customers with accessibility 
needs during this period. 
Here too there have been 
improvements such as 
proactively contacting all 
pre-booked customers with 
accessibility needs.

The next few months 
will almost certainly have 
challenges of their own, but 
getting people back on to 
trains, buses and bikes, and not 
stationary cars in bumper to 

bumper traffic, will be critical 
to our health and our future. 
We will continue to work with 
business and community groups 
to strengthen our communities 
and local economies.
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We’ve introduced additional measures  
to keep you safe

•  Regularly cleaning all carriages & touchpoints 
 using specialist antiviral products 

•  Spending 1000s of extra hours a month cleaning
•  Promoting social distancing & everyone wearing 

 face coverings

Find out more at thameslinkrailway.com 

 Patrick Verwer, CEO, Govia Thameslink Railway

Growing Talent
In November, we worked 
with The Prince’s Trust to help 
11 young people learn some 
of the entry-level skills to help 
find a career in the railway 
industry. This London-based 
programme has opened 
opportunities at GTR for 
150 young people over the 
last six years including Najla 
Altamuiri, who won a national 
rail award earlier this year. We 
also launched a pilot project 
with East Sussex College and 
Job Centre Plus to extend 
this approach to communities 
on the south coast.

Travel with Confidence
Throughout the pandemic, 
we’ve worked with 
passengers, government and 
stakeholders to constantly 
adapt and improve our 
service. Our online passenger 
panel has shown that 73% of 
passengers are travelling with 
confidence. They commented 
positively on our staff, space 
for social distancing and the  
cleanliness of trains. 

To say this has been a challenging period for London would be 
something of an understatement. 

Connecting London’s Communities 
and Businesses

Najla Almutairi meets HRH The Prince of Wales at a Prince’s Trust 
event. Najla went on to win a National Rail Award 2020 for her 
Outstanding Personal Contribution

www.thameslinkrailway.com
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The state of data

The recent revelation that Ze-
nhua Data, a Chinese firm 
based in Shenzhen, harvested 

the personal information of some 
2.4 million global citizens, has 
caused understandable consterna-
tion and brought the dangers of big 
data analytics back into sharp focus 
again. 

‘Again’  because the Facebook - 
Cambridge Analytica incident pre-
viously exposed how the personal 

data of up to 87 million Facebook 
users could be collected after just 
270,000 people used a Facebook  
app titled Your Digital Life that then 
gave the app access to the users’ 
friends’ wider network. That meant 
only a fraction had consented to that 
access and the app breached Face-
book’s own terms of service when 
it passed the data to Cambridge 
Analytica – who then used that data 
for what it termed psychographic 
analysis, despite the majority of data 
subjects neither consenting nor be-
ing aware of that use of their data.

Public concern
In the case of Zenhua Data, the data 
was acquired without any appar-
ent attempt to obtain any consents 
at all. The ensuing public concern 
flowed not just from the scale of 
the constructed database and the 
sophistication of collection meth-
ods but also the purpose behind 
it. Whilst a significant proportion 
of the information was from open 

public sources, such as social me-
dia, that proportion was put to ends 
that were never expressly consented 
to and for many, never envisaged. 

It does not follow that those who 
use social media or open source 
platforms wish their information to 
be made public or, as demonstrat-
ed by Cambridge Analytica, used 
as intelligence or influence tools by 
unknown parties in unknown lo-
cations. Agglomerated data, where 
vast amounts of personal informa-
tion is amassed, can be applied to 
all manner of nefarious applications 
such as disinformation campaigns, 
the exertion of political influence, 
bribery and propaganda. 

Valuable information
The question that should spring to 
mind is ‘how can this still happen?’ 
In an age where the value of per-
sonal data is so recognised as to be 
described as the new oil, and where 
laws have been enacted to protect 
our valuable information, how can 

any organisation take and use per-
sonal data in a cavalier, unregulated 
fashion?

The General Data Protection 
Regulations 2018 (GDPR) purport 
to safeguard the personal informa-
tion of Europeans (this currently 
includes the UK) and are extra-ter-
ritorial in that they can apply equal-
ly to non-EU organisations, such as 
those in China, by virtue of targeting 
criteria. A key targeting criterion is 
where the processing of personal 
information in question is related to 
monitoring the data subjects’ behav-
iour in the EU. On any view, mon-
itoring seems to be precisely what 
took place here. And yet where are 
the signs of active enforcement?

Tug of war
The impotence of our regulators 
when it comes to global enforce-
ment is certainly one huge prob-
lem. The other, which is often over-
looked, is the divergence of culture 
and philosophy between nation 

by Dan Hyde

www.fin1-compliance.com/services

For further information please email info@fin1-compliance.com

FIN1 CCGC LTD is a boutique consultancy with a powerful and robust network of approved and 

appointed counsels in place. Our service-provisions cover four areas, which we call  

“SALT”: STRATEGY - ACCOUNTANCY - LEGAL - TAX. 

www.fin1-compliance.com
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states and their attitude toward data 
and who should ultimately control 
it. Geopolitics and differing views as 
to data sovereignty mean that there 
is a global tug of war that makes 
international enforcement of data 
protection a figment of the imagina-
tion. If nations cannot even agree on 
data sovereignty and who ultimately 
owns personal data, then they can-
not agree on who is to be protected.   

So what is data sovereignty? 
Data sovereignty and data securi-
ty should not be confused. They 
may sound similar and there may 
be overlap, but they are not inter-
changeable concepts. The principle 
of data sovereignty is that infor-
mation which has been converted 
and stored in binary digital form is 
subject to the laws of the country in 
which it is located. This, in effect, is 
the nation state exerting ownership 
and national macro regulation over 
information it regards as its proper-
ty. There may still be micro regula-
tion applied by individuals and/or 
organisations in order to secure or 
protect the data, but data sovereign-
ty is governmental: it regulates who 
may access or control the data.

The approach to the security of 
data is one of the most significant 
issues facing governments, corpo-
rate entities and individuals. Such 

has been the understandable fanfare 
around the implementation (back 
in May 2018) of the GDPR in all EU 
Member States, that many are acutely 
aware and fearful of the current reg-
ulatory landscape and fines that will 
follow non-compliance. What far 
fewer appreciate is that it had wider 
cultural ramifications. We are wit-
nessing the start of a philosophical 
divergence in the treatment of infor-
mation protection across the globe.

Unified
The GDPR was the first attempt at 
a unified, homogenised law across 
Europe and beyond to govern the 
collection, control and processing 
of personal data. But law is rarely 
without politics, and politics can be 
geographically sensitive. 

Significantly, the GDPR empha-
sises the individual citizen and the 
sanctity of an individual’s person-

al data. This runs root and branch 
through the GDPR; from the need to 
show an individual has given active 
and demonstrable consent through 
to the embedded rights of the data 
subject (individual) to ensure that 
organisations only keep data for the 
purposes specified in the GDPR and 
that a data subject has a ‘right to be 
forgotten.’ 

Continued on page 32

If you want to start university before next September our January 
intake gives you the chance to start your studies early in 
the New Year.
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Interested in gaining a teaching qualification? 
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The GDPR sought to ensure that 
there was a sea change in the way 
that worldwide entities caught by 
its provisions, whether inside or 
outside Europe, treated the personal 
data of European data subjects. They 
were to become mere custodians of 
someone else’s valuable property 
(namely that individual’s data) and 
were to be required to deal with that 
personal data in a way that was con-
sistent with handling someone else’s 
possession of significant value.

Cyber security
There are individual rights of re-
dress built into the GDPR and ev-
idence can be required to show that 
dealings in personal data have been 
conducted appropriately. In Europe 
then, the rights of the individual 
in relation to their data have been 
recognised as paramount. The UK 
has similarly adhered to this edict 
of individual empowerment and 
one might have hoped for uniform-
ity on the regulation and philo-
sophical treatment of information 
around the globe. Or perhaps not. 
Significant cyber security legislative 
initiatives have occurred in China, 
Russia and the United States. The 
result is a divergence in philosophy 
and a rejection of the European 
model of individual data protection 
values. In the cases of China and 
Russia, the role of the state in data 
protection and management has 
been placed at the epicentre of reg-
ulation. Data sovereignty or data of 
the state are the guiding, dominant 
policies at play.

On 1 September 2015, the Rus-
sian Federation passed a law which 
required personal data relating to 
Russian citizens to be stored on 
servers physically located within 
the country. For Russia, such infor-
mation belonged to Mother Russia 
and it would remain within its na-
tional borders. Companies includ-
ing Viber and eBay complied, and 

moved relevant personal data to 
Russian servers. Google reportedly 
also complied. Facebook, Twitter 
and LinkedIn decided not to com-
ply with the new requirements. 
Roskomnadzor, the Russian regu-
lator, sued LinkedIn for non-com-
pliance, and won its case twice, first 
in a lower court in August and then 
again, on 10 November 2016, in a 
Moscow city court. At this point ac-
cess was blocked.

Individual protection 
Roskomnadzor made it clear that 
compliance would require moving 
Russian users’ data onto Russian 
soil and by amending its user agree-
ment, which states that the compa-
ny collects not only personal data of 
its users but also personal metadata 
(IP addresses and cookie files) of its 
website’s visitors. In Russia, then, 
nation state regulation - data sov-
ereignty - trumps individual data 
rights. The GDPR, its notions and 
philosophies of individual protec-
tion have no place in Russia.

China’s new Cyber Security Law 
commenced on 1 June 2017. It 
should be noted that prior to 1 June 
2017, any European model of per-
sonal data protection law had not 
been recognisable in China. Indeed, 
China had not previously passed 
any meaningful comprehensive data 
protection legislation that regulated 
the collection, control and process-
ing of personal information. On 1 
June 2017 that changed, but whilst 
China’s Cyber Security Law does 
give a nod to the protection of an in-
dividual’s rights, it has state interest 
and sovereignty at its heart. In addi-
tion, recent updates that purport to 
introduce standards that better re-
flect the GDPR European model are 
voluntary and, in essence, a code of 
practice that need not be practised. 

Network operators
The Chinese Cyber Security Law 

impacts on what it terms ‘network 
operators’ who, when handling per-
sonal information, must abide by 
regulations that seemingly chime 
with the GDPR but this nod to the 
protection of the individual is sec-
ondary to the interests and sover-
eignty of the state. The definition 
of ‘network operators’ in the Cyber 
Security Law is so widely drawn 
that it would cover even the do-
mestic user with more than a single 
computer (or indeed a device such 
as a phone) with access to a printer. 
In short, almost everyone is caught 
and those deemed ‘critical informa-
tion infrastructure operators’ (CII-
Os) are forced to physically store 
within China’s geographical borders 
all personal information and im-
portant data which was produced 
within China. 

In short, Chinese data must be 
physically kept on servers within 
China, thus aligning with the law 
in Russia. The state may also con-
duct what are termed ‘security risk 
assessments’ to trawl through all 
their data. The Cyber Security Law 
allows extensive state intrusion and 
is aimed at keeping ‘critical’ Chinese 
data in China. This is nation state 
data sovereignty at its highest. 

Appropriate consent
In the US, the right of an individu-
al in relation to data could be said 
to have been diminished by the 
repeal of regulations requiring in-
ternet service providers to do more 
to protect customers’ privacy than 
websites like Google or Facebook. 
The initiative, founded during the 
Obama administration, had sought 
to restrict the ability of internet 
providers to use certain personal 
information in relation to an indi-
vidual’s health and web browsing 
history for their advertising and 
marketing purposes. The regula-
tions made it unlawful to use such 
information without obtaining 

appropriate consent. The decision 
of the Senate to vote down these 
provisions purported to rely on the 
assertion that it would lead to a dif-
ferent set of regulations for internet 
providers and websites. The sale of 
personal information collected by 
retailers is huge business in the US, 
and corporates, not individuals, are 
paramount. In the US, a principle of 
corporate data sovereignty appears 
to be at play though there are vary-
ing at approaches at State level with 
the California Consumer Privacy 
Act an example of legislation more 
aligned to the European approach.

In tatters
The really significant issue is how 
to one can ever align these differ-
ent approaches to data sovereign-
ty? Whilst, certainly in the case of 
Russia and China, the centre of data 
protection and management is the 
state, that is not the case in Europe 
and seemingly, the United States. So 
where does that leave the possibili-
ty of a consistent approach to data 
protection and management across 
the world? In tatters.

A global entity doing business in 
each of the jurisdictions discussed 
above will be faced with regimes and 
policies which are at odds with each 
other. The requirement in Russia 
or China to ensure that data is sub-
jected to scrutiny by the state will 
impact on the rights of the subject 
if they are European. The GDPR en-
visage only allowing data transfers 
to jurisdictions that have ‘adequate’ 
measures in place to ensure consist-
ency of approach and yet, in many 
instances, this will simply not be 
possible.  

It is plain that even where laws 
exist to protect an individual, the 
misuse of their personal informa-
tion will continue unabated and, 
in many instances, the perpetrator 
will go unpunished. Moreover, the 
lack of a unified philosophical ap-
proach to data protection and reg-
ulation will be a serious hindrance 
to its development and to effective 
international enforcement. So long 
as nation states decree that your in-
formation is their sovereign prop-
erty, and data philosophies diverge 
as to the weight to be given to indi-
vidual rights, there can be no uni-
formity in global data regulation 
or enforcement. For me, the only 
surprise is that anyone should be 
surprised.

Dan Hyde is a partner at Harrison 
Clark Rickerbys solicitors and a 
Visiting Professor of Law at Queen 
Mary, University of London
www.hcrlaw.com
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London: plague and pestilence 
through the ages

In common with 
much of the rest of 
the world, London 

has endured bouts of plague 
and pestilence throughout its 
history. In this article, Alexa 
Michael examines the major 
outbreaks of pestilence of 
the past 700 years and finds 
parallels with the situation 
today

The first major pandemic was 
the Black Death, or the ‘Great 
Pestilence’ as it was first 

termed, in the fourteenth century. 
Originating from Central Asia, this 
strange new disease started killing 
large numbers of people in China 
in 1346 before spreading west along 
trade routes to the Middle East and 
Europe. It arrived in England in 
June 1348. The first known case was 
a sailor who arrived at Weymouth 
in Dorset from Gascony in France. 
By autumn, the Black Death had 
reached London and by summer 
1349 the whole of England was 
stricken though it had reduced by 
the end of the year.  

The plague is thought to have 
been caused by the Yersinia pestis 
bacterium which is usually transmit-
ted through the bite of an infected 
rat flea. Rats travelled in large num-
bers on trading ships.  In essence the 
Black Death was caused by bacteria, 
unlike Covid-19 which is a viral in-
fection. There were three types of 
plague at work, the most common 
being bubonic plague, where vic-
tims developed ‘flu-like symptoms 
one to seven days after exposure to 
the bacteria. These included fever, 
headaches and vomiting. Swollen 
and painful lymph nodes or buboes 
(hence the name bubonic plague) 
developed in the lymph nodes of the 
neck, armpit or groin. These turned 
black and sometimes burst open. 
Septicaemic plague occurred when 
the plague bacteria entered the 
bloodstream and pneumonic plague 
when it reached the lungs. Death 
typically occurred within ten days 
of the person becoming infected. 

Between 70 per cent and 90 per cent 
of bubonic plague victims died and 
death was all but guaranteed with 
septicaemic or pneumonic plague, 
often within 24 hours. 

Death and disaster
It is believed that between one third 
and one half of the population of 
England perished with between 
30,000 and 40,000 Londoners los-
ing their lives out of a population of 
100,000. Plague killed people of all 
ages, including children. It was the 
deadliest pandemic ever recorded in 
human history – up to 200 million 
people in Asia, North Africa and 
Europe perished between 1346 and 
1351. Little is documented about 
the Black Death in London and how 
the city coped. However, medieval 
Britons would have been very con-
scious of death and disaster – there 
had been the Great Famine of 1315-
17 and Europe did not fully recover 
until 1322. Religion was then the 
dominant factor in most people’s 
lives, with many believing that the 
plague was a punishment for sexual 
immorality.

In 1371, a Carthusian monastery 
was founded by a knight named 
Walter de Manny on what is now the 
north side of Charterhouse Square 
in the City of London to pray for 
those who had perished during the 
Black Death. It was established near 
a 1348 plague pit, which formed the 
largest mass grave in London during 
the Black Death. It is estimated that 
50,000 plague victims were buried 
there. ‘Charterhouse’ is a corruption 
of ‘Chartreuse’, the home of an order 
of monks in France.

Economic discontent
According to LCCI member and 
former London Walks guide Steve 
Newman, the Black Death had a 
‘silver lining’ in that survivors bene-
fitted from the resulting shortage of 
labour and were able to command 
higher wages than ever before. 

The Peasants’ Revolt of 1381 was 
the culmination of the economic 
discontent that had been brewing 
since the mid-fourteenth century 
and resulted in the end of the feudal 
system.

After 1348-49, the plague de-
clined in severity but remained in 
circulation until well into the twen-
tieth century.  Indeed plague still 
exists in some part of the world to-
day, albeit very few people die. Bad 
plague years in England occurred in 
1563, 1593, 1605 and 1625. How-
ever, the Great Plague of London, 
which lasted from 1665 to 1666, 
was the last major epidemic of the 
bubonic plague to occur in England. 
Some historians now believe that 

this plague was spread not by rats 
but by human fleas and body lice 
that lived inside people’s clothing or 
in the straw of cheap mattresses. 

The first cases of the Great Plague 
of London were in April 1665 in 
the Parish of St Giles just north of 
Covent Garden. This was then one 
of the poorest, slum-infested areas 
of London – today it is the heart of 
Theatreland.  In May the first cases 
were reported with the City walls. In 
the coming weeks and months the 
number of plague deaths rose expo-
nentially – 1665 was an exception-
ally warm year, thus enabling the 
spread of the plague bacteria.

Spread
Most of London’s wealthy families – 
the merchant and professional class-
es and their servants – fled the city 
for the provincial towns, some tak-
ing the plague with them and caus-
ing the disease to spread national-
ly. The streets of London became 
clogged with horse-drawn coaches. 
It is estimated that one in five resi-
dents left London, leaving the poor 
at the mercy of the plague. King 
Charles II and his Court decamped 
to Oxford. As with Covid-19, it was 
the poorer people who suffered dis-
proportionately. 

Each parish began to publish 
weekly Bills of Mortality which list-
ed every death in the parish that 
week, together with the cause of 
death. Bills of Mortality were on sale 
to anybody who could read them. 
Once deaths numbered above 30 
in any one of London’s 120 parish-
es, the authorities began to enforce 
measures to try to stem the spread 
of infection. There was no local gov-
ernment in London at this time, so 
the King instructed the Lord Mayor 
of London, Sir William Lawrence, to 
issue Plague Orders to prevent the 
plague from spreading. These came 
into force on 1 July 1665. By this 
time, the plague was killing about a 
thousand people a week in London. 

Searchers
The orders appear similar to the 
measures used to control the spread 
of Covid-19 in 2020 in terms of 
quarantine and social distancing. 
Simon Whitehouse, a qualified 
London Blue Badge tourist guide, 

Pieter Bruegel’s The Triumph of Death reflects the social upheaval and 
terror that followed plague, which devastated medieval Europe.

Continued on page 36

Collecting the dead for burial during 
the Great Plague of London

Between 70 per cent 
and 90 per cent of 
bubonic plague 
victims died
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explains how ‘searchers’, usually 
older women with some experience 
of nursing, would be employed to 
knock on doors of houses and look 
for plague cases or individuals with 
signs of the disease. ‘Searchers’ car-
ried a white stick to identify them-
selves. They would then report back 
to the parish clerk who would order 
the sealing up of a house if there was 
any evidence of the plague. Nobody 
was permitted to enter or leave the 
house for 40 days.

This would occur even if only one 
person was infected, effectively con-
demning everybody in the house 
to death by neglect if not from the 
plague (although some people did 
organise food deliveries for neigh-
bours). A red cross was painted on 
the door, together with the prayer 
‘Lord have mercy upon us’. Watch-
men (known as ‘watchers’) were 
posted outside the condemned hous-
es to make sure that nobody escaped. 

In London, venues where people 
gathered were closed. These includ-
ed alehouses, theatres and schools. 
Some shops and the churches re-
mained open. People were told to 
walk in the middle of the street to 
avoid coming into close contact 
with others. A 9pm curfew was 
imposed at the height of the Great 
Plague. Other Plague Orders includ-
ed making residents tidy up their 
rubbish, keep the street outside their 
house clean and dispose of soiled 
bedsheets. 

One rich Londoner who did 
remain in the capital was Samuel 
Pepys, the famous seventeenth cen-
tury diarist and Chief Secretary to 
the Admiralty. His diary entry for 
16 August 1665 read: “But, Lord! 
How sad a sight it is to see the streets 
empty of people and very few upon 
the ‘Change. Jealous of every door 
that one sees shut up, lest it should be 
the plague; and about us two shops in 
three, if not more, generally shut up.”

At this time, miasma theory – the 
belief that disease was spread by 
bad smells in the air – was popular. 
People would carry lavender posies 
as a plague repellent. As the plague 
worsened, large bonfires were lit 
across the City in the vain hope that 
they would take away the smell of the 
plague. Tobacco was thought to pro-
tect against plague. Boys at Eton Col-
lege were fined if they did not smoke! 
Some individuals including Pepys 
wore a rabbit’s foot around their neck 
as a charm to ward off the plague.

Infections reached their peak in 
September when 7,000 people died 
in one week, although the true num-
ber could have been 10,000 because 
some cases were mis-diagnosed or 
simply ignored. In the earlier stages 

of the plague, victims were still bur-
ied in churchyards. A bell – the death 
knell – was rung at every funeral. 

Plague pits
As the plague worsened, the dead 
were collected from their homes in 
the middle of the night by carters on 
horse-drawn carts. At the peak, even 
the carters were dying, leaving fam-
ilies to bury their own dead. It be-
came necessary to bury the victims 
in unmarked mass graves known 
as ‘plague pits’. Mass graves were 
established in East Smithfield, Liv-
erpool Street and Mile End. Plague 
pits were also dug within several 
churchyards, including St Brides 
Fleet Street, St Botolph Aldgate 
and St Dunstan’s in the East, Lower 
Thames Street. The sheer weight of 
bodies caused the ground to rise by 
two or three feet, which is why those 
City of London churches that sur-
vive from this time have steps lead-
ing down to them.

As the autumn – and the colder 
weather approached – the number 
of plague deaths fell significantly 
and London’s wealthier residents 
returned. By February 1666, plague 
cases had dropped to a modest lev-

el, trade recommenced and shops 
and workshops reopened. 

Track and trace
The nineteenth century saw several 
cholera epidemics in London. The 
first big outbreak of this water-borne 
disease was in 1848-49 when 35,000 
people died within a few months. 
This was followed by an outbreak in 
Soho in 1854. At this time, it was still 
believed that diseases such as chol-
era were caused by miasma or ‘bad 
air’ rather than through contaminat-
ed water. John Snow, a doctor with 
a practice at 54 Frith Street, turned 
detective and made a map from the 
parish register of deaths. From the 
map, he worked out that most chol-
era victims lived close to a public 
water pump on Broadwick Street in 
Soho. The sole outlier was a woman 
in Hampstead who Snow discovered 
had water delivered to her home 
from this pump. A workhouse locat-
ed near the pump had no cholera fa-
talities – the inhabitants did not use 
the pump for their water supply. 

This exercise could be described 
as the first ‘track and trace’ system 
in England. Eventually Snow suc-
ceeded in persuading the authori-

ties (who still subscribed to miasma 
theory) to remove the pump handle, 
thus preventing further cholera 
deaths. Researchers later discov-
ered that this public well had been 
dug only three feet (0.9m) from an 
old cesspit which had begun to dis-
charge faecal bacteria into the water. 
Snow is considered to be one of the 
founders of modern epidemiology. 

Spanish ‘flu
In contrast to Covid-19 which is a 
completely new virus that dispro-
portionately affects older people and 
those with underlying health condi-
tions, the lethal strain of H1N1 influ-
enza or Spanish ‘flu (so called because 
the first cases were reported from 
Spain) that swept across the world in 
1918-19 tended to kill those aged be-
tween 20 and 35 with strong immune 
systems. It is estimated that 50 mil-
lion people died worldwide, 500,000 
of them in Britain. Death was very 
quick – those healthy in the morn-
ing could be dead by teatime. Many 
historians believe that the pandemic’s 
severe second wave in late 1918 was 
caused by a mutated virus and spread 
by World War I troops travelling back 
home from the war front. 

Glasgow was the first British city 
to be affected by the pandemic in 
May 1918 and the disease reached 
London the following month. 

Overwhelmed
London, in common with other Brit-
ish cities, was unable to cope. World 
War I had been ruinously expensive, 
and left industry disrupted and pub-
lic services run down. Millions of 
people had died or were seriously 
wounded or disabled through war. 
Hospitals were overwhelmed, yet 
there was little doctors and nurses 
could do. Senior medical students 
assisted in hospitals instead of at-
tending medical school. There were 
no ‘flu treatments and antibiotics 
had not yet been discovered to deal 
with complications like pneumonia.

In many places, theatres, dance 
halls, churches and other public 
places were shut, some for months. 
As with Covid-19, public transport 
and buildings were sprayed with 
disinfectant and people wore masks. 
Some factories allowed their workers 
to smoke, believing that cigarettes 
would help prevent the ‘flu, a the-
ory which harked back to the Great 
Plague. The government advised peo-
ple to cover each cough and sneeze 
with a handkerchief, avoid crowds 
and walk to work if possible, among 
other measures. Sounds familiar?

Alexa Michael is member research 
executive at LCCI

Samuel Pepys 

An emergency hospital ward during influenza epidemic
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Best start-ups of the last 20 years
To mark its 20th anniversary,  
Startups.co.uk  is celebrating 
20 years of British startups and 
innovation with a list of the top 
20 businesses launched in the 
UK over the last 20 years

 

To make the list, businesses 
needed to have been found-
ed in the last 20 years, and 

to have shaped, defined, disrupt-
ed their sectors or brought around 
major change in the UK start-up 
scene. The list includes alternative 
energy providers, modern banking, 
geolocation finders, food and online 
fundraising. 

Editor of  Startups.co.uk , Bryn 
Glover comments : “This isn’t just 
an index of big UK businesses, it’s a 
snapshot of two decades of change. 
From the start of the new millennium 
to Covid in 2020, so much can change 
and in so many cases these businesses 
have helped to lead the charge. 

“Business is always evolving, and 
we’re proud to have seen these com-
panies grow over the years from 
simple ideas into – in some cases - 
multi-billion-pound organisations” 

 How the winners 
fared during 2020 

Mindful Chef:  “We know how 
fortunate we are as a business to 
have benefited from the pandemic 
when so many others have strug-
gled. Being involved in both on-
line groceries and health, meant 
Mindful Chef was a perfect option 
for many people during the cri-
sis. Our team more than doubled 
during Covid, our sales are more 
than 100 per cent ahead of 2020s 
targets, our frozen range have won 
numerous awards, all whilst main-
taining an exceptional level of ser-
vice –  the team have really gone 
above and beyond throughout 
the crisis to support the business 
through an exceptional period of 
growth.” 

What3Words: “E-commerce 
is proving an exciting space, and 
what3words is now integrated into 
Hermes’ delivery system, helping 
them to deliver packages more ac-
curately and more safely, at a time 
when that’s vital. We’ve also been 
used by the UK government as part 
of its Covid-19 advice, and to lo- cate entrances to NHS Nightingale 

hospitals so people can get safe, 
accurate directions when it really 
matters.” 

Zoopla: “COVID-19 has led to a 
once-in-a-lifetime re-evaluation of 
what people want   from their 
homes, releasing unprecedented 
levels of demand that might other-
wise have remained dormant. This 
has given rise to new opportunities, 
with home movers embracing tech-
nology much more on their home 
buying journey. Good examples of 
this are tools like virtual viewings 
and remote valuations, things buy-
ers might not have considered be-
fore.” 

 
How they will  

respond in 2021 
Bulb:  “Startups need to be adapt-
able and agile as they grow - it’s 
key to be able to shift, change focus 
and respond quickly to custom-
ers’ needs. Over the next couple of 
years, startups will need to adapt 
to new ways of working and living, 
driven by the huge shifts across 
the world we’ve seen the pandem-
ic create. This means finding new 
ways to reach customers, build 
tools to meet their needs, and iden-
tify the opportunities to create new 
products.” 

Alex Chesterman OBE, found-
er and chief executive of Cazoo: 
“Startups and the entrepreneurs 

behind them tend to see opportu-
nities where others see challenges 
and there is an opportunity for 
some of these startups that are 
solving real problems for either 
consumers and businesses to 
thrive over the coming months. I 
expect to see some great new UK 
companies built over the next few 
months.” 

Pip Murray, founder of Pip and 
Nut: “With a recession and Cov-
id-19 I think a lot of start-ups in 
Food and drink will think again 
about launching a business through 
traditional retail and look at how 
premium and luxury items can sold 
through Direct to consumer ave-
nues. Relying so heavily on retail 
sites to deliver your sales now feels 
like a risk that a lot of startups might 
not want to take.” 

Myles Hopper, co-founder and 
chief community officer of Mind-
ful Chef: “If recent history teach-
es us anything it’s that amazing 
companies are born from times 
of market upheaval and economic 
difficulties. Facebook, Instagram, 
Air Bnb, Uber, Netflix, Beyond 
Meat - the list is endless. All of 
these companies were created dur-
ing hard economic times. We’re 
excited to see which UK startups 
will rise to the top in the near fu-
ture.” 

 
www.startups.co.uk  

Brewdog 
Craft brewery and pub chain 

Bulb 
100% renewable electricity and 
100% carbon neutral gas energy 
provider 

Cazoo 
Used car seller 

Crowdcube/Seedrs 
Equity crowdfunding platforms 

Deliveroo 
On demand restaurant meal 
delivery service 

Ella’s Kitchen 
Organic baby and toddler food 

GoCompare 
Financial services comparison 
website 

GymShark 
Gym clothes and workout wear 

JustGiving 
Online fundraising platform 

Levi Roots Reggae Foods 
Jerk barbeque sauce 

Mindful Chef 
Healthy recipe box delivery 

Mumsnet 
Online forum for parents 

Not On The High Street 
Online marketplace for small, 
independent businesses 

Pip & Nut 
Natural nut butters 

Starling 
Mobile only business bank 
account 

Tails.com 
Pet food subscription service 

TransferWise 
International money transfer 
service 

What3words 
Geocode system/location finder 

Zoopla 
Online property information 
service 

Zopa 
Peer to peer lending service

https://amtgerdan.com
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Step into the world of 
standards with Standards 
Outlook, the UK National 

Standards Body’s quarterly 
themed e-zine
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Find out how you could  
make standards work for your 
company in Standards Outlook:

Two business leaders in 
the capital have given their 
reactions to the November 
news that London would be 
moving back to Tier status. 
LCCI chief executive Richard 
Burge commented: “We are 
approaching a special time of 
year for the capital, and I hope 
that we can all safely balance 
the rules of Tier 2, enjoy the city, 
whilst boosting its economy

Right direction
“It’s obviously better to be able 

to trade than not, but Tier 2 still 
means a challenging operating en-
vironment for many in the hospi-
tality sector.  Scrapping the 10pm 
curfew helps, but no household 
mixing indoors will inevitably mean 
many businesses continue to rely on 
government support through this 
period.  I’m pleased there will be a 
December 16 review date, which 
hopefully shows that we continue to 
move in the right direction and sup-
ports a further easing of restrictions.

Enforcement
“Transport for London is working 

hard to demonstrate the cleanliness 
standards of their stock.  I hope to see 
this complemented over the coming 
weeks by visible enforcement of face-
mask compliance on the network.  It 
can’t be stated enough how key this is 
to rebuilding public confidence and 
it’s particularly important to safely 
boosting central London footfall and 
business recovery.

“Consumer confidence, and in-
deed the nation’s chances of man-
aging the R rate until a vaccine is 
ready, also hinges on Test and Trace.  
We need the world class system that 
we were promised, where is it?  The 
Prime Minister’s strategy cannot sim-
ply be to wait for the vaccine ‘cavalry’ 
to arrive.”

Ros Morgan, chief executive of 
Heart of London Business Alliance, 
said: “Given the current rates of 
Covid cases, and the government’s 
overarching objective to support 
public health, it is the best outcome 
we could realistically have achieved. 
The move out of lockdown will give 
our businesses a lifeline in this im-
portant pre-Christmas period, and 
we welcome the reopening of retail 
shopping and the flexibility around 
the 10pm curfew.

Repeated cycles
“Although it’s positive that Lon-

don is in Tier 2 rather than Tier 3, 
there is still so much more that can 
be done to save both Christmas in 
the West End and longer term to 
safeguard Central London’s busi-
nesses, who have been hugely im-
pacted by repeated cycles of restric-
tions and lockdowns throughout 
2020. Businesses have worked hard 
to prepare for safe re-opening, but it 
will take a collective effort to ensure 
that they can serve as many custom-
ers as possible in as safe a way as 
possible.

“Our efforts should therefore now 
turn to making sure that people can 
make the most of the pre-Christmas 
period safely and enjoyably, and se-
curing further government support 
as we look to opening up further in 
the New Year.” 

Lockdown and Tier 2 status 
presents a challenging 
operating environment

“Consumer 
confidence, and 
indeed the nation’s 
chances of 
managing the R rate 
until a vaccine is 
ready, also hinges on 
Test and Trace.”

Inspiring trust for a more resilient word

Standards are knowledge of ‘what good  
looks like’ for companies large and small, 
and a simple way to keep up to date 
with best practices in areas such as:

• Trade
• Innovation 

• Sustainability 
• Digitalization

Step into the world of 
standards with Standards 
Outlook, the UK National 

Standards Body’s quarterly 
themed e-zine

Read now

https://bit.ly/2IbRaig
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The world has gone digital – are you ready

Vera Ilisoi examines factors 
that might be of great value for 
struggling SME owners during 
the pandemic 

Arguably, the livelihood of 
any business is reliant to a 
large extent on the ability to 

generate high quality prospects and 
sign contracts with them. 

Businesses that have been relying 
mainly on face to face interaction to 
meet new prospects have suffered 
the most as they found themselves 
unable to continue doing so pretty 
much overnight. 

This created a rush of over-
whelmed entrepreneurs on profes-
sional platforms, such as LinkedIn, 
looking for business. The implica-
tion of this? Higher competition 
and higher resistance from the pros-
pects that are daily inundated with 
messages such as “Hello, let me sell 
you something that will add value to 
your business…”. 

Holistic approach
“Isn’t that what LinkedIn is for?” 

It might be. However, there is no 
point of waiting in a massive queue 
to fill up a bottle of water under a 
clogged tap that leaks a few drops 
at a time when there are other ful-
ly functioning taps available within 
reach with smaller queues. Let me 
explain. 

According to Datareportal, a data 
analyzing platform, there are 260m 
monthly active users on LinkedIn. 
Impressive. But let’s take a more ho-
listic approach to the online world. 
LinkedIn numbers go against 2.701 
billion monthly active users on 
Facebook, 2 billion on YouTube, 
1.16 billion on Instagram to men-
tion a few. 

These statistics are giving hints 
as toe where the most efficient place 
to find leads is. One could argue 
that platforms such as Facebook 
are less professional and a more so-
phisticated ‘dream client’ could not 
be found on it. This is one of the cli-
ches that makes Facebook an ideal 
place to find leads. Firstly, most of 

your competition probably thinks 
the same way and hence stays well 
off it. Secondly, most of your target 
audience, no matter how niche, 
can be found on Facebook. There 
is a great abundance of highly spe-
cialized groups, from how to make 
soap all way pension advice, wealth 
management, property and trad-
ing – tens of thousands of potential 
prospects in 1 group. With the right 
targeting strategies, this can be a 
great and very cost-effective lead 
generating tool. 

Now that we emphasized on the 
alternative example of where to look 
for potential clients, I invite you to 
examine the way how to approach 
them. 

The way to approach leads in 
the world of online platforms has a 
different meaning to its face to face 
alternative. This is the key to your 
conversion rate, signed business and 
money in the bank. 

Strategy
The attention span of social me-

dia users, regardless of whether it 
is LinkedIn or Facebook, Insta-

gram or YouTube, is really short. 
This is the main difference com-
paring to traditional, hour-long 
meetings where you have time to 
pitch your offer to a client. Short 
attention span is a behavioral pat-
tern that could be leveraged into a 
comprehensive strategy on how to 
approach leads, create highly en-
gaging content and build a healthy 
brand presence. Main of the suc-
cess rules are:
1. An attention-grabbing ‘hook’ that 

would make your audience stop 
and engage 

2. An offer packaged in a way that 
resonates with what you audience 
‘wants’ and not ‘need’ 

3. A set of implementation tools 
that would guide your traffic to 
the desired outcome. 

 
Will you be the next recession 
success story? The world has gone 
digital. Are you ready? 

Vera Ilisoi is founder and executive 
business coach of Vortex Business 
Consulting
verailisoi@icloud.com

by Vera Ilisoi
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Cleankill shines at local and 
national business awards
Croydon-based Cleankill 
Pest Control has cause 
to celebrate after being 
named ‘Company of the 
Year’ at the 2019 British 
Pest Management Awards 
(BPMAs). At the same 
event, Cleankill’s Managing 
Director, Paul Bates, was 
Highly Commended in the 
‘Unsung Hero’ category.

Organised by the British 
Pest Control Association 
(BPCA), the BPMAs celebrate 
individuals and companies 
that demonstrate exemplary 
performance and help portray 
the pest management industry 
in a positive light. Modern 
pest control is no longer the 
�at-cap and whippet brigade, it 
is a highly-developed industry 
that has signi�cant impacts 
on public health, food safety, 
environmental sustainability and 
economic development.

Commenting on being named 
‘Company of the Year’, Paul said: 
“We are absolutely thrilled to 

win. We were up against some 
amazing high-pro�le companies, 
like Rokill and Safeguard.
These businesses have been in 
operation for a long time, so for 
us to be shortlisted alongside 
them was a real achievement. To 
then be named ‘Company of the 
Year’ is wonderful’. 

Phil Halpin, BPCA President, 
said: “Taking the time to 
celebrate each other’s 
achievements helps show the 
world the important role we all 
play in protecting public health 
and safety”.

For further information go to  
www.cleankill.co.uk  or call  
0800 056 5477 .

AWARD-WINNING PEST CONTROL SERVICES

@cleankillukSEARCH:

@cleankillukSEARCH:

Residents living in flats on 
the outskirts of London are 
celebrating after predator birds 
helped to remove hundreds 
of pigeons that were making 
people’s lives a misery.

When Cleankill Pest Control 
carried out a survey of the 
property, the company’s 
surveyor found a very serious 
pigeon problem that was 
creating a health hazard. There 
were nests in bushes, pigeon 
mess on walls, balconies and 
walkways, fly problems, nasty 
odours and hundreds of birds 
roosting on rooftops. Residents 
were unable to use their 
balconies and or the communal 
gardens safely and the problem 
was getting worse.

Investigations found that 
pigeons were being fed at the 
pond opposite and then flying 
over to roost on the apartment 
buildings. 

The solution was to bring in 
Cleankill’s Harris Hawks to 
scare the birds away. Other 
recommendations included 
landscaping work to remove the 

low-level bushes that offered 
harbourage for the birds and an 
ideal nesting place. 

As soon as the hawks, Rooster 
and Reginald, started visiting 
there was an immediate reduction 
in bird numbers. Work then 
started to clean up the pigeon 
mess from the area, sanitize, and 
remove any nests and eggs. 

In a matter of weeks, the site has 
been transformed. Residents can 
enjoy their balconies and hang 
out their washing, while children 
can now play in the open spaces 
without risking contracting 
diseases.

The hawks will now be visiting the 
site three times a week to make 
sure the pigeons do not return.

www.cleankill.co.uk 

Hawks prey for success

The government has indi-
cated it is moving to intro-
duce testing to cut the travel 

‘quarantine’ period, and provide 
long-overdue financial support for 
the aviation sector. But the LCCI 
warns that the testing policy must 
rapidly evolve for London’s econo-
my to recover.

LCCI chief executive Richard 
Burge has commented: “London 
businesses have been greatly im-

pacted by a loss of tourism and 
business travel revenue in 2020.   
Whilst it is welcome that the gov-
ernment’s travel quarantine pol-
icy is evolving and will boost the 
aviation sector through an upturn 
in holidays, I feel it’s unlikely to 
boost inbound visits and business 
travel.

“To really recover the capital’s 
economy and its global influence, 
we need the policy to rapidly evolve 

further to ensure either pre-depar-
ture testing, or on arrival.” 

Burge added: “Whilst we await 
full detail, it is welcome that the 
government has also provided 
long-overdue financial support to 
London’s airports, to help them 
during a period where low footfall 
is likely to continue.”

More travel changes needed

TfL funding deal welcomed
Responding to the government 
and Transport for London (TfL) 
agreeing a short-term funding 
package to keep London’s 
transport network moving, LCCI 
chief executive, Richard Burge, 
said: “London’s chamber of 
commerce community welcome 
TfL’s funding extension and the 
network continuing to move 
during these challenging months. 

Recovery
“We are particularly glad to see 
that the proposal to expand the 

Congestion Charge zone has 
been dropped. It’s vital now 
that as we look to Spring in the 
hope of coming out of business 
survival mode and instead look 
to economic recovery, that 
negotiations between all parties 
are non-partisan and conditions 
appropriate for that point in time. It 
isn’t about London being special, 
it’s about London being essential 
to the UK’s economic recovery.”

“It is welcome that 
the government has 
also provided long-
overdue financial 
support to London’s 
airports.”

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/test-to-release-england-introduces-testing-strategy-for-international-arrivals
www.cleankill.co.uk
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It’s party time … virtually
Research from www.hampers.
com has revealed the different 
types of virtual Christmas party 
that many companies will be 
experiencing in December, 
from virtual drinks through to 
virtual quiz and comedy nights. 
Here are the top tips and 
suggestions that have emerged

Size matters

For SMEs it can be much easier 
to have everyone in the com-
pany on one video call. But for 

larger companies with lots of teams, 
departments and members of staff, 
it may be wise to have team or de-
partment celebrations.

Ensure you have an unlimited 
account. You want to be able to 
enjoy your virtual office festivities 
without the fear of running out 
of time and being booted off the 
call. If you’re using a free Zoom 
account, consider upgrading as 
you’ll only have a free 40-minute 
session, and likewise with Google 
Meet you’ll get a 60-minute free 
allocation, so consider using Skype 

(10 hours) or Microsoft Teams (24 
hours) instead. 

Dress up for the occasion 
You might not be able to eat out at a 
fancy restaurant and hit the town af-
terwards, but that doesn’t mean you 
can’t enjoy the virtual occasion. En-
courage the team to dress up in their 
finest clothes, favourite Christmas 
jumpers or set a fancy-dress theme 
to get everyone in the mood.

Put a spin on the virtual 
Christmas quiz
Instead of the usual quiz where 

one person reads the questions 
and everyone else writes down the 
answers, get creative. Maybe one 
round can be a slide show where 
the team have to guess what’s on the 
screen, or another can be an emoji 
quiz where the team have to guess 
the movie or song title. Otherwise, 
consider allowing everyone to take 
one round each so that everyone 
can get involved.

Hold a virtual Christmas 
talent show 
Every office has one person who 
loves karaoke, so that’s them sort-
ed. Every office also has a multi-
tude of people with hidden party 
tricks – from being able to lick 
their elbow to impressive and ac-
curate impersonations. This is a 
great team bonding opportunity 
and one that will be remembered 
for a long time.

Purchase tickets for an 
online virtual event
There are many virtual events you 
can sit back and attend, from com-

edy shows through to magic shows. 
The only thing to consider here is 
that you will all be spectators, so 
you might want to host your own 
private video call afterwards to talk 
about the event and catch up.

Don’t forget the food and 
drink 
If you’re hosting a virtual Christmas 
office party and you are making big 
savings by not going out to eat, 
why not consider giving everyone a 
drinks allowance to purchase their 
favourite tipple to enjoy during 
the video party? Likewise, you can 
also arrange for everyone to have a 
takeaway delivered to their homes, 
giving the impression that you’re all 
eating together (we can’t be blamed 
if they don’t arrive on time). 

While Christmas 2020 is defi-
nitely going to be different to any 
Christmas we’ve experienced and 
celebrated before, that doesn’t mean 
that it can’t still be as fun and mem-
orable as previous years. 

www.hampers.com

https://tariff.singlewindow.io
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Making your business more 
sustainable over Christmas 
Christmas 2020 is set to be 
one of the most unique festive 
periods on record. With the 
likelihood of people being able 
to mix with all their friends and 
family low, the chances of an 
increase in online deliveries 
are high

With an influx of gifts be-
ing ordered and deliv-
ered by courier services 

comes the added use of emissions 
to drive lorries and vans. It means 
more packaging for items that nor-
mally would have been picked up in 
the shop, wrapped without the need 
for extra protection in the form of 
courier or retailer packaging. 

Today’s focus is around becoming 
more sustainable over the Christ-
mas period. These are Loadhog’s 
tips – whether you’re a business 
owner or work in a company such 
as a courier firm – for being more 
environmentally friendly. 

Recyclable packaging 
Avoiding the use of non-recyclable 
plastics in the making of products 
or packaging is a good start when it 
comes to becoming more environ-
mentally friendly over the festive 
period. 

Packaging, including plastic, 
can often end up in landfill and in 
oceans and rivers. This is damaging 
to wildlife and the surrounding en-
vironment. So, introducing reusable 
packaging that cuts out the use of 
single-use plastic will benefit both 
your business, the customer and the 
global fight against waste. Opting 
for recycled paper is a sound alter-
native to the use of plastic. 

This method can also help to re-
duce the amount of product pack-
aging, promote the use of renewable 
or reusable materials, cut back on 
packaging-related expenses, and 
eliminate the use of toxic materials. 

Introduce an eco-
friendly system

It may feel like the only way to be-
come more sustainable is via the 
packaging you use to ship items 

worldwide. But much like the man 
in the red suit spends all night 
transporting gifts to homes, courier 
drivers spend weeks, if not months, 
going back and forward picking up 
items and dropping them off on 
doorsteps. 

This leads to the production of 
carbon emissions at levels that’s not 
in keeping with the 2050 UK target 
of net-zero. Not only does it mean 
more trips to deliver goods, but it 
also means more travelling to take 
items from production lines to high 
street stores. 

Using a returnable transit packag-
ing product – such as a plastic pallet 
where vehicle fill can increase by 40 
per cent – is a good way to be more 
efficient and more sustainable. 

Right first time
A report by Netdespatch in 2019 
showed that costs associated 
with failed deliveries in the par-
cel industry sat at £1.6 billion. To 
put things into context when it 
comes to the environment, figures 
showed that in the same year, on-
line retail giant Amazon emitted 
as much carbon dioxide as a small 
country. This fact is alarming 
when coupled together with the 
financial implications of no-show 
deliveries. 

With so many deliveries set to be 
requested over Christmas, cutting 
down on failed first time delivery 
is one way in which companies can 
reduce their carbon footprint. Not 
only will this help cut down trans-
port miles, but it will also help re-
duce packaging waste with items 
out for re-delivery may need to be 
re-packaged. 

Forecast customer 
demand

Accurately forecasting your cus-
tomers’ demands allows you to 
make decisions based on facts. Us-
ing reliable data to back up your 
inventory purchasing decisions 
will avoid surplus backstock. This 
in turn will stop any unnecessary 

harm on environmental resources 
needed to maintain product quality. 

With a better understanding of 
how much product you will need 
to fulfil customer demand, the re-
sources spent on materials, space, 
and general overheads that have 
been saved can be allocated else-
where. A smart and sustainable 
supply chain not just at Christmas 
but all year round is a clever way to 
reduce waste and improve efficiency. 

And that’s our list of tips to be-
come more sustainable as online 
deliveries look set to surge over the 
Christmas period. These aren’t just 
thing to implement over the festive 
period, they are steps to take for a 
greener future. 

Thomas Bradley is a copywriter for 
Loadhog, specialists in sustainable 
packaging and supply chain 
solutions
www.loadhog.com

by Thomas Bradley

Established & Highly Capable
Governance Experts

Get in touch:
Please contact us to discuss  
your individual requirements  
or to arrange a meeting:

0203 858 7992

info@governanceresolutions.com

www.governanceresolutions.com 

Governance Resolutions 
B109 Parkhall Business Centre 
40 Martel Road 
London SE21 8EN

Our Services include
• Governance reviews
• School clerking and governance advisory service 
• (including admissions, exclusions, grievance panels)
• Project management for MAT and Federation 

conversion Company secretarial services
• Independent investigations
• Risk management support
• Policy reviews
• Data protection (GDPR) services and 

support 
• Company secretarial services
• Complaint investigations
• Mediation (Civil, 

commercial, workplace 
and employment)

www.governanceresolutions.com
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New data analysis from Lloyds 
Banking Group reveals that 
carbon emissions resulting 
from six key consumer 
spending categories are 26 
per cent lower at the end of 
October than they were the 
year before

However, the analysis, which 
was compiled in partnership 
with the Carbon Trust, also 

found that emissions rose 36 per 
cent in London between the sec-
ond and third quarter of the year as 
spending increased on commuting 
and travel.

The analysis considered the im-
pact on carbon emissions resulting 
from changing consumer behaviour 
across six spending categories: retail, 
food and drink, fuel, commuting, 
airlines, electrical stores and cloth-
ing stores. The analysis shows again 
the close connection between how 
UK consumers choose to spend their 
money and the resulting impact on 
the environment, reflecting the 
broader way the pandemic is chang-
ing the way people live their lives.

Commuting and travel 
drive carbon emissions up
Fuel spend was a key factor behind 
the increase in carbon emissions as 
people began travelling again. Be-
tween Q2 and Q3, carbon emissions 
from fuel spend rose 54 per cent, the 

equivalent of almost 105,000 tonnes 
of CO2. Furthermore, an increase 
in the amount spent on commuting 
resulted in carbon emissions in-
creasing by 197 per cent, just over 
154,000 tonnes of CO2.

As some international borders 
reopened, carbon emissions from 
airlines also increased as London-
ers headed abroad for the summer. 
Emissions rose 153 per cent from Q2 
to Q3, the equivalent of an increase 
of 57,000 tonnes of CO2. Despite this 
increase, emissions from airlines are 
still down 62 per cent on 2019 levels.

Emissions rose after national 
lockdown restrictions were eased 
– but as we head through the last 
quarter of the year, we can expect 
further change in carbon emissions 
as different regional and national 
restrictions have a further impact in 
lowering emissions.

Mini-green revolution as 
consumers start the road 
to COP26
With one year to go until COP26, a 
global summit about climate change 
and what nations are planning to do 
to tackle it, new research commis-
sioned by Lloyds Banking Group 
working with YouGov found that in 
the last four months there has been 
an eight percentage point increase 
in Londoners wanting to reduce 

their carbon footprint over the next 
year. 

While there has been an increase 
in airline emissions this quarter, a 
quarter of people in the region said 
they want to limit their air travel in 
the year ahead, down from 32 per 
cent in June. When considering fu-
ture transport choices, one in ten 
Londoners are looking to make the 
switch to a hybrid or electric car 
in 2021, while seven per cent are 
looking to buy any other electrified 
mode of transport such as an elec-
tric scooter. 

There is appetite amongst con-
sumers in London for them to 
make smaller, everyday changes in 
their lives to reduce their carbon 
footprint. Of those interviewed, 69 
per cent plan to recycle as much as 
possible, while 55 per cent plan to 
cut spending on single use plastic 
products in the next year.

Recover and rebuild
Ed Thurman (pictured above), 
Lloyds Banking Group Ambassa-
dor for London, said: “Londoners 
remain strongly supportive of ef-
forts to tackle climate change de-
spite the challenges and pressures 
caused by the pandemic in London.

“Our spending data found Lon-
don experienced the largest in-
crease in carbon emissions of any 

region during the third quarter of 
the year, and it again underlines 
the strong link between economic 
activity and carbon. 

“We want to help play our role 
in helping London recover and 
rebuild the economy. But that 
doesn’t mean we should turn the 
clock back and return to the same 
old way of doing things.

“We need to build back better in 
a way which is both good for the 
economy and the environment. 
That’s why we are committed to 
working with customers, col-
leagues, businesses and commu-
nities to find ways of collectively 
making a difference and help the 
capital to build a brighter future 
as and when lockdown lifts.”

www.lloydsbankinggroup.com

Consumers cut London 
carbon emissions

Fuel spend was a  
key factor behind 
the increase in 
carbon emissions as 
people began 
travelling again.



Delivering Quality 

Roadshows Corporate 
Meetings & 
Events

We can assist in providing vehicles for any 
occasion, Business or Leisure -

Airport 
Transfers

Weddings

Event 
Management

Sight Seeing

We can take care of any ground transport requirements and manage it for you. BOOK NOW!
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Karina Jones highlights 
Legionella risks and other 
water quality issues that lie in 
wait in underused and empty 
buildings when we finally 
return to the office 

Life may never return to the full 
‘normal’ as we once knew it.  
Since March 2020 the Covid-19 

virus truly has taken hold on our 
lives and the situation is not going 
to be changing any time soon.

With the government rules and 
guidelines frequently changing to 
prevent the virus levels of infection 
spreading, we are required to adapt 
and change our daily routine to stay 
safe.

The recent lockdowns that we are 
experiencing across the country, of-
ten with high levels of restrictions, 
create a large reduction in occu-
pancy of buildings such as offices, 
theatres, exhibition centres, hotels, 
restaurants, and bars. This change is 
creating a real issue in maintaining 
our water quality.

Water held within the pipework 
or insufficient water usage (or no 
water usage), within the vacant or 
low density occupied buildings will 
create a real issue of becoming con-
taminated with Legionella.

Legionella
Legionella is found in any water 
systems where temperatures and 
conditions are a favourable for bac-
terial growth together with nutri-
ents present in the water, Legionella 
bacteria will multiply quickly, espe-
cially where water is stagnant. This 
can create a level of risk to build-
ing occupants where water is being 
used for hygiene purpose, especially 
when using showers in workplaces 
or hotels.

Legionnaires’ disease  is a severe 
form of pneumonia – lung inflam-
mation caused by Legionella bac-
teria is not contagious from person 
to person. The infection pathway 
can only occur through inhalation 
of contaminated water aerosols (or 
in some cases through aspiration), 

and/or where the pathway of con-
tamination is present.

Therefore, it is vital to ensure wa-
ter quality is maintained at all time 
especially in low used or closed 
buildings during this unprecedent-
ed time. This is important not only 
from people’s health but also from an 
engineering point of view. Water is 
fundamental source to our existence, 
and we must be kept wholesome and 
free from any contamination.

Contamination
We are aware of the bacteria de-
fence mechanism, which is through 
biofilm formation in piped water 
systems, water tanks, certain cool-
ing towers. In nearly all cases it is 
extremely difficult to remove. Once 
you allow lengthy periods of time 
of water stagnation together with 
suitable conditions, microorgan-
isms include Legionella bacteria 
will form biofilms which will grow 
within hours. Once a biofilm ma-
tures bacteria are released into the 
water system resulting in greater 
contamination. The process of re-
moving biofilm can be very costly 
and difficult through application of 
several disinfections processes, in 
some cases, further implementa-
tion of remedial work is required, 
increasing further costs and time, 
resulting in Legionella bacteria 
control (not elimination).

Biofilm
Biofilm is technically defined as a 
thin, slimy film that bacteria, yeast 
& other microorganisms secrete 
and hide within as a protective 
matrix, whenever they are in hos-
tile environments. Biofilms can 
protect bacteria from both host 
defenses and antimicrobial ther-
apy through numerous adaptive 
mechanisms, provide a protective 
environment against chemical and 
physical forces, it is ideal breeding 
ground for many pathogenic or-
ganisms. 

Returning to  the office – be prepared

Let our team of friendly HR 
experts take care of you and your 
business, by providing impartial 
HR advice and legal support for 
less than you would expect!

Email: info@amicahr.co.uk 
Tel: +44 (0)20 7110 0006 
www.amicahr.co.uk

85 Great Portland Street 
First Floor 
London, W1W 7TL

with our flexible

At Amica HR, we really take the time to 
understand your business and provide consistent 
and caring HR support. From fully outsourced to 
ad-hoc services, we’re here to help.

Is Covid-19 impacting your business?

Contact us now and book your free 1 hour 
consultation with one of our HR experts to  
find out how we can help you!

Free 1 Hour HR Consultation  
& Assessment

We can support you

HR Packages for
less than the cost of 
a single employee. It is vital to ensure 

water quality is 
maintained at all 
time especially in 
low used or closed 
buildings during this 
unprecedented time

www.amicahr.co.uk
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With more than 25 years of 
experience in marketing and 
sales of electronic compo-
nents, test systems and de-
sign software, in commerci-
al, industrial, aerospace and 
defence industries,  we are 
expertly positioned to pro-
vide marketing support to 
manufacturers with strategic 
overseas export plans. 

We offer you a market analysis of 
the country you want to export, 
define your target customers 
and find the right local company 
that can represent you. If you are 
a small to medium manufacturer 
willing to export but have no time 
for marketing in overseas, we of-
fer you professional advice and 
support in selecting the most 
efficient routes to market your 
products, in specific countries. 

We further provide you with ex-
pert support and guidance on 
your most pressing business 
issues. As a business manage-
ment firm, we help you design, 
develop and implement soluti-
ons to strengthen competitive 
advantage and enhance perfor-
mance in the marketplace. 

Our mission is to become your 
key partner in your overseas 
marketing activites to grow your 
business with the right marke-
ting plan. We understand that 
each country has its own cultural 
and social characteristics, there 
is no single strategy that can be 
applied everywhere. We are re-
ady to tailor your plans depen-
ding on the country, the industry 
and your products. We are wa-
iting for your call to trigger your 
entry to new markets! 

Want to export electronic 
parts but don’t have time  

for market analysis? 

We are here to be your 
key partner!

We are here to be your key partner!

More than 25 years of experience in the 
industry, we support you with the right 

strategy for the right market!

Call us today 0786 785 3812
www.2bkpartner.com

Stages of biofilm 
formation:

There are four stages in biofilm for-
mation:
1. Attachment to a surface
2. Production of protective slime 

layer
3. Rapid growth phase, establish bi-

ofilm with other bacteria 
4. Release of bacteria into passing 

water.
It is of course difficult to manage 
empty or underused buildings, es-
pecially in water hygiene and Le-
gionella control with so many busi-
nesses and public buildings having 
to cope with reduced numbers of 
estates department engineers, main-
tenance teams or cleaning staff. 
Reduced resources create difficul-
ty in decision making to ensure all 
aspects of water quality control is 
maintained. However, it must be 
emphasised that water quality with-
in buildings must be maintained at 
all time for human consumption 
and use, especially now, therefore 
resources for this task should be 
strongly considered and prioritised 

with clear strategies in place.

Legal and moral 
obligation

The Health and Safety Executive 
(HSE) strongly specifies ‘Employ-
ers, the self-employed and people 
in control of premises, such as land-
lords, have a duty to protect people 
by identifying and controlling risks 
associated with legionella.

The responsibility for people’s 
health it is a legal requirement and 
must be complied with, duties are 
clearly stated under the Health and 

Safety at Work Act 1974, The Man-
agement of Health and Safety at 
Work Regulations and the Control 
of Substances Hazardous to Health 
Regulations. These regulations 
make specific requirements for risk 
assessments which should be caried 
out in anticipation of, rather than in 
response to, changes. Not forgetting 
of course risk assessments should be 
maintained as a live document. 

Water compliances require addi-
tional diligence especially as we are 
dealing with living bacterial growth, 
which does not stop. With that in 

mind, we must ensure buildings tem-
porarily taken out of use (mothball-
ing) or water use has been significant-
ly reduced, should have a written plan 
for recommissioning and returning 
to normal services following guid-
ance and recommendations through 
Government issued documents.

Decisions are difficult to make 
and application of guidelines often 
can be very challenging to put into 
practice, but let us not forget the im-
plications of not taking the correct 
actions, challenges can be overcome 
with everyone’s effort and working 
together. We have learned this dur-
ing COVID-19, and by following the 
law and guidelines we are providing 
safer environment for all of us. Let 
us apply the same willingness and 
diligence to follow regulations and 
guidelines for Legionella control 
and keep our water safe for public 
health and our industries.

Karina Jones AMIHEEM 
M.W.M.Soc  is a water specialist 
with Eta Projects
www.etaprojects.co.uk

Returning to  the office – be prepared

http://www.etaprojects.co.uk
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Work from home in 
loungewear? No thanks
Last month, with lockdown 
back in full swing, many 
employees were opting to 
work remotely to contain 
Covid-19. Those that can easily 
manage their workload online 
have been out of office since 
lockdown began in March, and 
many people instantly jumped 
at the opportunity to work 
in their snuggly loungewear 
or pyjamas. Jermyn Street 
Design have looked at the 
future of working from home 
and the impact that donning 
loungewear could have on 
mental health and productivity

Will the WFH trend 
continue?

Although the novelty has worn 
off for some, many employees are 
forecasted to continue working re-
motely for the foreseeable future. 
According to Kate Lister, president 
of Global Workplace Analytics, 
around 25 to 30 per cent of the 
workforce will be working from 
home several days a week by the end 
of 2021. Before the Covid-19 crisis 
even began, surveys found that 80 
per cent of employees wanted to 
work from home at least some of the 
time, so now people have had a taste 
for home-working, this trend is like-
ly to continue. 

Companies themselves also have 
many reasons to encourage a more 
remote workforce in the aftermath 
of Covid-19. From sustainability to 
cost-cutting, there are numerous 
factors that, when combined with 
health and safety concerns, make 
home working the most reasonable 
option for many corporations. In 
the past, one of the major draw-
backs surrounding remote working 
was the matter of trust, but now 
that many employers have been 
forced to give it a go, most have 
realised that it is the results that 
count, not how many people are 

sitting at their desk in the office. 
So, if the work from home trend 

is set to continue even in the wake 
of lockdown, will that mean that py-
jamas and loungewear will become 
a permanent way of life? These gar-
ments may well be comfortable, but 
health experts advise against work-
ing in loungewear as not getting 
dressed in the morning has been 
found to have a serious impact on 
many people’s mental health and 
productivity. 

Do pyjamas stunt 
productivity?

Of course, many of us enjoyed 
the novelty of comfy clothes at the 
beginning of lockdown — and why 
not feel snug and not bother getting 
dressed for a few days? After all, 
many of us rarely get the opportuni-
ty to do so. At the beginning of lock-
down, loungewear became more 
in-demand than ever, with Google 
search volumes rocketing around 
the term.

However, now that many people 
have been working from home for 
a few months, loungewear is more 
likely to be diminishing your pro-
ductivity than improving it. 

Charlotte Armitage, a media and 
business psychologist at YAFTA, 
explains the correlation between 

getting properly dressed and feeling 
productive: “The key to ensuring a 
level of productivity in the home 
is to create a routine and structure 
that you force yourself to stick to” 
she goes on to explain that, “get-
ting dressed into some designated 
“working” clothes could be a great 
way to ensure you’re able to do your 
job as you normally would in the 
office.” 

She also discusses the psychol-
ogy of getting properly dressed in 
work attire, whether that be par-
ticular staff uniform or simply a 
smarter outfit than your typical 
loungewear: “when the routine of 
getting changed into new clothes 
for working at home is practiced 
enough, psychologically you be-
come conditioned to associate the 
changing of clothes with a change of 
mindset, psychological pace, and fo-
cus, therefore preparing you for the 
working day ahead.”

How does getting 
dressed for work help 
your mental health?

As well as boosting productivity, 
getting dressed, and ready for the 
day can have a transformative ef-
fect on your mental health. Having 
a routine to stick to is important to 
improve your mood and crucial if 

you want to feel ready for anything 
while working from home. Staying 
in pyjamas or loungewear has neg-
ative connotations, and this practice 
can easily trick us into feeling lazy 
and unproductive — creating a vi-
cious cycle! 

Getting up and dressed and tak-
ing a bit of care over your appear-
ance can make a world of differ-
ence to your mental health. What’s 
more, when working from home, 
the morning routine is all about you 
and how you feel rather than being 
a performative effort for the outside 
world — that’s got to be empower-
ing!

Writing for Harper’s Bazaar, Jess 
Denham explained the negative ef-
fect that not getting ready for work 
had been having on her mental 
health: “Every time I caught sight 
of myself in a mirror, I looked how 
I look when I’m off sick. I don’t look 
ugly without make-up on — I don’t 
think anybody does — but the face 
in the glass wasn’t the face I see in 
‘normal’, happier times. I no longer 
felt like me.”

After this realisation, Denham 
began to establish a morning rou-
tine, with a focus on making herself 
look and feel great. 

The idea that what you wear 
closely correlates with how you feel 
isn’t new information, but in the 
midst of the pandemic, this psy-
chological effect seems to have been 
forgotten. Fashion and workwear 
can impact your mental wellbeing 
and put you in a positive mindset 
for the day ahead. While working 
from home, it’s more important 
than ever to feel confident in your-
self and your abilities. This way, 
you’ll produce your best work and 
be your best self, even if no one else 
is around to see it. 

Jermyn Street Design are 
corporate uniform suppliers
www.jsd.co.uk

Google search volumes for the term ‘Loungewear’



Following the release of the draft Building Safety Bill in July 2020, there has been some 
confusion about what the new changes will entail. We will be hosting an insightful CPD 
seminar in January 2021 to help you understand these changes and prepare for the 
year ahead.

The seminar will cover:
• The upcoming Safety Bill
• How information will be assessed through the gateways
• The role of the Building Safety Regulator
• What will you need to include in the report for new build and existing portfolios.

Register your place | events@calfordseaden.com

Architecture

BIM

Building Surveying

Civil & Structural 
Engineering

Clerk of Works

Employer’s Agent

Health & Safety 
Risk Management

Mechanical & Electrical 
Engineering

Project Management

Quantity Surveying

Rights of Light  
and Party Wall 

Sustainability

calfordseaden CPD seminar 
The Building Safety Bill

calfordseaden.com

EXPORTING MADE EASY
CNBS has supported many new and existing UK based product companies to export 

to various countries. We take care of all export procedures, documentations,  
air/sea shipments and give expert advice on local laws. 

 ̀  20 plus years experience in export of food/non-food products to overseas customers.

 ̀ Specialise in consolidation of chilled, ambient and frozen foods to the Middle East.  

 ̀ Undertake labelling in various languages to suit UK and other country requirements. 

 ̀ Offer Stocking and Ecommerce Order Fulfilment to local & international customers. 

 ̀ Always on the lookout for new and innovative British/European products to export.

GET IN TOUCH TO KNOW HOW WE CAN HELP YOU EXPORT
CNBS Products Ltd. Unit 16, Junction 1 Business Park, Valley Road, 

Birkenhead, Wirral, CH41 7EL, United Kingdom Tel: +44 (0) 20 3002 0151 Email: info@cnbs.org.uk

mailto:info@cnbs.org.uk
www.calfordseaden.com
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How to be your own boss

Samuel Worsley and Nathan 
Moore share five truths about 
setting up a business during a 
pandemic

The pandemic and lockdown 
this year have had a signif-
icant effect on the business 

world globally. Many people found 
themselves with time on their hands, 
starting to think about that business 
idea they’ve always harboured. The 
figures speak for themselves: in 
the UK a staggering 273 tech start-
ups were filed in September alone 
and there has been a 181 per cent 
month-on-month rise of startups – 
the highest number since 2011.

Being an entrepreneur has a 
glamorous appeal to it: one that 
we gravitate towards, founding our 
own business – Live Tech Games. 
Everything you achieve directly af-
fects the success of your company; 
you’re not just a small cog in a big 
machine; you have an impact. It 
also has its drawbacks, with chal-
lenges arising when you least ex-
pect them to, and even the state of 
the world affecting how your busi-
ness may shift. 

Firmly making your way through 
lockdown 2.0, you might now be sat 
drawing up a plan to start your own 
business. Having done the same, and 
launched our first app, Roshambo 
Live, during the height of the last 
lockdown, we have a few key things 
to bear in mind as you begin to set 
the wheels in motion on your own 
business.

Start
Don’t let the pandemic dissuade 
you. It can motivate you to finally 
take the plunge. It will be difficult. 
It won’t be without challenges, and 
of course more challenges than 
starting a business at a normal pe-
riod. On the flip side, it will also 
be filled with more opportunities 
than normal life. The pandemic 
has brought to light gaps in the 
market and holes in our industries 

and if that excites you more than it 
scares you, start now.

Keep on top of  
your logistics 

This may sound obvious but with 
everything changing rapidly, keep-
ing your finances, data and logis-
tics in order will keep you ahead 
of the game when inevitably the 
tide changes again. When you start 
your own company, keeping track 
of your incomings and outgoings 
is necessary; during a pandemic it 
is vital. Plan. Do your research on 
the market. You may want to jump 
in and fill a gap before anyone else, 
but you’ll have a better chance of 
succeeding long term with a plan. 
It still won’t be an easy journey 
and in the current climate you’ll be 
fighting other emerging startups for 
your place in the market: we know 
from experience, the mobile games 
market is completely saturated, but 
Roshambo Live was our goal and 
we weren’t prepared to let compe-
tition be our roadblock. Launching 
your business properly is more im-

portant than launching fast.

Take a risk 
Taking a risk in an economy do-
ing its best just to stay afloat, may 
sound like the last thing you want 
to do right now, but it’s the only 
way to drive change in an industry. 
Our biggest learning so far is key to 
any business: whatever your idea, 
be prepared to work hard, fight the 
odds and take risks. Moving for-
wards, requires you taking the first 
step, even when it feels like you 
don’t know where your foot will go.

Fail. And then fail again
You’ll often have heard the age-old 
iteration that when you fail you 
simply learn what to do next time. 
Whilst the pandemic has driven 
more startups to existence than be-
fore, there have also been more fail-
ures – in London over 55 more in 
September than August. The econ-
omy is ripe for launch, and ripe for 
failure; and failing is your oppor-
tunity to know where to go next. 
You’ll learn to prepare for the worst, 
how to adapt, where to shift your 
priorities and most of all, know that 
if you can overcome a pandemic, 
you can probably overcome any-
thing else that comes your way.    

Don’t marry your idea
Starting a business is always a jour-
ney, and it’s important to be flexible 

with your idea. Your idea needs to 
be strong but the entrepreneur path 
is paved with unforeseen obstacles. 
Anything can change the course 
of your business idea and steer 
you down a slightly different road 
to the end goal. With a pandemic 
adding another layer of difficulty, 
everything is suddenly moving to-
wards a virtual stream. Your chal-
lenges may feel company-ending, 
but they could be the key you need 
to shift your perspective. Investors, 
if you have them in your sights, 
may be reluctant to part with their 
funds without seeing results, and 
you’ll need to re-adjust to recognise 
the fact that we’re living through 
uncertain times. If you marry your 
business idea you’ll be less inclined 
to roll with the punches; the most 
important thing to take into account 
during a pandemic.

Ultimately, launching our own 
business during a pandemic has been 
a path rife with challenges, opportu-
nities and learning curves at every 
turn. Aspiring entrepreneurs are not 
few and far between, and the current 
climate is lending itself to founders 
stepping up and making a claim for 
a small part of their industry. Only 
18 months into our own business 
we may not be experts yet, but we’re 
firmly on our way and to those read-
ing this hoping to be their own boss, 
now is as good a time as any.

“Starting a business 
is always a journey, 
and it’s important 
to be flexible with 
your idea.”



The value of your business is dependent 
on more than just its profitability
The old adage ‘Cash is King’ has proven 
especially true during 2020 as the 
resilience of nearly every company has 
been tested beyond what was thought 
possible at the start of the year.  As sales 
have stalled, profits turned to loss and 
debt skyrocketed, the importance of cash 
cannot be overstated.

Along with the immediate task of 
rebuilding post Covid-19, business owners 
must continue to pay particularly close 
attention to their ability to generate cash - 
not just a profit - as previously successful 
businesses now find themselves saddled 
with uncomfortable levels of debt.  

Future working capital needs, debt 
repayment schedules and unavoidable 
capex requirements must feature heavily 
in business recovery plans otherwise such 
cash demands are likely to impede efforts 
to quickly return to ‘business-as-usual’.

Whilst H&Hendricks LLP specialise in 
increasing company value and preparing 

business owners for exit, the principles of 
cash management are the same whether 
preparing a company for sale, optimising 
business performance or mounting a 
turnaround. Regardless of the overall 
objective, our immediate focus always 
starts with three questions regarding cash:

(1) How efficiently is cash generated?
(2) How risky are the cash flows?
(3) What opportunities exist to grow cash 

flow?

The initial steps to answering each 
question often starts by simply reviewing 
how a business manages its working 
capital. The resulting insights can help 
business owners to understand how 
best to optimise, de-risk and drive cash 
performance within their company as well 
as guide future investment and market 
positioning decisions.

Whatever your objective, by prioritising 
cash generation and paying close 

attention to cash flow, your business will 
potentially become even more valuable.  A 
strong, positive and growing cash flow will 
also improve the likelihood of achieving 
your future business objectives.

Ashley Bancroft 
is a partner at 
H&Hendricks LLP 
and helps busi-
ness owners to  
determine what 
their companies 
are worth and 
to identify value  

creation strategies to make them even 
more valuable. 

H&Hendricks LLP is a regulated mem-
ber firm of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in England and Wales and 
a proud member of the ICAEW Busi-
ness Advice Service.

Maximising Value By Design™

www.hhendricks.co.uk

www.hhendricks.co.uk
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EU strengthens trade 
enforcement arsenal with 
revamped regulation

n The European Commission, 
the European Parliament and 
the Council have reached 
a political agreement 
on reinforcing the EU’s 
Enforcement Regulation. As 
part of the agreement, the 
Commission committed to 
developing the EU’s anti-
coercion mechanism swiftly. The 
changes agreed will empower 
the European Union to protect 
its trade interests despite the 
paralysis of the multilateral 
dispute settlement system in 
the World Trade Organization. 
The Commission will also be 
able to act if similar problems 
arise in bilateral agreements.

The final agreement 
between the co-legislators 
also expands the scope of 
the regulation and of possible 
trade policy measures to 
services and certain trade-
related aspects of intellectual 
property rights Compil. This 
will further strengthen the 
Union’s arsenal in enforcing its 
rights by allowing it to adopt 
countermeasures in a broader 
range of fields.

Humanitarian aid: EU 
provides €8.1 million for 
most vulnerable in South 
and South-East Asia

n The Commission is providing 
€8.1 million in humanitarian 
aid for the Philippines, Nepal, 
and countries in the South-East 
Asian region to support those 
affected by the coronavirus 
pandemic, natural disasters, and 
the consequences of man-made 
conflicts. Funding from this aid 
package will go for humanitarian 

and disaster preparedness 
projects in the Philippines 
(€2.51 million), Nepal (€2 
million), and regional South-East 
Asia (€3.5 million).

In South-East Asia, which 
is among the most disaster-
affected regions in the world 
increasing the frequency of 
natural disasters, support 
is focused primarily on 
consolidating disaster 
preparedness and response 
in urban areas. Aid is also 
allocated to assist humanitarian 
organisations in tackling the 
coronavirus pandemic.

Commission introduces 
surveillance of imports of 
bioethanol, and remains 
open to examining requests 
from other sectors
n The Commission is 
introducing surveillance 
of imports into the EU of 
renewable fuel ethanol 
(‘bioethanol’). In the context 
of the economic downturn 
caused by Covid-19, imports of 
bioethanol have significantly 
increased in the last months, 
at low prices. The European 
bioethanol industry has 
provided evidence that a further 
increase in imports would cause 
economic damage to the sector. 
The Commission has therefore 
taken immediate steps to enable 
tracking of import volumes, 
which will enable the bioethanol 
industry to better assess the 
situation.

Union for the Mediterranean 
Ministers (UfM) highlight the 
importance of regional trade 
in economic recovery
n The UfM Trade Ministerial 
Conference has stressed 
the importance of ensuring 
that Mediterranean partners 
can take full advantage of 
opening markets. The newly 
launched trade and investment 
initiatives supported by the EU 
and implemented by partner 
organisations – the International 
Trade Centre, the International 
Labour Organization and the 
Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 
– will contribute to that aim. 
Worth a total of €11 million, 
they will strengthen the 

impact of trade and investment 
on job creation in the 
Southern Mediterranean and 
encourage inclusive economic 
development.

Commission welcomes 
agreement on the 
modernisation of EU 
export controls

n The European Commission 
has welcomed the agreement 
reached by the European 
Parliament and the Council on 
its proposal for a modernisation 
of EU export controls on 
sensitive dual-use goods and 
technologies. The changes 
agreed will upgrade and 
strengthen the EU’s export 
control toolbox to respond 
effectively to evolving security 
risks and emerging technologies.

Thanks to the new regulation 
the EU can now effectively 
protect its interests and values 
and, in particular, address the 
risk of violations of human 
rights associated with trade in 
cyber-surveillance technologies 
without prior agreement 
at multilateral level. It also 
enhances the EU’s capacity to 
control trade flows in sensitive 
new and emerging technologies.

Third negotiation round 
to modernise Energy 
Charter Treaty (ECT)
n In this round, the Contracting 
Parties of the ECT have 
discussed ‘Pre-investment’, the 
provision on ‘Regional Economic 
Integration Organisation’ and 
‘Obsolete Provisions’. The 
Modernisation Group has 
discussed remaining topics 
from the previous round related 
to investment and related to 
dispute settlement. 

The Contracting Parties also 
had a preliminary discussion 
on the Working Programme for 
2021 and the Progress Report 
to be presented to the Energy 
Charter Conference by the end 
of this year. The next round of 
negotiations will take place in 
February or early March 2021. 

Building a European 
Health Union: stronger 
crisis preparedness and 
response for Europe
n The Commission is putting 
forward a set of proposals to 
strengthen the EU’s health 
security framework, and to 
reinforce the crisis preparedness 
and response role of key EU 
agencies. In order to step up 
the fight against the Covid-19 
pandemic and future health 
emergencies, more coordination 
at EU level is needed. 

Proposals focus on revamping 
the existing legal framework for 
serious cross border threats to 
health, as well as reinforcing the 
crisis preparedness and response 
role of key EU agencies, namely 
the European Centre for Disease 
Prevention and Control and the 
European Medicines Agency.

European Year of Rail 
2021 

n Rail travel is green, 
comfortable and safe – and 
it will play a key role in 
the EU’s efforts to achieve 
climate neutrality by 2050. 
Negotiators from the Council 
and the European Parliament 
have reached a provisional 
agreement on designating 2021 
as the European Year of Rail. 
Throughout the year there will 
be a range of events and other 
initiatives designed to increase 
the proportion of people and 
goods travelling by rail, in line 
with the objectives of the 
European Green Deal.

The Year of Rail will promote 
railways as a sustainable, 
innovative and safe mode of 
transport, which is capable of 
guaranteeing essential services 
even during unexpected crises. 
This has been shown by the 
strategic role played by rail in 
maintaining crucial connections 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
for the transport both of people 
and of essential goods.

News from the EU
Compiled and edited by  
Angelina Markousi
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To learn more about this property, please contact us on:
E: peter@merchantland.co.uk Tel: 07525 893358    W: www.merchantland.co.uk

Newly refurbished, fitted out 
o�ices, providing outstanding 
value and flexibility in a 
well-connected City of London 
location.

Transport connections are 
excellent with Aldgate, 
Aldgate East, Bank, Fenchurch 
Street and Liverpool Street all 
within easy walking distance.

High Quality Refurbished O�ices To Let

2020 has been an exceptional 
year for the retail sector, with all 
businesses having to rapidly adapt 
in some way or another. Such 
a time of upheaval has led to a 
permanent, irreversible change in 
consumer behaviour as shoppers 
embrace the convenience and 
security of e-commerce more 
readily. Brad Christian, global 
chief customer officer of retail 
technology experts Conversity, 
gives his analysis

Consumer behaviour has 
changed for good
Before the pandemic even struck, 
consumers were leaving their homes 
less often to make purchases for rea-
sons of convenience – think of the 
success of Amazon, Deliveroo, Uber 
Eats and supermarket delivery ser-
vices. The arrival of Covid-19 and the 
fact that we’ve spent a lot more time at 
home has accelerated this trend.

Accepting that this ‘cocooning’ is a 
permanent shift is an important first 
step for success in 2021. Many people 

will still want to go out to a bricks-
and-mortar store, of course, but the 
dynamic has changed and brands will 
have to adapt their strategies to suit. 
This will mean focusing more heavily 
on the experiential aspect of the phys-
ical store, in order to truly differenti-
ate from competitors.

Omnichannel approaches 
are the way forward
The brands that will stand out in 2021 
are the ones that take steps to prop-
erly unify their online and in-store 
experiences. The companies that have 
done well this year are the ones that 
innovated in this manner early on in 
the pandemic, such as local business-
es switching to home delivery ser-
vices, or larger retailers spinning up 
a click-and-collect service on the fly.

On the e-commerce side, this 
means having a website or mobile 
app that doesn’t just “do the job – it 
has to be exceptional. Personalisation 
technology should be front-and-cen-
tre to make browsing and purchasing 
easy, returning products should be 

straightforward, and an e-commerce 
platform should appeal to those who 
are less tech-savvy as well.

Physical stores remain impor-
tant, but we expect many brands to 
re-evaluate the space they have, espe-
cially given there is less of a require-
ment now to hold large amounts of 
stock on-site. Instead, many brands’ 
stores will become more of a show-
room where customers can go and 
see products and have an experience, 
with the choice to then purchase on-
line. It is this effective omnichannel 
blend that will yield the most success.

New technologies will 
drive success
Tech has been more crucial than ever 
in the retail sector this year, but we 
expect its role to expand even more 
in 2021. Personalisation tech – such 
as intelligent guided selling, chatbots 
and other online tools – will become 
more sophisticated.

Other measures to make the cus-
tomer experience more engaging will 
also figure prominently, including 

faster checkout processes, tailored 
cross-selling, voice ordering, and video 
content designed to stimulate custom-
ers – like virtual gym classes or cook-
ing lessons. Essentially, the innovation 
is about giving customers the inspira-
tion they’re lacking because there are 
fewer reasons to visit physical stores: if 
a brand can really fire the imaginations 
of prospective customers, they will 
provide something different, some-
thing more experiential and put them-
selves on a path to do well in 2021.

A silver lining to the cloud of 2020 
has been that many consumers who 
were previously unfamiliar with using 
technology for shopping, entertain-
ment or staying in touch with family, 
are now more comfortable with it. As 
a brand, it is essential to capitalise on 
this momentum and both invest fur-
ther and innovate in your digital plat-
forms if you want to be successful in 
2021. If you don’t, you risk being left 
behind by more agile and innovative 
competitors.

 
www.conversity.com

2020 has seen an irreversible change in 
consumer behaviour – now is the time to adapt

http://www.conversity.com
www.merchantland.co.uk
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Location: France, Toulouse
On 13-14 January 2021, the city of Toulouse will host the 4th edition 
of the trade show CYCL’EAU for 2 days of exchanges devoted to water 
management.
International B2B meetings are organised during the two days by 
Enterprise Europe Network in partnership with the trade fair organisers 
and in parallel with the conferences program. It will give the opportunity 
to all the actors in the field of water management to meet potential 
partners from other countries to discuss their projects for business, 
technical, technological or research development.

Location: Online
Tourismatch 2020 will take place as a parallel activity to the International 
Tourism Forum in Maspalomas ‘Challenges of the Tourism Industry’ 
bringing together companies, universities, research organisations and 
public administration representatives from across Europe and worldwide.
Tourismatch 2020 is a unique opportunity, organised in the framework of 
the Enterprise Europe Network by Instituto Tecnológico de Canarias, in 
close collaboration with other local agents, to generate new contacts for 
business, technical co-operation and R&D. The matchmaking event is a 
quick and easy way to meet potential cooperation partners, in two days 
of pre-arranged face-to-face/ virtual bilateral meetings (B2B) between 
start-ups, companies, universities, public and private research centres.

Location: Santiago, Chile 
The objective of this event is to show Chilean authorities, companies, 
NGOs and institutions the importance of the Circular Economy both 
as a mechanism to help mitigate climate change (and its contribution 
to the fulfilment of Chilean commitments in this matter) and for the 
development of a more just and sustainable society. Speakers will also 
identify the opportunities, challenges and tools related to the transition to 
a Circular Economy and discuss how public policies and the commitment 
of the private sector can support the development of more circular and 
sustainable societies.

Registration Deadline: Wednesday 27 January 2021
Location: Online
Health Tech Hub Styria (HTH Styria) is an initiative of six leading 
stakeholders in the Styrian innovation system (Human.technology Styria, 
Joanneum Research, Medical University of Graz, SFG, Science Park Graz 
and City of Graz) and the Enterprise Europe Network Austria.
Following a very successful kick-off event in 2019 and its exciting sequel 
in 2020, this time - due to the COVID-19 induced travel restrictions 
– what is offered is a concise but action-packed virtual event with 
fascinating topics such as international keynotes, a corporate call, pitching 
sessions, pre-arranged B2B meetings and more.

Registration Deadline: Monday 15 February 2021
Location: Online
This brokerage event takes place within the international subcontracting 
fair for parts, components, modules and technologies “Z” and within the 
international trade fair for machine tools, manufacturing and automation 
“intec”. The trade fair combination takes place every two years and is the 
first important industry get-together for manufacturing technology in the 
metal processing and supply industry in Europe.
Due to the positive response in previous years, on 3rd March 2021 what 
is offered is the 14th edition of CONTACT brokerage event. Participants 
in the international B2B meetings will mainly include European producers, 
suppliers and subcontractors in the fields of manufacturing technology, 
tool and special-purpose machine construction, supply for the automotive 
and vehicle industry, machine construction, plant engineering and tool 
making as well as other growth industries.

Registration Deadline: Wednesday 7 April 2021 
Location: Craiova, Romania
‘INSPIRE - Stock exchange of INnovative Services, Products & Ideas 
REady for market’ will provide the opportunity for the inventors from 
the Romanian South-West region, but not only, to meet the needs of 
SMEs related to technological transfer of patents and other innovative 
products, services and ideas.

INSPIRE event, through B2B meetings, will bring together regional 
inventors and companies, willing to create exchanges and opportunities 
to develop business, scientific and technological partnerships, The B2B 
aims to enable new partnerships across industries and countries with the 
focus to capitalize on latest technologies and innovation capabilities into 
new products and services that enable new markets.

Registrations for all events are now open
For further information contact the Enterprise Europe Network London office at enterprise.europe@londonchamber.co.uk



Multichannel marketing 
to boost your business

✓ GDPR Consultancy   

✓ Print Management

✓ Data Processing 

✓ Personalisation 

✓ Web2Print 

✓ Print Production

✓ Fulfilment & Mailing

✓ Postage Optimisation

T:  01322 663328
E:  sales@kpmgroup.co.uk
www.kpmgroup.co.uk

Book your free Discovery Call
We are offering LCCI Members a  
free consultation. Contact us 
quoting ref: LCCI to see how we 
can help your business.

We have moved! 

Our new address is: Unit 1 Mill Place, 
Platt Business Estate, Maidstone Road,
Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 8TB

Are you looking to increase awareness and get seen in your 
marketplace? We help businesses and charities to attract sales, leads 
and donors through a wide range of print, digital and mail solutions.  
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If you are a member of LCCI with an offer for other members, contact membersoffers@londonchamber.co.uk

n Free Event Space at Ascot 
Racecourse.
Book an event for 10 or more 
people and receive the space free 
of charge.
Subject to availability and a 
minimum F&B spend* of £35 + 
VAT per person (£350 + VAT min. 
spend).  Ample free parking.

Offer to members
Free Event Space for up to  
30 people*
01/12/2020 - 31/03/2021

Contact
0344 346 3611 or email  
events@ascot.co.uk
www.ascot.co.uk/covid-secure

n Are you searching for more 
clients?
Have you changed the way you run 
your business? Are you reaching 
out to a different market and not 
sure where to start? Everything 
has changed but business owners 
still need to market their business 
and get new clients. As a certified 
Business Coach I can help you 
ensure your business thrives in 
these turbulent times. I’ll help you 
create a marketing strategy that 
wins those customers you need. If 
you want a different perspective on 
your business, fresh ideas, support, 
and accountability, please contact 
me to talk.

Offer to members
If you are a small business owner 
I’m offering LCCI members a 50% 
Bursary for coaching in December 
and January. Monthly fee is 
normally £499.

Contact
To arrange a call to discuss your 
needs, contact me at  
Karen@karenjburge.com
Phone: 07962 275115.  
www.karenjburge.com
www.linkedin.com/in/karenburge

n Managed IT Service Provider
We specialize in providing up-to-
date Microsoft technology-based 
customer solutions all over the UK. 
We can assess your business  
goals, identify a solution that 
meets your business needs and 
help your business become more 
agile and efficient. We can help 
you take full advantage of the 
cloud, opening a wide array of new 
opportunities for you to grow your 
business and your revenue.
• On-premises & cloud 

infrastructure
• Transformation of on-premises 

to cloud
• Network security & maintenance
• Software & hardware 

procurement
• Online support ticketing platform

Offer to members
Get in touch today to receive a 
competitive 10% discount on our 
professional services and free 
advice on how you may be able to 
benefit from our state-of-the-art
IT services.

Contact
Call our UK based call centre on 
020 3551 6938 or email info@
vodanile.com

n We know you’re used to 
working with speed, integrity 
and honesty, and we are too. 
Our expert legal team has the 
knowledge and experience that 
matters to serving and former 
military personnel and ex-forces 
businesses. We understand how 
the sector works and what you 
would expect from us. With a 
team that includes ex-forces 
specialists, and the security 
clearances required to operate 
across the entire defence industry, 
we speak your language. 

Offer to members
We provide discounted legal 
services for serving military 
personnel, veterans and ex-forces 
businesses. Fees are reduced for 
family law including divorce and 
children’s matters; wills, trusts 
and estates; and advice for your 
business such as commercial 
contracts and protecting IP.

Contact
Richard Morgan, Head of Defence, 
Security and the Forces sector
01432 349 661 | 07890 304 469
rmorgan@hcrlaw.com
www.hcrlaw.com

2BK Partner Ltd.
2/3 48 West George Street, 
Glasgow G2 1BP
T: 07867 853812
nesli@2bkpartner.com
www.2bkpartner.com
Marketing and sales consultancy

Alembic Strategy Limited
4th Floor, 28 Austin Friars, 
London EC2N 2QQ
T: 07814 740197
info@alembicstrategy.com
www.alembicstrategy.com
Business management 
consultants

Algorithms Software Limited
Tower 42, 25 Old Broad Street, 
London EC2N 1HN
T: 020 7877 0052
greg.saunders@xpedeon.co.uk
www.xpedeon.com
Digital transformation and ERP 
software

All Seeing Surveillance
207 Regent Street,  
London W1B 3HH
www.allseeingsurveillance.com
Private investigations

Alva Tech Limited
4 Prince Albert Road,  
London NW1 7SN
www.alvatech.co.uk
Water filtration equipment

Beyond Governance Ltd
40 Dale Avenue, Wheathampstead, 
St. Albans AL4 8LS
T: 07976 714335
enquiries@ 
beyondgovernance.com
www.beyondgovernance.com
Governance consultancy

Coltraco Ultrasonics
46 Mount Street, Mayfair,  
London W1K 2SA
T: 020 7629 8475
maryconnie@coltraco.co.uk
www.coltraco.com
Ultrasonic safety equipment

Complianceasia Consulting
1 St Andrew’s Hill, London EC4V 
5BY
T: 07864 252672
communications@
complianceasia.com
www.complianceasia.com
Compliance consultants-
financial

DRP International (UK) Ltd.
65 Compton Street, London 
EC1V 0BN
www.drpgp.com
Trading in metals

Edison LED Lighting Ltd
33 West End Road, Southall UB1 
1JQ
accounts@edisonledlighting.com
www.edisonledlighting.com
LED lighting supply for projects

Fleetcom Ltd
64 Battalion Drive, Wootton, 
Northampton NN4 6RW
Motor trade

Imburse Payments
1 Lyric Square, Hammersmith, 
London W6 ONB
www.imbursepayments.com
Payments marketplace

Inceptial Technologies 
UK Ltd
Devonshire House, 60 Goswell 
Road, London EC1M 7AD
T: 0091 83003 7240
info@inceptialtech.uk
www.inceptialtech.uk
IT service provider

Morphin Group
47-49 Premier Business Centre, 
Park Royal Road,  
London NW10 7LQ
T: 020 7164 6654
info@morphingroup.com
www.morphingroup.com
Investments

Orega Ltd
70 Gracechurch Street,  
London EC3V 0HR
www.marcosotrade.com
Steel trading and freight 
forwarding

Prominence 
International Limited
Office 366, 321-323 High Road, 
Chadwell Heath RM6 6AX
T: 07912 351706
inquiries@prominenceltd.co.uk
Export

Rongland Ltd
Kemp House, 152-160 City Road, 
London EC1V 2NX
www.rongland.co.uk
Night vision equipment

Silica Mining 
Corporation Ltd
Tower 42, Level 5, 25 Old Broad 
Street, London EC2N 1HN
T: 020 7193 8183
www.simicor.uk
Silica mining 

VirtusLab Ltd
Level 18, HQ3, 40 Bank Street, 
Canary Wharf, London E14 5NR
T: +48 17 778 86 20
info@virtuslab.com
www.virtuslab.com
Software engineering

Western Digital (UK) Ltd
Hamilton House, Regent Park, 
Kingston Road, Leatherhead 
KT22 7PL
T: 01372 366000 
Technology - data storage

Wild Fawn
17 Laleham Road, London SE6 2HS
www.wildfawnjewellery.com
Jewellers
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GESE: Graded Examinations in  

Spoken English

 �A speaking and listening exam

 �Provisional result received in 24 hours

 �Certificate usually sent within 7 days

Entrepreneur, Student and 
Minister of Religion visas (B1–C1) 

ISE: Integrated Skills in English

 �A reading, writing, speaking and  

listening exam

 �Completed in one day

 �Certificate usually sent within 21 days

/TrinitySELT                     @Trinity_SELT               0333 358 3183              trinitycollege.com/SELT

Book your test today at trinitySELT.co.uk 

Trinity College London is approved by UKVI to provide SELTs for British  
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across the UK with tests available 7 days a week.

Secure English Language Tests (SELTs)
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Scrooge’s Data Backup Saved Christmas!
It’s true! “A Christmas Carol” is 
a tale we all love at this time of 
the year, but Scrooge needed 
the memories of his childhood, 
delivered to him by a data 
backup (Ghost of Christmas 
Past to you and me) to kickstart 
the disaster recovery of his 
good character.

Now Christmas is nearly upon 
us and, like Ebenezer, we can 
hopefully look forward to 
festivities and a brighter future 
in 2021. So why would you want 
to think about mundane stuff 
like data backups of all things I 
hear you ask? It’s all taken care 
of, yes?

Well... Hopefully. If you aren’t 
just synchronising and hoping 
that’s a backup. Dropbox, 
OneDrive, Google Drive, for 

example, can duplicate files 
onto every computer but often 
deleted files are only retained for 
a short time in these systems. 
Then, like Scrooge’s childhood 
memories they’re lost. 

Also, the vendors may not be 
liable for your data if there is 
a problem with their system; 
you need to check the Ts & Cs 
carefully to be sure. 

Data Backup is an essential part of 
any Disaster Recovery Plan. You 
need one, and more so now with 
the explosion of WFH; the plan 
you had Pre-Covid might not be 
the plan you need now! 

A good IT Support Provider should 
provide you with an integrated 
system of cloud infrastructure, 
data backup and disaster recovery. 
This should all be packaged in a 
single strategy (including training, 

monitoring and regular health 
checks) that you have signed off. 
If this isn’t in place, you are putting 
your data and disaster recovery 
capability at risk. 

There are enough things to worry 
about with WFH, coronavirus 
and what Christmas presents to 
buy. Data backup and disaster 
recovery for your business 
shouldn’t be one of them. Make 
sure you have a unified strategy in 
place for 2021, and if you haven’t, 
don’t be a Scrooge! Find a quality 
provider that provides it for you.

Tel: 020 3790 7500
www.LabyrinthIT.com

Matt Dunn 
Business Support Director 
Labyrinth Technology

ADLINK INTERNATIONAL (1989) MEDIA GROUP IS 
YOUR PERFECT GLOBAL ADVERTISING PARTNER

Businesses are going through 
unprecedented times. Covid-19 and 
the nightmare of lockdowns have left 
their calling cards on businesses of 
all sizes throughout the country. Their 
best-laid 2020 plans are crippled, 
hitting and affecting them negatively.

Countries are coming out of the 
lockdowns. Key activities like 
manufacturing, transport, logistics, 
and tourism which faced major 
restrictions or closures during the 
lockdown are reopening now. 

Now, like an earthquake or a cyclone 
that took everything with it, every 
business is picking up pieces and 
looking to revive operations and build 
new sales outlets. This is the time to 
recover and rebuild the lost business.  

Only a tiny percentage of businesses 
would not be looking to advertise 
products and services in the current 
unprecedented times.

This is the time to strengthen the 
foundations weakened by the 
Covid-19 pandemic and the lockdown 
and to rejuvenate your business. This 
is the time to ensure end-users don’t 
forget brand names as they say out of 
sight out of mind.

Majority of consumers think that 
brands should step up their advertising 
after the lockdown.  

According to international marketing 
reports for all markets, 79% people 
agree that ads should show how 
brands can be helpful in the current 

situation; 77% agree that ads should 
inform about efforts taken by brands 
to face the situation, and 74% agree 
that ads should offer a positive 
perspective.

The reason why brands need to 
consider advertising now is to let their 
audience, end-users know they are 
open and operational and to assure 
them they are following all required 
safety standards. 

Come, talk to us and invest in the 
future of your business through 
increased UK and international 
connections where you can boost 
overseas business and also find 
new business partners globally. We 
offer all media solutions, including 
B2B.

www.adlinkinternational.com | media@adlinkinternational.com



I
t may seem strange that BASDA, the 
organisation which represents the UK-
based software development industry, 
has produced a series of guides for 
software buyers and those who advise 

them. Moreover, we are making suggestions 
based on our experience on the best ways to 
purchase business applications. Why are we 
doing this when surely buyers and sellers have 
different objectives by definition? 

Actually it’s to everyone’s advantage – both 
buyers and sellers – to ensure that:
• Organisations select the software which 

best meets their business needs
• Buyers ask the right questions; to the right 

vendors; and gain meaningful answers 
that will lead to the right decisions for their 
business

• The most efficient purchasing processes 
and methods are used – which will save 
time and money for all
Whatever the size of an organisation, 

buying business software is analogous to a 
family purchasing a house – it’s a fundamental 
decision, made very infrequently. The 
technology options, range of solutions and 
potential suppliers may well have changed 
fundamentally since their last purchase, so it’s 
vital to take expert advice. 

BASDA members as software vendors 
go through hundreds of selection and 
procurement processes each year. Our series 

of guides share the best practices we have 
seen which lead to the optimum results for 
buyers.  Whether looking for a business app 
on a phone; a simple cloud-based application 
paid for monthly by user; or a customised 
enterprise-wide system – many of the buying 
questions and processes are the same.

The BASDA range of guides includes:
• Selecting Business Software Guide (24 

pages) - straightforward advice and best 
practices ensuring the most efficient 
purchasing processes and methods are 
used across a diverse range of systems 
from Apps through Cloud-based and 
On-premise solutions. Its content is 
relevant for purchasers from businesses of 
all sizes from start-ups, through SMEs to 
major corporates and large public sector 
organisations ensuring that the investment 
is made on the basis that the business 

needs are being fully understood and the 
right due diligence is being carried out.

• Selecting Business Software for Small 
Business Success (4 pages) - a start-up 
or more established small business will 
have considerable demands on their 
scarce resources as they grow.  This Guide 
provides independent “no jargon” guidance 
on how to select the business application(s) 
which will meet and support the growth 
plans and ability to meet statutory 
requirements of the business without 
draining internal resources.

• 10 things to consider when purchasing 
Accounting Software (2 pages)

• 10 things to consider when purchasing 
Payroll Software (2 pages)
The guides can be freely downloaded from 

www.basda.org/bsg

Focus on the fundamentals
For SMEs with limited time and resources, 
the first focus should be on launching the 
business and keeping it running. What are 
the real essentials to attract funding; find 
and retain customers; develop and deliver 
products and services? The most important 
objectives will depend on what type of 
business it is and this will drive which software 
is best suited to meet the needs.
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Selecting Software 
for Business Success
Selecting the right software to run a modern business can be a make or break decision. 

Whatever the size of organisation, there is a dizzying array of choices from phone apps to 

cloud solutions and in-house installed systems. It’s not surprising that many businesses seek 

advice from their accountants, but with a wide range of options, are you sure your advice is up 

to date? BASDA (The Business Application Software Developers Association), the organisation 

which represents the UK software industry, has produced a series of guides to help and 

demystify software selection. 

Continued on page 62

“Whatever the size of 
an organisation, buying 
business software is 
analogous to a family 
purchasing a house – it’s 
a fundamental decision, 
made very infrequently”



T
he Pandemic has brought an unexpect-

ed change to market conditions which 

have forced many technology compa-

nies to streamline. At the same time, there has 

been a surge in demand for subject matter ex-

pert candidates that can deliver tangible value.  

In the technology sector 

where these imperative 

skills create a majority of 

the current workforce, 

working with specialist 

recruitment partners has 

become even more crit-

ical. These challenging 

COVID-19 times has taught 

organisations to become 

more tech-enabled. The 

implementation of remote 

working and the necessity of being accessible to 

customers via digital channels has created new 

demands for businesses. Companies who have 

already invested in digital transformation tech-

nologies have reaped huge rewards.

IT roles have become more complexed in 

recent years, hence the recruitment process 

become increasingly challenging to navi-

gate. Staffing struggles often stem from a 

lack of technical knowledge and experience. 

HR and Talent Acquisition teams must work 

in partnership with hiring 

managers when filling 

in complex IT roles. In 

most businesses, this is 

not achievable until the 

interview process. The 

Talent Analytix team in-

cludes dedicated recruit-

ers, many of whom are 

ex-IT professionals with 

experience in virtualisa-

tion, cloud infrastructure, 

application migration, network and telepho-

ny. They lead the recruitment process for our 

partner organisations, applying their exten-

sive knowledge of the technology sector to 

solve client recruitment challenges.

As specialist IT recruiters, we have extensive ex-

pertise in sourcing candidates throughout the 

UK, EMEA, North America and APAC regions. 

Our business model has brought enormous 

benefits to both our clients and candidates.

Finding skilled and diverse IT talent has prov-

en to be even more challenging for companies 

dedicated to decreasing their gender dispar-

ity rates during the Pandemic. Budget cuts, 

changes in operating models and overall mar-

ket conditions have significantly impacted the 

advances made in Diversity & Inclusion. Talent 

Analytix is a certified diverse supplier. We have 

been successful in attracting diverse candidates 

through our dedicated bias-free hiring strate-

gies without any additional cost to our client.

Talent Analytix can help you recruit high-cali-

bre candidates with hard-to-find skills, improve 

your diversity rates and improve your overall 

recruitment process reducing your costs and 

time-to-hire.

Building world 
class tech teams

Recruiting in 2020: Digital Transformation, Diversity Rates and the Coronavirus Pandemic

Get in touch with us at +44 (0)20 8736 5576 / +44 7739 737178 or send 
us an email at leena@talent-analytix.com | www.talent-analytix.com

 Leena Mehta, CEO, Talent Analytix

Wishing all our 

friends at the 

London Chamber 

of Commerce a 

very happy and safe 

Christmas and  

Happy Holidays!  

Elstree
Talent Analytix
Catalyst House
720 Centennial Court
Centennial Park
Hertfordshire WD6 3SY
+44 20 8736 5576

New York
Talent Analytix
1325 Avenue of the Americas
Suite 2800
New York
NY 10019
+1 646 968 0603
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An online retailer will have different 
business application needs to a new 
manufacturing company or an organisation 
which is all about providing people and 
services. It’s easy to be distracted by what’s 
more fun or interesting to do or what’s in 
vogue. Identify what’s important to the 
business NOW, then laser FOCUS on that.

Don’t forget the plumbing
Cash-flow management, bookkeeping, 
accounting, financial reporting, expense 
control, VAT reporting, payroll, pension 
provision… we’re guessing that these 
aren’t on the list of most exciting things 
for entrepreneurs to think about. However 
these background processes could sink a 

business, slow its growth or, at the very least, 
eat up huge amounts of time which could be 
better spent on looking after customers or 
improving products.

Initially many of these workflows can 
be handled by spreadsheets and online 
documents but, as a business grows, there will 
rapidly come a point when the right software 
tools for accounting, payroll, expense 
management etc. will become vital to better 
manage operations, meet regulatory needs 
and free up time to think about expansion. 
Introduce business applications incrementally 
as a business grows to support must do ‘back-
office’ processes.

Do the research
What’s the right type of solution for a 
business? A business app run on a mobile? 
A Software as a Service (SaaS)/Cloud-based 
system – run by the vendor and accessed 
online? An outsourced service provided by a 
third party? A mixture?

There’s a wide range of solutions out there. 
For example, a search for ‘accounting’ or 
‘bookkeeping’ on the online app stores will 
currently return close to 100 options for each. 
Some apps are at the top of the list because 
of paid advertising. Some apps are free; some 
have an up-front fee; some feature ‘In-App 

Purchases’ which charge as more functionality 
is unlocked. 

There’s no one best tool which fits all 
types of business, so it’s important to be 
clear what the real objectives and needs are. 
Just because a solution is in fashion or was 
successfully used by a colleague at another 
organisation, doesn’t mean it’s right for a 
business in a different industry with other 
challenges. 

Draw together information from a range of 
sources including your peer network; trade 
associations like FSB and ICAEW; reviews and 
ratings from app stores such as Google Play 
or the Apple App Store and in IT and business 
magazines; case studies. Benefit from the 
experience of others but make sure that their 
situation is relevant to the specific needs of 
the business.

Core business application 
software includes:
• Accounting and financial reporting

• Budgeting

• Customer Relationship Management 

(CRM)

• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

• Human Resources (HR)

• Payroll

• Pension provision

• Purchasing

• Sales

• Manufacturing

• Web sites and online presence

Continued on page 62

“There’s no one best tool 
which fits all types of 
business, so it’s important 
to be clear what the real 
objectives and needs are”



Happy with your Insurance premiums, cover and broker advice?
Need a second opinion?

We provide confidential, fully independent advice.

www.imsm.com
www.insuranceinspectservices.co.uk
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It’s not just about the software
It’s important that the software provides the 
functionality which an organisation requires 
but there are other factors to consider when 
making a choice:
• Support - what happens if help is needed 

or a problem is encountered? Is online 
or telephone support provided? Is there 
an additional charge for this? Are the 
opening hours and response times 
suited to business hours and deadlines? 
Comparison sites such as Trustpilot provide 
customer feedback on support and service 
performance.

• Self-help - are there online FAQs and 
discussion forums? Are there user groups 
and user conferences?

• Training - is the software so intuitive 
training is not needed? If not are there 
online courses, training videos or 

convenient locations which provide 
education.

• On-going functionality and costs - if the 
business grows and new capabilities are 
required is there a cost such as ‘In App 
Purchases’ or a charge for new modules? 
How will changes in legislation be 
supported - as part of regular upgrades? 
Will these be chargeable?

• Viability and reputation of the vendor - will 
the software provider be around for the long 
term, continuing to develop the solution?

How to make a final decision
It can be a good idea to borrow the scoring 
method used by larger organisations when 
comparing different solutions and providers 
but applied in a ‘lite touch’ manner. 

A typical scoring scheme to support 
software selection might work like this:
• Make a list of each requirement - then 

weight and score each based on the 
method below. 

• First assign a weighting against each 
requirement based on how important it is:
 - Essential/Mandatory = 3
 - Desirable = 2
 - Nice to have = 1

• Next review how each solution matches up 
and assign an evaluation score for it against 
each requirement:
 - Does not meet requirements = 0
 - Partially meets requirements = 1
 - Fully meets requirements = 2
 - Exceeds requirements in a way which 

might be useful in the future = 3
• For each requirement multiply the 

evaluation score by the weighting.
• Add up all the points to give a points total 

for the solution. 
• The solution with the greatest points 

total is selected UNLESS some Essential/
Mandatory requirements are not met 
AND the solution provider cannot offer a 
satisfactory workaround.

See table below for example - Solution A 
scores the highest but might still be rejected 
if the provider cannot show how a mandatory 
requirement can be met:

Documenting why and how a decision 
was made can also be important for future 
scrutiny by funders or advisors. Formalising 
decision making will keep the focused on 
what functionality is really needed as it is 
easy to forget the basics and be distracted 
by ‘exciting’ features which may never be 
required. 

How BASDA can help
To help in choosing the right applications and 
solution providers, BASDA, as the UK software 
industry trade association, lists members and 
their solutions on its web site: https://www.
basda.org/members/

For fuller information download the BASDA 
Selecting Business Software guides from 
www.basda.org/bsg 

Weighting Solution A score Weighted score Solution B score Weighted score

Requirement 1 3 (Essential) 2 6 2 6

Requirement 2 1 (Nice to have) 3 3 0 0

Requirement 3 2 (Desirable) 3 6 1 2

Requirement 4 3 (Mandatory) 0 0 2 6

Solution Total 15 14

“ Formalising decision 
making will keep the 
focused on what 
functionality is really 
needed as it is easy to 
forget the basics and be 
distracted by ‘exciting’ 
features which may 
never be required”

https://www.basda.org/members/
https://www.basda.org/members/
http://www.basda.org/bsg
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The way that we insure our assets has 
changed over several years. Previously it 
was the physical breaking and entering 
that you were looking to protect yourself 
against, nowadays it’s a lot more about 
the person you can’t see hacking into 
your network, holding your systems to 
ransom or stealing your data. So how do 
you protect yourself against the risks of 
the invisible thief? Then, once you have 
dealt with one problem, what about the 

next one that is always slightly different?
Breaches are even more 

commonplace within the construction 
industry as on many occasions 
companies collaborate in a unique way 
with architects, surveyors, engineers, 
builders etc using shared IT platforms. 
Whilst this does allow for better 
communication to complete a project 
on time and as it was intended, it also 
comes with additional risk. 

The amount of confidential 
information held on these platforms 
such as plans & drawings, tender 
documents, property proposals etc is 
all data that is extremely attractive to 
a prospective hacker. If, for example, 
a cyber-criminal was able to restrict 
access or prevent your business 
from being able to draw down, this 

Cybersecurity… 
mitigating the virtual 
risk you can’t see…
Cyber security breaches pose a threat to each and every business that operates using any 
form of technology. However, the construction industry which makes up around 7% of the 
UK’s GDP is particularly at risk from cyber threats due to the rate in which technology has 
been implemented into its practices, let alone companies assessing and addressing possible 
gaps as a result.

Continued on page 68
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could incur major delays and result in 
significant financial loss and possible 
reputational damage for your company. 

When you picture cyber-crime, you 
likely think of a person typing rapidly 
as they input a unique piece of text to 
exploit and filter out your organisation’s 
weaknesses. The reality is that most 
hacks do not involve complex code or 
someone sitting there for hours manually 
probing through files. Criminals simply 
need to run a program and wait for it to 
reveal every possible point of entry into 
your network.

This is understandably alarming when 
looking at this from a risk perspective, 
but the good news is that organisations 
can use similar automated tools to 
identify these weaknesses themselves 
and take steps to mitigate the chances of 
someone be able to gain access where 
they shouldn’t.

No matter how savvy or diligent you 
are as a company there will always be 

some exposures, so vulnerability tests are 
incredibly important to protecting your 
systems and security. These should then 
be repeated periodically or following 
major changes to the organisation to 
ensure your information and data is kept 
secure.

Generally, it is believed that the biggest 
risk to your data being accessed, held to 
ransom, or stolen is not your firewalls or 
anti-virus software, but the people within 
your organisation. It has been suggested 
that almost a third of security incidents 
are caused by employees themselves 
and with many now working from home 
due to the pandemic there isn’t even the 
chance to cross reference something 
with a co-worker easily. 

Staff awareness and training of cyber 
security risks has therefore become more 
important than ever before. Working 
from home may be assisting with 
stopping the spread of Coronavirus but 
with it brings the risk of computer viruses 
and other forms of cyber-attacks on 
your systems because of being remotely 
connected to the office network.

According to a KnowBe4 report 
(Phishing by Industry 2020 Benchmarking 

Report), the construction industry is most 
susceptible to phishing emails among 
small and medium-sized businesses, and 
second most susceptible among large 
businesses. 

Almost 40% of employees in the 
construction industry fell for the 
researcher’s bogus email. However, after 
three months of training, the percentage 
of people who fell for scam messages 
halved. This shows the power that staff 
awareness alone can have. When you 
couple this with other defences, such as 
spam filters and implement processes 
that tell employees what to do when 
they receive a suspicious email, you can 
improve your likelihood of being able to 
block a cyber-attack.

To be able to keep ahead of the cyber 
security battle it is important to explore 
as many options as is possible, including 
discussing Cyber Insurance and the 
covers that this provides. Working with 
experienced brokers who can advise on 
insurance solutions to help protect your 
business, they can also signpost you to 
relevant risk management and training 
solutions to assist in identifying those 
gaps and tackling them effectively.

Working from home 
may be assisting with 
stopping the spread 
of Coronavirus but 
with it brings the risk 
of computer viruses 
and other forms of 
cyber-attacks on your 
systems
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Master your information 
system
Our mission: support companies  
to the compliance and security  
of information systems

n Cybersecurity Expertise

n Transition Management

n Support for ISO 27001 Certification

n DPO Service

To learn more visit 
www.inssatad-consulting.com

www.mrcollege.ac.uk
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Members’ noticeboardMembers’ noticeboard

n GPR Professional Services
Our expertise is centred around 
management systems standards, 
helping clients achieve certification 
and providing support with their 
auditing endeavours. Working 
across several market sectors 
- multidisciplinary engineering, 
capital goods, and business services; 
we are advocates for sustainable 
development, promoting a 
standards-based approach to good 
corporate governance, assurance 
and business improvement.
If you are new to business 
standards and thinking about 
getting certified to a management 
system standard such as ISO 9001 
Quality we have published some 
FQA; one of the first things you 
should do is seek to understand the 
difference between accredited and 
no accredited certification.
Alternatively, if you have an 
established/mature system and 
are looking for some inspiration on 
how to develop it further we can 
be contacted for an initial free of 
charge consultation.
Contact Gary Ruffhead MCQI 
CQP (Principal Consultant)
Email: garyruffhead@gprps.co.uk 
Mobile: 07484 756 071
www.gprps.co.uk/contact

n Webinar: How Hackers Hack 
(And How to Protect Your 
Business) @ 2pm 03.12.20
The cybersecurity threat landscape 
has changed over the past few 
years and the number of attacks 
targeting SMEs has dramatically 
increased. Phishing Scams 
increased by 400% during March 
2020 alone, making COVID-19 the 
largest-ever cyber security threat.
Our “How Hackers Hack (And 
How to Protect Your Business)” 
webinar sees Glemnet and SKOUT 
CyberSecurity teaming up to reveal 
a demonstration of how easily 
hackers can get into your system 
from a few simple tricks and 
provide some actionable advice on 
how you can protect yourself and 
your business. 
Don’t miss out, sign up now! bit.
ly/HackersWebinar

n Free Government-funded 
programme for SME leaders
Peer Networks is a national peer-
to-peer networking programme 
for SME leaders that want to grow 
and develop their organisation for 
future success. Delivered locally, 
we create diverse cohort groups of 
individuals to collaboratively work 
through common business issues. 
Through interactive action learning, 
we enable you to discuss your own 
challenges, gain and reflect on 
valuable feedback and implement 
practical solutions to overcome 
them.
The programme is available to any 
SME business that has operated 
for at least one year; at least five 
employees (on payroll now or pre-
pandemic); a turnover of at least 
£100,000 (pre-pandemic); and an 
aspiration to improve.
For further information, 
please contact Ishaun Sahni 
on 0779 0000 933 or isahni@
thealternativeboard.co.uk, or 
Chris Paterson on 07788387382 
or smilebecurious@gmail.com  

Beyond Governance is an award-
winning governance consultancy. 
Every organisation has governance, 
but it is rarely optimised. 
Governance is the system of rules, 
procedures and processes that an 
organisation uses to direct and 
control its actions. It is the hallmark 
of a well-run company.
Governance can transform an 
organisation’s culture and positively 
affect the output and productivity 
of every person within it but done 
badly it makes businesses slow.
We unlock these opportunities 
enabling organisations to:
• Achieve more with existing 

resources
• Increase profits
• Attract additional investment
• Prepare for the future whilst 

minimising loss and conflicts
We work with organisations of all 
sizes from SME to FTSE 100 and 
across all industries. 
To learn more visit www.
beyondgovernance.com or contact 
us today on: +44 (0)20 3745 1916 
or enquiries@beyondgovernance.
com 

n Alterations to rail services at 
King’s Cross
Network Rail’s ongoing £1.2 billion 
upgrade of the East Coast Main 
will improve reliability for railway 
customers. The King’s Cross 
Remodelling Programme requires a 
temporary closure of half of King’s 
Cross Station’s platforms for three 
months (1 March to 4 June 2021).  
While there will be temporary 
changes to train services, a similar 
number of services will run to 
King’s Cross as now, so passengers 
can continue to travel. Information 
on busier services is available on 
our website and journey planners.  
Timetable changes from March will 
be available in journey planners, 
such as www.nationalrail.co.uk, by 
mid-December. There will also be 
some additional closures, including 
a six-day closure of King’s Cross at 
Christmas, weekends, and some 
Fridays in 2021, so please check 
journey planners before you travel.  
For further information,  
please email:  
gtr.stakeholders@gtrailway.com

n Bringing coaching to Asia 
Pacific
The AoEC (Academy of Executive 
Coaching) is predominantly known 
for training people in coaching skills 
and to coaching qualification level, 
as well as using coaching solutions 
to leverage organisations to new 
levels.
We are thrilled to announce that 
we are expanding, and that we 
will be bringing our coach training 
programmes to the Asia Pacific 
region. We are hosting free 
webinars, during which interested 
parties will hear from a graduate 
from a Diploma programme 
and have the opportunity to 
ask questions regarding our 
programmes.
Out virtual Practitioner Diploma in 
Executive Diploma will commence 
for people living in the Asia Pacific 
region in February 2021.
For further information, please 
visit: www.aoec.com

n CRASH
For many companies, Christmas 
celebrations will be pared back 
this year. Yet just a fraction of your 
usual Christmas entertainment 
budget could dramatically change 
this Christmas for those who need 
our help.
In return for your generosity you 
will receive a co-branded CRASH 
Christmas e-card, you can send 
to clients and colleagues and 
demonstrate your company’s 
commitment to social impact.
Your donation to CRASH 
could give a homeless person a 
wonderful FIRST Christmas in 
a place they can call home, or a 
child with a life-limiting illness the 
opportunity to enjoy precious time 
with family one LAST time at a 
hospice.
Donate today at www.crash.org.
uk/christmas and receive your 
e-Christmas card.
CRASH charity needs your 
support as never before. Thank 
You.

n Samsung Experience Stores
Remote working is the new normal 
for many businesses. And while 
working remotely brings challenges, 
it also brings opportunities. 
Samsung Experience Stores are 
dedicated to providing businesses 
of all types and sizes with the tools 
to support a collaborative, secure 
and, above all, mobile working 
environment. You’ll find a complete 
range of business products in store, 
including everything you need to 
succeed in a world that demands 
an always-on, always multi-tasking 
approach. Please visit the Oxford 
Street or Westfield Stratford City 
Samsung Experience Stores and 
speak to our Business Solutions 
Experts – they’re ready to work 
with you to create a mobile 
package tailored to your business.
For bespoke pricing and volume 
discounts on Enterprise Edition and 
our Rugged range, contact your 
local Business Solutions Expert:
Oxford Street - Mercedes Adams, 
Mercedes.Adams@prs-and.me 
07483 043250
Westfield Stratford City - 
Mohammed Zahed Mohammed.
Zahed@prs-and.me 07971 069217
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ALWAYS KNOW WHERE YOUR VEHICLE IS 
WITH SCORPION AUTOMOTIVE
• Fitting 7 days a week 8am-8pm

• 96% Theft recovery rate 

• Same or next day fittings available

• Over 400 dealers nationwide

www.scorpionauto.com www.datatool.co.uk

SECURITY CERTIFIED


